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If ICou Must

Don t

t i our Feet Draff

.Li

The people should appreciate these men who lay means mass
A good sized group of fine boosters wore out shoe
and mass action means irresistible who are in sympathy with the movement but who, by
!!niltinn mtUt linAn YlA'mer iaTia Tnalrrf tit. Inad liliAirtf
leather, with excellent results, yesterday in the Chamber down their private ' work and go out to labor on this nowpr tnwnrrl nrntrrpsa.
of Commerce drive. These men have their shoulders to public enterprise. But appreciation should take the
Are you indifferent, or doing nothing to help? to move.
the wheel and their toes in the gravel, pushing forward .form of participation. Every man and woman who will .Then you are adding a load to ilie chariot which other
Get off and push. Be at the Chamber rooms at
the chariot of progress.
join in a grand drive to finish the work in a whirl of citizens are trying to push forward. Get off and help 8:30 this morning.
'.
be at the Chamber
of Commerce push, by becoming a worker. Don't rido while others
Memberships come easily. The people are ready ' enthusiasmo should
If your circumstances are such that you must ride,
a
!
t
nn
'
'
for this great popular movement in city building. What rooms ai o;ju mis morning, every one wno rails 10 toil in your behalf.
let your feet drag. Meet the solicitor with a stni'e.
is needed is more workers who will help push the drive. appear, decreases by that much the probability of a
Are you "knocking" the project? Then you are not don't
Subscribe
quickly and send him on his way with a light
It cannot stop until the goal of at least 1,200 members sweeping and quick victory for Albuquerque.
only riding, but you are letting your feet drag. If there heart.
This movement among the masses of the people, "is are such, they are too few to count much.
is reached.. There should be many more members than
NO ONE CAN STOP US, BUT OURSELVES.
the most significant thing in the history of the city. It
It is the indolent, the indifferent and the "too busy"
that minimum.
1
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TECHNICAL FLAW

Nearly Every Nation Admits
inauiniy to uiiuiuaie no
Debt to United States,
Banker Declares,

American Basic Offer of a
Naval Ratio Has
Stood Every Test Applied
By the Experts,
"5-5-- 3"

American Delegation Is Said
A PLAN
to St2nd Firmly on the RECOMMENDS
PAYMENTS
OF EASY
Plan Proposed
By Secretary Hughes.
Urges That the Money Thus
. Repaid Be Devoted to the
CONFERENCEllUST
of EuroRehabilitation
RECONCILE VIEWS
Civilization,
pean
Japanese Delegate Declares
By The Associated Press.).Allotment
28Rec
"
the
New York, Nov.
allies or u.c..
Should Prevail; Navy Ex- -' ognition by the aoum
.
eleven minion
perts Will Meet Today. America as a Just debt, agreement
"5-5--

FLEET

PLAN OF HUGHES

p.

fx

till
"JTr

?,

FULL COMMITTEE TO
HEAR REPORT TODAY

3"

Analysis of the Major Elements of the Proposals
Have Been Completed;
U, S, Officials Hopeful,

.

EDITION

Dally by Carrier or Mull 8!c a Month
Single

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, November 29, 1921.

SEEKS

CITY

(By The Ansorlntcd I'rpss.)

mo

SHORT SKIRTS, THIN
STOCKINGS, LOW CUT
WAISTS
CRITICISED

t)l

R-

E

TELLS STORY OF

Nov. 28.
Denver, Colo.,
Short skirts, transparent stockings and low cut waists "Inviting the staring and lecherous
gaze of men" came in for a
condemnation
last niRht a'
Trinity Methodist church
which enjoys one of the largest
congregations in the city, when
the Itev. Loren At. Edwards
made a sensational doparturo
from his usual policy ot
of existing institutions,
preaching a sermon on the
of
"the Idolatry of
subject
passion."
"Wo need to go back to
In
the old time modesty
dress," tho spealter assorted.
"I am not trying to send you
back to your grandmother's
day, you understand. That Is
not my ploa. But I want to
emphasize the fact that familiarity still breeds the same old
traditional contempt.
"People who think they car
get accustomed to any stylo of
dress and that extremo stylet
will have no effect upon public morals, are thinking th
most arrant nonsense.
"I am ashamed of the woman whoso costume Is such as to
Invite the staring lecherouf
gaze of men the gnwn impossibly low of bosom, scanty
of skirt and with stockings of
incredible
almost

,

W

TEL PARTY
SAN
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Relates
Comedian
Gather-'ing
at
a
Happenings
Which Preceded, the
Death of Virginia Rappe,

Movie

DENIES INFLICTING
INJURIES ON

GIRL'

Declares He Found Her on
Room Floor,
the Bath
and
Moaning;
Writhing
Her Talk Was Incoherent
(By The Associated Tress.)

.'ov.
2S.
Definite
Washington,
Son lrrinclflCO. Calif.. Nov. tS
steps toward principles of Secre- Ros- -i
(by tho Associated Press.)
tnry Hughes' proposals for a navalmotion
coe Arbuckle,
picture
building holiday and naval limita- tion thereafter may result tomorcomedian, rpoke his first lines torow from the meeting of the full
by this country to easy payments
whlci
be
to
thus
day in tho tragic drama of
repaid was
the money
committee of naval
experts to
Washington, Nov. 28, (By and
i
central
Hs
figure
the
been
)
Europe,
has
i
he
examinV',
St,l-ri"?
in
illed
rehabilitating
which the task of dct
J
the Associated Press) . The aused
ation of the plan was referred.
proposed tonight by FranK
since its Inception Scptomber
is ap- A. plan
wittheir
the
The
have
Vanderlip, New York banker,
arms conference
from
told
completed
experts
Arbuckle
last.
obligations of the war.
analysis of the major elements of
ness stand his own story of the ,
proaching its first great forMr.settling
the plnn and it can l)e said authorVanderlip returned recently
nt a party I- n- hl
he studied
decision.
American
for
happenings
group,
the
from Europe where
itatively
rooms at the Hot"l St. Francis here
conditions. He said nearfiaw In tho COL.
no technical
that
It was announced tonight economic nation
of Europe admitwhich prectded by a few day the
Hughes' proposals has been rely every
by Vice Admiral Kato, chief ted
death of Virginia Rappe, one of
to pay the debt.
vealed.
inability
bo
those who attended. It was at this(.
American Basic Orfcr.
The United States would
Japanese naval expert, that
ON
receipt
ba.slc ofier of a
the
The
American
rapid
cent
much
as
party that the girl received injur-70
by
a
hurt
seeks
per
Japan
,..hirh raiisnl her death, the
in the form of goods,
naval ratio between Great
of
payment
anwas
Is thi
naval ratio. It also
Sutes and
Britain, the United
prosecution contends, and itbasis
he said, as the allied aeDtors wou.u
Oi.
nounced with equal author- be harmed In malting me puymei.
allegation that forms the
Japan, has stood, in American opinnow
drawing to
than
test
by
further
fact
of
Arbucklo's
look
not
trial,
ion,
applied
need
every
"We
deleAmerican
ity that the
a close on the charge ot manexperts. It embodied no misr,
contemplate morely the receipt
J the
r
on Secre- to
takes or errors of calculations. And
gation stood firmly
slaughter.
of $500,000,000 a year of Interest.
f
Sec"5-5-Cnse.
ns
was
the
Is
Clcsrs
It
DrfcnFO
tne
came
it
in
ratio
iorm
diy
tonight,
that
"If
said.
he
tary Hughes'
Tho defense closed Its case a.
if ''iti u'flirii
retary Hughes announced it, the
of goods, our Industrial " situation
proposal which means a 60 would
Hero of the Famous Lost 5:28 in n, vnln attempt to obtaJn
'
hub of the whole matter.
be upset."
of a
The American experts are exadmission Into tho record
Ur. Adolph Loreni operating on an infaniile paralysis case in New York. At the fight is lr. Henry W.
;
la a Just Dcof. i
per cent status for. Japan.
Battalion Reported Miss statement
uienno- -.
a th first nostulate in his plan,
by George
pected to report that the basis" of
chief eurgeon of the hospital.
The conference ultimately
Frauenthal,
,
,
American
the
Hotoi
the fact underlying
the
would" lay dowri'the
ina From Steamship on; house detective itat was
must reconcile these two he said, he
contended.
The wonderful
hands of Pr. ' trla's debt to America." The attracted nation-wid- e
attention plan ws as stated. What action
Francis, which,
the allied ,dcbt was
principle that
'"
or
may
British
of any
one
the
or
tsperts
Arbuckle
exonerate
-.
JapaneaS
WnlCn
Fviw4-o- r
would
surskill
debt.at plastic
whan ho cured
accept
liorcM,' famous Austrian man' whose
rlebaiieabalUraay.
a Just
Adolph
'"".
afo
cighteon
years
hnown.
J,no report,
responsibility for Miss itappes
"I would want - America to be "bloodless surgcoh," are already gery is known all over the world Lolita Armour, daughter of tne take is not
other to reach agreement both
for
the
will
clear
way
Ths Awnrsnlrd I'rrns.)
Iniilrv,
an intelligent and a lenient atwoEk.iStralghtenlng, tho. crook- recently gave his first demonstra- meat
kng who then was a cripplo jnctIon b'y th9 conference on the Now(ItsTork, Nov. 28. Lieut. Col.
Vice Admiral Kato said creditor,"
Of
he added. "Terms
Every one concerned regarded
ed spines, bones .and Joints tf tion before a clinic In the Hospi- anv
viiBt ,Vnu vvku luuu
to
princinlca.
the
was
cent
ratio
be
to
developments as tho prln
adapted
today's
the 70 per
of
the
hero
W.
payment ought
American .children "to repay Aua- tal for Joint Diseases. Dr. Lorenz ored hopelo&s.'
Charles
Whittlesey,
are
officials
American
very
ex
hope
means of our debtors.
has disap- clnal rcone of the drama. The tee
lost
battalion,
famous
minimum necessary for Jap- the"The
A.
of
utterances
the
ful
that
that Arbuckle would
crux of my plan would U
and peared from tho steamship Tolo't pectatlon
British
the
for
group,
the
for
crowd
anese security.
drew a large
in the disposition of the payment.
of Admiral Kato for the Japanese, on which he sailed Saturday for tlfy
JUDGE H0LL0MAN IN
"T would have America make a
The American view is that 60
morning session and w.ird tha.
in replying to Secretary Hughes, Havana, according to a wireless ho
in- wan on the sttind drow
in
IS
LABOR
If!
a
already
gesture
per cent for Japan is the maximum
beau Jeste
grand
GOVERNORSHIP RACE,
will prove to have been acceptances today.
naval strength that could be acrelationships. Whlls
News of the famous soldier's dis- one of about the same
American
of
the
the
of
principles
American
be"
of
the
aftornoon sitting of the onrt.
HIS FRIENDS CLAIM
cepted in view
demanding that the payment
proposal. They wore widely con appearance came In the following
Short Direct Kxnnilnatlon.
liabilities in the Pacific.
received from the captain
made, I would have America sa
tne
mepsage
in
at
strued
lime,
that
dui,
way
Due to the failure of, thede
Naval Kxpcrts to Meet,
to Thp Jmirnnt.i
is prepared for the present to
she
said
(Sperhil
Correspondence
was
ON
of
then
the
HELD
whatever
ship:
FARING
necessarily,
fenso to qualify a witness It had
Tomorrow naval experts of the forego receipt or it.
Santa Fe, Nov. 28. Friends
!was subject to an agreement as to
"Passenger named C. W. Whit- summoned
as an expert, Arbuckle
five powers will meet. Thoy have
of Judge Reed Holloman of the
"I would like to see every dol
Left several
the fact upon which the plan was tlesey disappeared.
discusp
us
to
stand bofore the time set,
took
concluded their
the
by
can ever be paid
district today
First
Judicial
that
lar
American
letters."
view,
In
the
predicated.
sion of the American plan, so far our debtors for years to come destated he was In the race for
Officials of the United Fruit line, for him to do so. His direct exfacts have been sustained.
AR these
I
CASE the
as its major factors are concerned. voted to the rehabilitation of Eunomination
were still asking operators of the ship, confirmed amination was completed In ten
gubernatorial
Naval
exports
his attorneys leading him
on the republican ticket, but
It is onlv
Developments today and tonight ropean civilization.
and answering questions Loday, but the fact that the passenger was minutes,
over the ground to be covered In
Indicated that they would return through such rehabilitation that
the Judge ,was In Gallup and
nau
nave
Colonel
are
tu
lieutenant
mere
Whittlesey
unaersiooa
t
such a short time that It surprised
no statement could be obtained
tho matter to the conference dele- these debts can ever conceivably be
do with tho subsidiary elements of through his relatives.
Arrested at from him.
gates without recommendation
Workers
Members of Mr. wnittieseys many In the court room. Arhneblo
Higher
Lucy
th0 Pian. The capital ship figures
Harrington
Receiving
Pnl(Ji
...
.
. .
..
In a clear, loud voice,
for important modifications.
tne war nas cosi,
They said Governor Mechem
law firm here were at a loss to ac- i
Chilili in Connection With
Waaes and Putting
had decided not to seek the
The American experts are satis he "Everything
count for his visit to Cuba. When denied that ho inflicted the Injuradded, "everything an unwl.e
on Miss Ranp that havo been .':
time
ies
second
a
office
Frifled that the original estimates of peace Is costing, can De recomfirm
governor's
of the
offices
the
left
he
ParticularDeath
Hours
Shorter
Eugene Kempenich
but this was not confirmed,
naval strength were correct. Pre- pensed and beyond that a great
against him.
day ho announced his Intention, chnrrred
as the governor left Saturday
"When I went Into my room
ments of the scheme hinge on that they sold, of attending the Army-Nav- y
sumably the British officers are In economic margin created, If eastHit:a.
in
Mystery.
ly
uccupiea
to
in
American
view
Salt
for
Lake
the
accord with the
City, Utah,
party to dress for e.n
during
ern Europe can be put In order,
faotor.
game Saturday.
3
attend the meeting of the
many respects. The French and can' be helped and led wisely to
Next In Interest to the
business associates declared engagement I had with a friend,
The Asnrl:itt Press.)
at
His
arrested
was
(Iljr
Lucy
Harrington
Western States Reclamation
Italian attitude has not been for- handle its own problem, If the peo Chlllll about midnight Sunday in
ratio proposal has Btood the discus- his mind was clear and that ho Mrs. May Taube, I found Mis
Coblenz, Germany, Nov.
association. The governor
sion as to the status of the Japan- apparently was in goo"il health Rappe on tho bath room floo."
mally disclosed.
Gerple of eastern Europe can be mane connection with the death of Euof
most
In
forparts
In
follow
Workmen
to
to
said
Intend
Indication
some
was
He writhing and moaning," he said.
Yet there
ese battleship Mitsu. There was otherwise when last seen.
to comprehend
their economic
; authoritative
mer Chief Justice of the SuKempenich, who was found
many are paid now to be rcceivln
indication In Ameri- seemed cheerful, they added, and "When I opened the door of tht
that action by the committee of unity, if they can be brought to gene
consid
Ocdead
Robon
at
his
home at Peralta
httt-wanes, everything
preme Court Clarence J.
can circles that this was regarded declared
were unable to ex- bathroom I: struck apralnst her.
experts to sustain the American es- understand that in the welfare of
'
a bullot wound
erts' footsteps and enter the
ered, than prior to: the war, andis no nr Hppondnrv ImDortance. pro plain hla they
A!sIsh1 Her All He ConW,
timate of naval facts and figure! all nations lies the highest pros- tober 7, hiswith
seemingly strange action
This
was
chest.
arrest
The
hours.
after
of
law
shorter
of
retention
through
for
working
"I nsslsted hor In the bathroom
private practice
was expected. Whether the
vided any proposal
In going away without notifying
perity of each.
made by Deputy - Sheriff Charles
of the occupied
3
true
his
of
present
the
the
not
minoralter
all
I could. Then I plac sj her on
did
would
submit
Mltsu
particularly
expiration
the
experts
them of his plans.
Might Repay Principal.
term.
Banghart, Sheriff Tondre, of Los
area, according to American army relative standing as between the
the bed in my room and continued
Depressed.
ity views was not known.
"For a good many years, I be- LunaB,
Ben
a
oi
and
line
.In
Santa
of
Fe,
W.
their
G.
auiy
Williams,
private
who
officers
Sargent,
the soldier's to nsalitl her. She was rmlflnlng
United States and Japan.
C. W. Whittlesey,
To Shift Scene of Action.
lieve It would be wise for us to defrom El Paso, who has
former state auditor, also was
have come in contact with the
informally that uncle, declared
In any event, it seems likely that vote all we receive to such purr detective
It was suggested on
tonight Colonel and writhing and nothing she
been
the
clews
candidate
the
to
classes.
be
a
chasing
said
regarding
receptive
German
working
bent
was
keeping
services for
be understood by me."
the
if
attended
tho scene of action will be trans- poses as I have suggested.
Japan
It Is
Whittlesey
which he believes to have
for the gubernatorial nominaThar the workman Is able to live Mitsu,
she might possibly negotiate the unknown dead at Washington
"Whero was Mrs. Dolmontf" ht
ferred this week to the committee popslble, however, that there would death,
is
been
instead
a
a
of
conditions
ticket.
murder
on
so
suicide,
tion
the republican
I
better under present
by offering on Armistice day and had since ap- was asked by hla chief counsel.'
agreement to do
room. Presumably, the Japanesa come such economic restoration as
m an
many officials in this part of the
Mrs. Bambino Maud Delmont.
to scrap Instead, one of the four peared depressed.
due, in a largo measure, to
group is prepared to continue Its that In the end, a considerable state
to
food
led
have
been
of
believe.
retain
36
would
she
was
strict
that
regulations
cruisers
who
fact
battle
Colonel
st
a
the
guest
Whittlesey,
party, brought the
argument there for
part, conceivably nearly all of the
oy under the American plan.
Working on a theory of Private
and unmarried, lived in a bachelor original charge of murder against
prices have been enforced
fleet ratio Instead of the Ameri- principal, might be paid to us. In- Detective
Williams' which Involves
rserman authorities and has pre
nnnrtment here. AVhen he appear Arbuckle, which Inter wlis reduce!
can
proposal. To what ex- terest money that we loaned and Mr. Harrington, Deputy Sheriff STOCKYARDS ACT
vented storekeepers, from boosting
ed at breakfast Saturday he brought In police court hearing to th
tent Japanese insistency may be reloaned for economic develop Banghart and others in the city
the cost of necessities of life, of
a suit case from his room, tie am manslaughter charge on trial.
parried in committee or later be- ment would be converted from the have been shadowing Harrington
value
dnDreolatlon in the
not say where he was going.
"Mrs. Dolmont nppeared while ;
fore the conference is still to be original obligation of the allies tn for some time. As far as could bo
the mark These regulations simmj
The crisp, laconic reply: "You we were trying to assist Mlw
disclosed.
411
motive
obligations representing material learned yesterday,
VALIDITYany
potameat,
teeth
to
rent,
into
house
the
hurled
to
hell,"
chiefly
go
Vice Admiral Kato In his state- properties which we created and which Harrington might have for
Rappe. She told me to get away,
toes and other staples produced
of a German officer who called on from Miss Rappe and I told her
ment declared that the 70 per cent probably backed by the obligations
such a crime is remote
to surrender, was 'shut up or I will throw you out .'
men
the
his
country.
him
within
and
OF
ratio was "tho minimum strengt'i of the governments of those coun committing
to the farthest degree, coming from
the rhetorical battlefield classic of the window,' " Arbuckle c
Slany luxuries have Increased tn
required" for Japan's security. Ha tries where this economic devel- a crime committed some time ago
'
COURT price,
which brought Colonel Whittlesey tlnued.
especially within the last
added:
i
opment took place. Tire time might in which it Is thought Kempenich
few weeks when the mark took a
Into fame.
Unaware of tfce Party.
"People of all countries must bj come when we would cease to worked for the conviction of the
with
Surrounded in the Argonne
tumble: but the currency fluctuaArbuckle
he
said
did
not
In full agreement as to limitation make these sums revolving credits man charged with it, who was a
know
affected
his command, the First battalion - that the party had been planned Ai
tion has not materially
of armament.
Otberwlse, even for European economic develop- friend or a relative of Harrington's.
nf fhn 308th infantry. Seventy- and that he did not know that
patronized by
Several other ' arrests are ex- Landis Will Be Asked to Is- food in the markets
though an agreement be made, it ment because there really woull
seventh division, he had been cut It had become a reality until Mlsa
the working clnsses.might create an unpleasant feel- not be further need for us to dii pected with ' a short time, all of
Is
a day
off for four days without rooa or Zey Prevost, Miss Rappe, Allci
sue An Order Against the One hundred marks for
so. Then the money would come them, it is understood,
ing and defeat its purpose,"
coming
the av- Asks Withdrawal of Foreign fresh water. All but eighty-seve- n
considered a fair wage
Blake, Alfred Zemnacher and OthFor competent American naval back to us.
from the clew which the private
Law
Provisions of the
men had been killed or wounded. er guests arrived.
erage working man, skilled work.
detective is following. Mr. Willopinion, it may be said with auGroat Possibilities.
blindfolda
consid7,1918,
October
Not
dusk
At
men
miners
and
receiving
Sanctioned, ed fierman bearing a white flag. "I wanted to get away," Ar
Troops,
Carried Out.
"I am firmly convinced that In iams, it Is reported, was employed
thority that the
proposal
200
Being
as
as
some
more,
high
erably
buckle
testified.
"I
danced
is viewed as the absolute maximum the great catastrophe the war hai shortly after the death of Eugene
,
for
n mesBy Pact; Consideration, crossed tho lines. He bore to
marks a day, while the common
of concession to Japan, tn view brought, there has been created an Kempenich by relatives of the desur- while with Miss Plake and other.
Bt Th Assoclnlcd Ireis.)
sage asking the Americans
makes but 50 or 60 marks
laborer
.
ceased.
of American Interests and liabilinot
did
Virginia
until
Over
of
Rappe
Goes
othdance,
could
which
never
of
28.
loaay. render, "in the name humanity. though she ordered tho muslo. 8halopportunity
milnnen Nov
Hearing
for eight hours.
The officers arrived In Albuquer- - two
ties in the Pacific. Naval opinion erwise have arisen. The obstaclei
A few hours after the messenger
bills filed as test suits attack-i- n
and
universities
in
Professors
the
Imme
aue
with
and
their
here holds actual security
prisoner
would which have arisen In the path of
of the school teachers maintain that they
Washington, Nov. 28 (by the was sent back with Whittlesey s
(Continued on Page Two.)
the
constitutionality
on
Los
where
to
went
Lunas,
case
diately
advance took
European civilization can be turned he was
act, so far as It governs have not fared so well as the Associated Press.) China's
(.Continued on Page Two.)
reply, an American rescued.
into stepping stones leading to a
placed In tne county jau stockyards
of
were
foreign
and all
livestock traders and commission working man, receiving on. an av- for the withdrawal
further investigation.
beg pending
position vastly better than
treaty, place
His exploit was rewardedcon-by
of less than 80 marks a day. troops, not sanctioned by
who was men, will, be held tomorrow
Eugene Kempenich,
was
prebe erage
will
Wilson with the
Europe has ever known. The state
Chinese
President
from
who
territory,
fore
Landis,
Since the war, the Germans do
highway commissioner at the askedJudge
1
war has made a great awakening
M9RE
to issue a restraining order not eat as much meat as formerly, sented before the Far Eastern gressional medal of honor. After
was found on tne
of
his
time
death,
in minions or dormant
the German officet
Chinese
delega'the
armistice
mfnds.
committee
Clyn
the
arby
District
Attorney
7
the
against
on
floor
of
the
October
principle
potatoes
forming
The possibilities that there urn in morning
went who demanded
Whittlesey's
Consideration
his bedroom at his Peralta home. and Secretary Wallace, preventing ticle of diet. Dark bread In thret tion today. tomorrow.
added to his laurels by
society for realizing better condi- of
back end a them from carrying out provisions pound loaves is sold for 7 marks, over until
FOKECAST.
tions for all humanity are un- He was lying on his
a statement extolling the
Coupled with the Chinese prowas found to have passed of the act.
this being a mixture resembling
Denver, Colo., Nov. 28. New dreamed of. The opportunity has bullet
of seven rye bread as made in America. It posal was a request for the re- American's courage.
on
behalf
His
chest.
his
Mayer,
Levy
through
completely
Mexico: Partly cloudy and some- arisen 10 maice tneae
possibilities revolver was lying. under his right dealere In livestock, acting for all is considered very wholesome and moval of unauthorized police sta,
what unsettled Tuesday and prob- rpnlltlo "
hand. Examination of tne revol livestock dealers, filed one bill to- It is eaten by many Americans tions and telegraph and wireless FIND WATCHMAN DEAD
no
decided
Wednesday;
ably
ver proved puzzling, to such an ex- day. The other was filed by
among them MaJ, Gen. Henry T. Installations.
In
temperature.
change
UNDER JPILE OF OATS
The Chinese delegation, H is .
Godman, for ninety firm, Allen, commander of the Ameritent that some people claimed It
JURY NOT SELECTED
and
Arizona:
Livecloudy
based its argument
Partly
and other, representing the National
can
In Germany, who has understood,
fired
been
had
forces
recently
somewhat unsettled Tuesday; coolIN A. C. BURCH CASE that It had not been fired for stock Exchange. Commission man It on his table at homo at everv virtually on that presented at
By The Associated Press.)
er north portion. Wednesday ft'r.
Versailles by the Chinese peace
in every packing center will abide meal. .
months.
Montrose, Colo., Nov. 28. Lems
cov
The entire death was shrowdea by the outcome of the suits, atuel Heacock, a watchman at the
delegation, but included data
(By The Associated Press.)
IiOCAX RETORT.
Los Angeles. Calif.. Nov. 28. TIia In mystery and many officials whj torneys declared.
v ering events of the past two years. Cashln mine, near Paradoz, Colo,
con
fim
case
China
said
the
with
connected
Mr.
The
bill
been
Aifrpd
have
fourth
was found dead under a pile of
Mayer
PAIIDON FOU VIOLINIST.
Conditions for the twent four
day of the trial of Arthur
presented by
fined Its request to encroachments oats In rils cabin here today. The
hours ended at 6 p. m. yes flay, C, Burch for the alleged murder of are still undecided as to how- - the asked that the court enter a rule
.
on her sovereignty not sanctioned doors of the cabin had been locked
J. Belton Kennedy ended with the tragedy occurred,
28.
recorded by the university; (
Tex.. Nov.
requiring the district attorney In-to
Austin,
show cause why a temporary
by treaty. When the proper place and a pool of blood lay on tho
Jury still unseleoted, but with indiHighest temperature
,..''68
Enriqtio Razo, the young ChilSl'PPLY.
GRAIV
Issued
22
TTSTHLK
cations
not
should
be
be
that the panel would
junction
Lowest
ean convict who played on hit on the agenda was reached, he floor.
efvisible
28.
Nov.
The
36
New
York.
him.
and
of
Under
the delegation was expectlaw,
the
completed
Heacock had not been seen for
added,
violin'
Noff
against
before Governor
Range
taking
testimony
0 begun tomorrow.
suddIv of American . grain shows fective November 80, each comed to make its plea for the re- - several
Mean
ntl his party while they were
Today searchers
days.
de
m
6
02
Wheat
a.
In
Of eleven persons
the Jury box. the following changes:
mission man and trader must regmoval of foreign legation guards, climbed through a window and
Humidity at
Inspecting the prison last week,
corn
m
6
24
woten
were
at
creased
the
2,1
or
a
face
shall
Pcklng-bushels;
p.
$500 fine, and
3,000
ister,
temporarily passed,
' discovered the- body.
Humidity
troops stationed along
his pardon in
will receive
'
None men.
bushels. Oats file rates and schedules of com622,000
decreased
Mukden railroad to protect com- Precipitation
The authorities believe some one
ll jne to be at his homo in El
12
The defense has three peremp increased 28,000 bushels. Rye, de- missions under penalty of $5,000
Maximum wind velocity......
other
certain
munlcations
and
killed Heacock to obtain a larxe
on
Governor
Paso
Christmas,
Southwest
wind
of
bushels.
unused and the creased 364,000
Direction
tory challenges
Barley or imprisonment for failure to
troops and. foreign police author- sum of money he was known to
Xeff announced today.
decreased 669,000 bushels.
Character of day. .. .Partly cloudy prosecution two.
do so.
have concealed in his house.
ized after the Boxer uprisings
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Fifty - One Individuals and
53 Corporations in the,
Window Glass Industry!
Must Stand Trial.

I'

fc:::.:'::::

Delegate Looks
for Ultimate Success of
the Arms Cut Meeting
Being Held in Washington

Japanese

.

V

(Ity The Afuwrlntrrt

(By The Amnrlaltd Tregtt.)

New Tork. Nov. 28. The fed
eral grand Jury late today return- 1
pfl an Indictment charging 51
riividuals and 63 corporations in
the window glass industry with
violation of the Sherman nnli- trust law. J. M. Neenan, president
Glassworkers'
of the National
Union, was indicted on a similar
in--

j

charge.
In naming President Neenan,
the Indictment charges conspiracy between the labor union andthe glass producers to limit pro-

m
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Biggest and Best Offer in Journal's Auto Campaign Ends
One Week rrom tomorrow mght, and Every Clu
Member Who Is In To Win Should Take Full Ad
vantage of it Long Term Subscriptions Count Big in
Vote Value IJuring fresent Period of Campaign
Many Changes m Today's Lineuo of Workers Sti
Plenty of Time for New Candidates to Enter and Win

Do you realize
that the First
Grand Prize to be awarded in the
Albuquerque Morning Journal's big
tS.ilOO KVERYHODY WINS cam
paign, is a brand new, 1922 nodel
Studebaker Sedan that it rer3
sonts more real money man most of
us make in a year of hard work
yes, and more than most people
save in a lifetime. Do you under
stand that the winner in tiis bis
event will add $2,295 to their sal
ary this year and that they will
add that much to their income dur
ing the next few weeks?
Can you imagine an easier or
quicker way to secure an automobile, or the big amount of money
that it represents in cash, tnan
through the offer this newspaper is
making?
Vote Offer Novr On.
Right now, during the next
eight days you get moro votes
on each mid every subscription
thut you secure. Theso are tho
FIRST PEdays of THE I5IG
RIOD votes
subscriptions
count RIG these dnys.
If yon are in tlio rnoo to win
one of tho 1'IVE nutomoblles
to bo awarded by the Journal
In Just n few weeks' time, then
you should get busy during
Miss Margaret Read.
this present vote period.
thnt tho votes DEThe engagement of Miss Mar.
CREASE mill do not Increase
garet Read, daughter of Brig, Gen.
in
this
campaign. You get tho
and Mrs. Georee W. Read, to James
BIG VOTES now nnd far less
Frederic St. David Maxwell of Can- votes later on In the campaign,
Miss
ida has been announced.
so make it count for you dur- Read is a great favorite In the
youneer ret at Washinirton. She
;s also noted for her beauty.
HORSESHOE PITCHING

lug the next eight days.
Who Will Ix'nd Tomorrow.
The race is a close one the lead
ers today may find their places
taken tomorrow by others who are
today away down in the list, Tut
wno are wormng nard, during th
present BIG VOTE PERIOD.
Just a subecription or two with
their present great vote value and
especially the two, three, four, five
and
These
subscriptions.
are the subscriptions that earn the
nig .votes. One subscription for
six years if turned in NOW will
in the race
give any candidate
3tu,B00 regular
votes, and also
constitutes two clubs of $27 each,
which
EXTRA
200,000
gives
VOTES, or a total of 560,000 votes
in nK for the one subscription.
Thece are the days when sub
scrlptions count big for you. They
will never count for as many votes
The
again during the campaign.
result of your race your1 success,
or your failure will depend almost
entirely upon what you accomplish
during the BIO VOTE PERIOD.
Make the next five days count BIG
for you: make the present big vote
period win the prize of your choice.
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For Constipated
.

Bowels

e
The nicest
to
physic your bowels when you have
Headache
Indigestion
Colds
Sour Stomach
Dizziness
Biliousness
is candy-lik- e
Cascarets. One or
two tonight will
empty your
cathartic-laxativ-

Liver

Bilious

bowels completely by morning and
you will feel splendid. "They work
while you sleep." Casrarets never
stir you up or gripe like Salts,
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cents a box. Children
love Cascarets too.

ar

Miss Olivia P. Stone.
enabling defendants arTemporary
bronpht on
bitrarily to maintain excessive by the wrongs insanity
she alleges she sufprices.
. The
Johnston Brokerage com- -' fered from the man she killed will
p'any, an alleged selling agency, be the defense of Miss Olivia P.
als was named. This agency, the Stone, Cincinnati, 0., nurse who ii
Indictment declared, was part of HiHjui to ue ineu in nrooKiyn, . I.,
"
"a price scheme to enable defend- for the murder of Ellis G. Kinkead,
ants to combine, to dictate terms prominent Brooklyn lawyer. Misa
Stone says she was .linltead's com
of sale and to eliminate competimon law wife.
tion."
ac
Mr.
Neenan,
Indictment of
cording to 'William Hayward,
. federal
district attorney, will test
the validity of provisions of the FATTY ARBUCKLE
.
'
Clayton act and the civil sundries
TELLS
STORY
OF
to
labor
immunities
bill extending
organizations under the anti-truPARTY IN 'FRISCO
Jaws.
The corporation defendants In(Continued From Page One.)
clude the leading window glass
)
manufacturers , of the United wanted a
piano first but wo
of
States and about
in a phonograph."
the window glass industry. Among brought
Arbuckle denied tho truth of
them is the Big Horn Glass statements
reported to have been
Products company of Lowell, Wy- made by him
following the party
TOURNAMENT IS WON
oming.
ho placed a piece of ice on Miss
TAKE
are charged that
The defendants
has agreed to the wholesale scrap
had found the JAPAN SEEKS 70
He
body.
Kappe's
BY LONG BEACH MAN
with a combination and conspir- Ire on the girl's body, he explained,
ping or capital ships under con
NAVAL
PER CENT
acy to suppress competition, to but was taken t task by Mrs.
struction, as well as old shins. This
(By The AtmrMti Prew.
maintain arbitrary, excessive and
for picking it up and theremeans that the great
practically
"rape's iilapepsin" ends indi
RATIO KATO STATES
Los Angeles, Nov. 2R. W. P..
extortionate prices, and to cur- upon put it down again.
of
the
purpose
conference
has
been
P.radfield of Long Ileach, won the gestion, hi irtburn In five minutes
and supply of
tail production
Hush Court Hoom Doors.
attained.
stomach, acid
first annual California state horse Sour, gassy, upset
window glass.
When the report that Arbuckle
(Continued from Pago One.)
"When you think about the sac shoe
ity, dyspepsia; when the food you
tournament, jurt eat
pitching
For effectually carrying out the was on the stand was given gen
rifice
made
nations
ferments
rcDreinto
the
by
gases and stubat Glendale, near here. born
alleged conspiracy arbitrarily to eral circulation hundreds rushed require a "10-5- " toratio as against sented. it seems clear that the de- eoncludod
lumps your head aches and
122
of
He scored 328 ringers,
distances, prob- gree of saerh'ice is
fix excessive prices, it is charged the court room doors. The court Japanese, owing
groat for Japan.
tossed two at a time, you feel sick and miser! bit, that's
an agreement as entered into with officials, defendant and counsel. able causes of conflict and similar
mean that It will be felt more whleh were Crick
rea.ize the quick magic
of Oakland, was when you
Wilhelm
the labor union of the National had great difficulty in getting to mattera
us than by the United second.
by
keenly
If your stom295 ringers, of Pape s Diaperuin.
He
sesregistered
American
reason
the
afternoon
Window Glass Workers, through their places for tho
For that
Is
because our industrial and of which ninety-eigin
ach
States,
a continuous revoltif
were
thrown
as
not
Mr. Neenan, whereby the quan- sion and the court ordered the
only
plan
you can't get it regulated
shipbuilding power cannot be com in
try
iacK
pairs.
tity to be produced annually by doors cloned as one means of a written assurance or utter
pared to that of America.
Diar'psin. It's so needless
G. Hoyt of Long Beach, and Papo'a
of any American purpose in the
each manufacturer, the period checking the pressure.
"The preamble to the American
to
a
stomach!
have
bad
Make
your
Smith of Glendale, tied for next meal a
At the conclusion of Arbuckle's Pacific inimical to legitimate Jap
within which the manufacturers
favorite food meal,
says that 'tho United Harry
and Hoyt won the then take a little
were to operate their plants and testimony, the defense offered tb.9 anese Interests, but as an assump- proposals
States believe that the plu . safe- third plaee
There
Dlapepsin.
Is
The new champion
tion of a similar friendly attitude guards the interests of all concern- rubber.
factories, and the amount to be deposition of Dr. Maurice H.
will not be any llstress eat withK2 years old; Chick Is 22, and Hoyt
by each employe, berg, of Chicago, which said that by Japan. On no other theory, to ed. Let mo emphasize again, that is
out fear. It's because 1 ape's
17.
for
Miss
1913
he
i"
treated
Happe
were predetermined and prescribnaval officers, would the propo to safeguard the interests of the
"really does" regulate weak
bladder ailment. Miss iiappe sal be warranted, backed ns it is 'by Japanese
ed. It is alleged that the employ-'- a
ttomachs that gives It
empire, a 70 per cent raXUXNERY.
IX
es did not eneaee their services to.d'eu as a result or a Diaaaer rup- - the offer to scrap or discontinue tio is necessary.
VEIL
TAKES
Its millions of salet annually. Get
If the ratio of 70
ture, said by the prosecution 'o more than twice the amount or per cent is accorded
Erzber-ge- r, a large
28.
Nov.
sixty-ceMaria
any manufacturers who did not have
case of Pape's
Berlin,
this
Japan,
been caused by external force new tonnage Japan is asked to does not mean tho
the daughter of the recently" Dlapepsin from any drug store. It
"wage scales,"
sign the
purpose of the
defense
Arbuckle.
The
by
applied
abandon.
and that when a manufacturer
German
conference Is defeated, because the murdered
minister
of Is the most efficient
antacid
the Injury was the re- Limited Stool Output.
had produced the amount of win- alleges that
main purpose of the present meet finance, Mathlas Erzberger, has known. It is scientific, harmless,
Reference by Vice Admiral Kato ing is limitation of armaments.
dow glass prescribed under the 'sult of a chronic condition. Tho
in
tnken
veil
the
of
in
the
home.
and
The
nunnery
every
belongs
scale, the employes were with- prosecution resisted its introduc to Japan's limited steel output and relativity of tonnage is not the Echt, southern Holland.
warrant- principal lreue.
as
drawn and that fines and penal- tion.
facilities,
shipbuilding
Deposition Admitted.
ties were imposed upon the emher desire for a 70 per cent
Ho contended that the capacity
For
Court recessed for a half hour ing
Crip or Tnflncnza.
fleet status, recalled the original of Japan to replace her warships and as Colds,
ployes by their union for
a Preventive, take Laxative (Wind Shield Glass-Lumbe- r
in order that Judge Harold Louder-bac- k
of
view
taken
was
Secretary
Hughej'
less
the
United
than
J. C. HAI.DHF. I K I.U.Mlll I! CO.
milnitoly
BROMO QUININE Tablets. The
might formulate a ruling.
ratio proposal. That ratio. States.
42S South Hrht Street.
I'linne 409
Japan, he said, would bo cenulne bears the signature of E.
The ruling allowed the deposition. It is
asserted, goes far beyond any qtilte unable, with her present ship- W. Grovu. (Be sure you get
from Dr.
A cross deposition
LANDIS TO ANNOUNCE
at
almost
the
attempt
impossible
building and industrial strength,
30c.
Rosenberg was read by the prose
down in figures, es- and taking into account the paucity BROMO.)
DECISION IN RUTH'S
cution. He admitted in this that task of setting
not know tho condition of timates of naval strength relativi- of her raw material, more especialhe
did
hospitals, stationed at
CASE IN DAY OR TWO .Miss Rappe's health at the lime of ty. It includes some allowance for ly steel, to engage successfully in Airship
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
e
altitudes, are
American shipbuilding
resources competition as to the replacement high and germ-freIlollermakrrB nofl Vleirieni.
the Arbuckle party.
the
of a nerve
suggestion
in
estimate
tho
the
for
of
tlOO 8. Second St.
relative
Tel. 1U17-(Br Th Awwlatrd Prrw.)
ne
ships.
of
The depositions
Joseph.
"For instance," he said, "do you
Chicago, Nov. K8. Judge Landls, Roth, a Chicago nurse, and Vir- strength at sea, officers sav, for
anbattles-hias
as
baseball commissioner,
well
will
each
realize that the yearly output of
also of Chisago, that
Warren,
nounce his decision in the ."Babe" ginia
For An Impaired Appetite.
wore produced.
The prosecu'ion now afloat has its place in fixing steel in Japan is only 800,000 tons,
Ruth case within a day or two
a
subfair
naval
now
in the United States, it
Loss of appetite always results
ns
to
proposition
whereas,
refused
make
any
stipuli:'.oi
probably tomorrow It was learned to whether the depositions should ject to suspicion, as cloaking hos- is almost 33,000,000 ? Under theso from faulty digestion. As a genoral
tonight. , Ruth violated one of the be introduced in whole or in pi.t. tile designs.
circumstances it is quite impossible rule, all that is needed Is a few
C.
rules Of tile1 major loagues by tak- The defense then declined to read
In other words, these officers for Japan to think of entering into
of Chamberlain's Tablets. They
SPECIALIST IN OCtXAR
ing part in a barnstorming trip them.
contend, the United States could any race with any strong industrial will strengthen the stomach, imREFRACTION
after the world series.
build and maintain against Japan, power In case any difficulty should prove the digestion and give you a
Rebuttal Testimony.
Judge' Landis today received the
107 S. Fourth.
Tomorrow the prosecution will on a two to one or ever n three t.i unhappily arise. It would almost good appetite. They also cause a
Phone 1057-sent Ruth in commence its
questionnaire n
of re- one scale if it desired. If it Is to be better to abollnh all capital gentle movement of tho bowels.
which the home run hitter's reasons buttal testimony.presentation
This Is expected abandon that advantage, they add, ships. It would certainly he fairer
for violating the rules are outlined. to require two days. A complicat- to end naval competition, the pacrl-flc- e to Japan, which Is asking for seven
There was no official intimation ing factor in the situation is' the
must bo met to some slight ships to every ten of the other
tonight as td whether Judge landia illness
of Juror Arthur H. Crane, extent at least, in tho fleet ratij greater Industrial nowors and is
would impose the maximum pen- who was said
to
to
be
his
fixed.
physician
by
merely putting' forth a request thnt
alty of suspension from baseball or be so ill his attendance at further
seems to mo eminently fair and
merely fine the star of the New sessions may be Impossible. Should 70 PER CFVT RTIO TS
reasonable."
Tork Americans.
he
excused, Stephen E. Hopkins,
NECESSARY, SAYS KATO
The rule violated by Ruth was whobehas
heard all the testimony as
not
STEEL SLEEPERS TO
personal
ruling by Judge an alternate Juror, will replace him.
Washington, Nov. 28 (by the
but had been marie by the
of
Witnesses.
Associated
Iist
To
BE PUT IN SERVICE
Press).
safeguard
bemajor leagues before the Judge
The district attorney and his properly the interests of Japan the
came commissioner.
BY PULLMAN COMPANY
aides planned to settle tonight on ratio or 70 per cent in tonnage-othe list of witnesses who will be capital ships is necessary, Vice Ad
called in rebuttal testimony. Sub miral Kato, president of the Japa- (Special Cnrreipondenre to The .Tnurniil i
PENNSY GRID SQUAD
nese naval college and chief naval
poenas have been issued for
Panta Fe, Nov. 28. A. J. Cool;.
You will want to attend the
ARIIVES AT SEATTLE number
of persons who have not adviser to the Japanese delegation, Pullman company agent at Albubeen put on the stand, among said to the Associated Press to- querque, today wrote the corporathem Louise Glaum, motion pic night in an interview.
(By The Annoclaltd PrcM.)
tion commission
steel sleepers
Vice Admiral Kato, who Is re- would be put into service between
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 28. Coach ture actress.
Counsel for the defense let It be garded as the leading Japanese au- Kl Paso and Denver on the Eantn
Hugo Hesdek and twenty-thre- e
members Vf the Pennsylvania State known that they would put on no thority on naval strategy, declared Fe and on the Feeos Valley line
college football team, which meets sur rebuttal witnesses ' unless com that the main Issue for the confer- as tho result of passengers' comthe University of Washington team pelled to do so."
ence was the reduction of arma- plaints.
arrived today.
Expectation as court adjourned ment burdens.
Passengers said the lavatories
Coach Bezdek said the men stood tonight was that the Issue would
"Japan accepts this issue whole were too small and when they had
t the transcontinental trip remarka-be in they hands of the jury by heartedly," he continued, "and is to stand in line watting for their
Demonstration Thursday, Friday and
bly well and he expected them to next Thursday.
prepared to scrap capital ships un- turn to wash they had frequently
be In the best of condition by
der construction and old battle- - to choose between their ablutions
Saturday at
shlpev The naval ratio is a. mira and breakfast at Albuquerque.
Special today. Fresh home-mad- e
candies, 2o peT lb. 110 South tion of grave concern to the secur- Cook said the eteel sleepers had
Journal Want Ads bring results. Second.
ity of the nations. I hope that the larger lavatories.
united States will accept tho 70
per cent for Japan, which is the
minimum of strength required for ZBYSZK0 WINS MAT
f
HAVE
CONTEST FROM LEWIS
INVALIDS ner security.of all countries must he
INFANTS
"People
V
In full agreement.
even
ASK FOR
Otherwise,
The Aiuoninted Preu.)
though an agreement
may be New (Br
Nov. 28. Stanislaus
1
made, It might create an unpleas Zbyszko, York,
of Poland, successfully deant feeling and defeat its purpose. fended the
world's
heavyweight
I Is Mi IM
To meet the desires of the Japa
M(4ttf
the Original nese
championship at Madison
people. I believe a 70 per cent wrestling
Garden
Square
defeating
tonight,
ratio, as compared with the United Ed
Avoid Imitation States
(Strangler) Lewis, of Lexing
GLASS, PAINT,
and Great Britain, is
' xr-fvout of
won
two
ton,
Ky.
Zbyszko
and Subltitutt
f
CEMENT, PLASTER.
three
falls.
"The main issue in limitation of
Lewis obtained the first fall
LUMBER
Rich milk, matted grain extract in Powder armaments Is to relieve the burdens with a
ALBUQUERQUE
V, Yarlnfaati, Invalids tnd Orewinj Children
COMPANY
17
after
of the mitlons. Japan has ehown minutes flying81 headlock
No Cookinf
423 NUltTII MKKT 8TKEHT.
For All Ages
Nourishing DtrastlM
?bs Original
seconds. The secher hearty accord to the idea, and ond, a and
rolling fall, went
to Zbyszko after 21 minutes and
26 seconds.
This rail was called
when Lewis, In escaping from a
n
and
crotch hold, per1
mitted his shoulders to strike the
mat. Lewis protested the referee's
s
With Special Holiday
Must
decision and left the ring, but was
be ordered SOON. See our Samples
Induced by the state athletic comnn excellent line. Orders for Enmission to continue.
The champion won the third fall
Cards
graved Greeting
can be
k
and match- with a double
placed for. onlj a few more days.
in 14 minutes and E6 seconds.
The referee's decision In giving
Zbyszko the second fall was loudly
is-to
jeerred by a large body of spectators.
Tonight s victory was the nine
hundred and fortieth for the cham208 West Gold Avenue pion in his 2$ years of professional
competition. He was defeated only
once the late Frank' Gotch vanquishing him in a match that lasted
but six seconds.

ductlon,

:

I'resa.)

Washington, Nov. 8 (by the As
sociated Press.) It Japan has a
right to exist as a nation "she must
be allowed to draw from China
raw materials necessaTy for her na
tlonal development," Baron Kanda,
Japanese delegate, declared in an
of
address tonight.
Advantages
such an arrangement would not
accrue to Japan alone, he asserted.
"What Japan wants," he said,
a prosperous and stable China, well
organized and able to both buy and
and equal opportunity
produce,
there with all nations for com
merce and industry."
The progress made by the con
ference, he described as "grainy- lng."
the apparent
"Notwithstanding
hitch, due mainly to Japan's promodification
(of the naval
posals of
proposals)," he said, "I cannot but
look with the greatest confidence
for the ultimate success of the conference for the happy settlement
of this question.
"Japan is neither
nor rich In natural resources like
the United States. We are shut up
in a group of islands not much
larger than your state ofof Montana,
sixty millbut with a population
We must obtain our means
ions.
of sustenance from abroad and our
manufactured products must find
their way to overseas markets. We
have reached that stage of develInopment where a nation must
dustrialize to preserve its exist
ence."
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Have this Gift
delivered-no- w
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From your Heating Engineer
THINK

of it this way.

nt

H. CARNES

do.-i-c-

ECONOMY
CONVENIENCE

f

Safe TftU&te

rfcmsik Mml

KITCHEN EFFICIENCY

AABB

IF IT'S HARDWARE WE
IT"
First and Copper Phone 74

ad
tf35?BfS m Horlick's
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Every winter that you shiver in an
home is a winter lost. '

ill-hea- ted

Why not decide right now before
Christmas that she shall have the
finest gift imaginable

a home

warmed all over just as perfectly as
the larger heating plants of this com-

pany warm the White House itself.
She can have this comfort as a
gift from your Heating Engineer.
Arcola is a gift in a very real sense.
It pays for itself in the fuel it saves!

There is still time. Your Heating
Engineer can have Arcola installed,
filling your home with healthful,
heat, before Christmas morning.
A quiet, scientific workman will
come and put Arcola to work, leaving nothing but happiness behind. ,
hot-wat- er

Comfortisworthhaving! One-thir- d
of your fuel is worth saving! Former
sake see your HeatingEngineer today.
The red and yellow card

at the right is the sign of a

Heating or Sanitary EngU
neer (you UBed to call him
Steamfitter or Plumber)
jvho can show you Arcola.
Look for it in his window.
It will pay you to consult
him twice a year as you
do your Doctor or Dentist.
Ilia report on your heating
and plumbing costs little.
It may save much.

AmImvitmht

I

I

INliUalT.
fynMoDnrozNM

iNlVZI.ECOMOSiT

cau.ifr.aiM
n anoComtozt

I

I

Food-Drin- k

Letterheads
Folders
Blotters

A $70,000 PAINTING

BUT IT IS NOT THE MONEY VALUE OF THIS PICTURE
We are conscientious in sincerely desiring every man, woman
and child in Albuquerque
see it, for it
marvelous work
oflart.

-

arm-loc-

AMERICAN

De.-:gn-

Checks

AlbrigEit

& Anderson, Inc.

"THE MAN OF GALILEE"

By Carl Thomtay.
- Will be on exhibition for a short
time, and we invite you to call
ana see it., HT cnarge, you are very welcome.

io

1

STRONG BROS.

ft.
11
M
V

1

Copper at Second.
t

1
.

Strong

lock

In Uganda the person
of the
king is regarded as sacred. He la
never allowed to walk outside of
his own enclosure, but is carried on
the shoulders of chosen men. Tho
shoulders of these men are treated with reverence, and no man,
not even a friend, is allowed to
place his hand upon them in a fa
miliar manner.

Watch for the Red Star
at Raabe &

Demonstration
Mauger's.

COAL

All Coal from our yard Is CLEANED and INSPECTED before delivery is made.
We Advise for General Use
GALLUP LUMP or EGG
For Furnace Use
SUGARITE or BRILLIANT

Makm of the famous Ideal Boilers and American Radiators
402 SEVENTEENTH

STREET
Denver, Colorado

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Phone 251

L.

JOE MILLLER, Pres.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK. SURE RESULTS

BENNY GHMEZ

d

ILL

GETS DECISION

OH

EMPLOYES DECIDE TO
B0ATRIGHT BOWLERS
GAMES
ACCEPT A NEW WAGE
THREE
TAKE
SCALE JANUARY 1ST
FROM THE CAMPBELLS
)
(llj The AaMirlaled
Foatright bowlers defeated the
Baltimore, Nov. 28. F.altlmore
Campbell team last night at the Y.
three
M. C. A. alleys
by taking
street car employes today decided
games. Cartrlght. of the to accept a new scalo of wages on
the
bowled
high
team,
Poatrlght
January 1, The decision was reachscore with
ed at a Joint meeting of deleThe scores follow:
gates or the rtailwnys Employes

C. OF C. DRIVE

TENOR IS HAILED AS CARUSO'S SUCCESSOR

METROPOLITAN

IN GITY TODAY

GONZALEZ

Campbell.

Albuciuerruc Not Yet Half
Covered and Already
There Are More Than 700
Members; Need Workers.

Trinidad Boy, Back in Old
Form, Wipes Out Sting of
Recent
Defeat; Anaya
and Corona Go 50-50.

Benny Chavez, back In his old
detime form, copped the
cision from Sailor Gonzalez In the
main event of the boxing card
staged by Dan Padilla at the armory last night. He carried the fight
In 14 of the 15 rounds and in the
fourteenth floored Gonzalez for the
count of. 8, but could not put over
the haymaker.
The fight was snappy from the
first gong, Benny taking the agIt
gressive part and carrying
throughout the entire distance. His
punches were terrific and he paid
but little attention to Gonzalez"
best efforts.
Through the first and second
rounds both boys were slightly
wild, but willing. There was not a
Hatitiv ent
munfl
lull i
his distance better in the third and- neavy punches were exenangeu,
Benny flooring the Sailor for the
count of 3.
In the fourth round Sailor started getting out of the way and from
then It was a case of Benny meeting up with him around the ropes.
Heavy punches were exchanged,a
with
Benny boring in constantly
nr.,1 attamntlnir Ofl W riCfht
u
JUL, UMU
utlllll'.HB missed their
swings which moBtly
a.
was
mm
Tne
marie,
repem.'""
of the fourth and In the sixth,
Gonzalez opened up a bit and stood
his ground, but without much advantage.
The seventh round was ft rain of
blows. Chavez having a bit the best
Chavez' heavy
of the exchanges.
slugging featured the eighth, but
in the ninth. Sailor came back,
Benny
but with little advantage.
continued the chase for the next
two rounds, landing a rain of jabs.
The Bailor made a last attempt in
u in.nlfl. n ti rt lolllnn tn nut Over
a dreamlander, lost any advantage
he might have maue in trie i
In the thirteentn. uenny
him to the floor and landed a rain
of heavy blows. In the fourteenth
he knocked him for the count fif-of
9 and the bout ended in the
teenth with Gonzalez still standing
Under heavy punishment.
Draw.
C'oronn-Anny- a
bout was
Rivaling the
the
go between Kid Anaand
Johnny
ya of Albuquertiue,
Corona of Stockton, Calif., which
sciproved to be one of the most
entific and fastest bouts ever Been
In the city. The boys were given
a draw by the city boxing commission.
Both boys attempted to carry the
fight in the opening round,butbuta
Corona, who has everything
punch, beat Anaya to it and fora
the first four rounds showed
marvel of speed and action. These
rounds were easily his.
The fourth round was probably
the fastest round ever seen inButa
boxing match in Albuquerque.
little damage was done to either
of the boys, but hundreds of blows
were started on their way during
the three minutes of action.
Anaya opened up in the fifth and
from then on carried the bout with
Corona, albut few exceptions.
though showing a first class brand
exof boxing, was apparently unMuch of this was
hausted.
doubtedly due to the high altitude
to which he is a stranget. The
bout ended with Anaya showering
blows under which It seemed Cobut he didn't.
rona must wilt,
stood up and
Groggy, but game, he came
his way
took everything that
and attempted to carry the fight.
Jack Brady knocked out John
O'Rockv in the third round of a
d
"winner take all" bout
and in the second bout. Young
In the
Herrera knocked out Tobby
d
go.
third round of a
of
the
doubted
power
The Judges
that
the flooring blow and decided
Tobby would not be In on the
money.
Yl

T

four-roun-

four-roun-

1

ALDERMAN ARRAIGNED
ON A BRIBERY CHARGE
(By The Assoelateil Press.)
28.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov;

A.

it. Rapp, an alderman, was arraigned tonight in Justice court
on a charge of having accepted
from W. I Zimmerman, a
$500
real estate orower from a promise
to put through the city council a
permit for Zimmerman to open a
He was released
public garage.
In bond of $3,000 and preliminary
hearing set for December 18.

Journal Want Ads bring results.
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Giovanni Martinelli, his wife and diildren.

In operatic circles Giovanni
Martinelli, prominent tenor of
the Metropolitan Opera company,

I

is hailed as the successor of the
late Enrico Caruso. The photo- -

graph, taken recently at their

KENTUCKY JUDGE IS
A FEDERAL PRISONER
ON A LIQUOR CHARGE
(D.T

Ttlft Aaeoclntrd

NATIONAL

Ul I
G

TrrM.)

Louisville, Ky., Nov. ts. Judge
Thad Cheatham, county judge of
is a federal
Spencer county, K
prisoner in Jail here tonight following his arrest at Taylorsville today. He wai arrested in connection
with the disappearance of 250 cases
of whisky which the jude had a
caused to be
short time before
rum runners.
B.aA tmm nllpp-rtrThe judge's brother and seven
other men also are unaer arrest.Judge Cheatham vigorously prot

Via InnnfPlirrv dPClfirlnff the
arrest Is "spite work" on the part
oc tne lenenu agema.

STINNES IS QUIZZED
REGARDING NATURE OF
HIS TRIPT0 ENGLAND
(Br The A(inrlat(il Prerw.)
Berlin, Nov. 28. Hugo Stlnnes
relaappeared before the foreign
tions committee today and was
questioned on all sides regarding
the nature of his Journey to London. He replied that the trip wa
"solely personal nnd business, and
perfectly hnrmlesp."
He could not understand ho-one could in the public interest
ask such questions. Ho termed as
absurd rumors that he had recently
bought a number of Italian
v

FORT WORTH PACKING
HOUSE EMPLOYES ARE
IN FAVOR OF STRIKE

Blf ROCKEFELLE

(Ky The Ao('Iu(pl Frrmi.)
Vancouver, B. C, Nov. 28. John
D. Rockefeller, Jr., returning here
today from the dedication of Union
Medical college at Pekin, endowed
by the Rockefeller Foundation, expressed the opinion that China "is
on the highway to national unity
solve the
which will eventually
tangle of problems in the Far East."
"I don't pretend to have the solution to China's present predicament," ho added, "but I am sure
that sound, orderly government will
be established eventually. All orientals are intensely interested in
the armament conference.
"No country lends itself more to
sclr.ntifio research than China. I
was Impressed with the attitude of
the Chinese toward our undertaking. I found enormous scope for
that had
rejuvenating a nation
reached practically the lowest level
of .public health."
who Is active
Mr. Rockefeller,
head of the Rockefeller Foundation, was accompanied by eighteen
Ho left here tonight
for the east.

souin-wester-

district of tho union,
clared a strike is likely. "I
be called Thursday,"
It
will
lieve
he said.

debe-

fh,

XfrinntrrtViplfl-YoiiErhelc-hcn-

V

and Kisldmlnetas rivers brough a
from tne unite"
flood warning
It
here.
States weather bureau
was said that a crest of twenty-nv- e
be
feet above flood stage, would
tomorrow at
vnnv.A
k.. nnnn
Pittsburgh where the Monongahela
and Allegheny Join to form the
Ohio. Late tonight residents were
moving to the second floors.
Reports were mat tne unio rivui
Is rising rapidly at all points.

WIN'S MATCH.
Columbus, O.. Nov. 28. Earl
of
Des
Moines, Iowi,
Caddock,
IS KILLED IX HIOT.
wrestling
former
heavyweight
Pan Francisco, Nov. 28. William champion, defeated George
e
Paraf-flnof Columbia, In a one fall
Doherty, an employe of tho
Caddocn
company of this city attached match here tomrht.
to their India branch, waa killed In threw the Greek with a toe hold
a riot In Bombay a week ago, ac- and arm lock after 2 hours and 3
cording to a cablegram received minutes of wrestling.
from the branch office today. The
V. S. SOLOXS IX CANADA.
riot was described as "political"
but tho message gave no other deMontreal, Nov. 28. Fifty memof
tails. Doherty was a graduate
bers of the United States congress
Stanford university
arrived today to tour Canada and
study the working of the Canadian
CHARE GETS PFCISTOX. Ed- sales tax. They will remain here
three days and then visit Ottawa.
New Orleans, La., Nov. 28.
die O'Haro of New York, was givBOIMAN WIN'S DECISION.
Chuck
over
Wigen the decision
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 28. Joe
gins of Indianapolis at the close Df
a hard fifteen round bout tonight. Burman, Chicago bantamweight,
The decision was not popular wit1! won the newspaper decision over
Brown, of England, In an
the fans.
Wiggins weighed 173 Johnny
d
bout tonight.
pounds; O'Hare 168.

FREED OF CHARGE OF '
BEING IMPLICATED IN
ROBBERY OF A COWBOY
(By The Amu'Mm1 FroM.)

Denver, Colo., Nov. 28. Wilwas freed of the
liam I".
charge of complicity in the robbery of W. a. Long and Gale
Brown, Wyoming cowboys, by a
Jurv in criminal court hero toWilliam P. Loin; is serving
day.
a ten year sentence In the state
penitentiary for tho crime.
According to testimony Introduced at the trial today, William
P. Long invifd tho two Wyoming men to drive about the city
in a oar driven by Farrell, and
robbed them
after they had
driven to the outskirts of the
city. The charges against Farrell
were that he had ordered the
cowboys not to prosecute for the
holdup and that ho threatened
them, in an effort to get them to
drop the case.
Fai-rel-

STRIKE OF PACKING
HOUSE EMPLOYES NOW
IS HARDLY PROBABLE
(By The Asuorlated From.)

NEW BERLIN ENVOY YOU CANT TRUSI
ARRIVES IN U. S.;
FIRST SINCE WAR CALOMEL
ILL

II

It's

It?

'
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Edmund

"That way there's a road that a good many
have stalled on and turned back from, but you may
get through."
Which would you take?'
l
Postum is a thoroughly agreeable and satisfymeal-tim- e
drink, and you're sure that it's pering
for
safe
Coffee contains drug qualities
health.
fectly
which disturb and harm the health of many,
Postum or coffee? Which road?

Why guess when you can know?
Poatum comes In two forms: Inatant Postum (In tint) made Instantly
In the cap by tha addition of boiling water. Poatnm Caraal (In packagaa
of larger bulk, for those who prefer to make tha drink while tha meal ia
being prepared) mads by boiling for 20 minute. Sold by all grocers.

Postum for Health

"There's a Reason"

MOUNTED

12

Quicksilver, Salivater
causes Rheumatism and
Bono Decay

Specially Priced

SO

Watch for the Red Sta"
Demonstration at Raabe &
Mauger's.

ALBUQUERQUE. N wtA.
WITH A NEW

S"

AN OLD STORE

SPIRIT

TUESDAY SPECIAL
GINGHAM DRESSES

VALUES TO $8.50
Just 30 good

ing dresses to clean
up at this price, in
c

organdie trimmed,
others are trimmed
with like material

WM.

but

w

it la. It

taj

n

again each eek and continue taking
,1'AMON regularly until
Mastin'a
you are satisfied with your gain in
weight and energy. Mas tin's VITAMON contains highly concentrated
iffLKl
wwrt!
as well as the two
other still more important vitaminet
(Fat Soluble A and Water Soluble C),
all of which Science says you must
nave to be strong, well and fully
developed. It is now being used by
I I , J
1
I
thousands who appreciate its conCl
1 16 INCUS
RWCUU
venience, economy and quick results.
Whilo the amaa-tn- g
IMPORTANTl
ANXtl
m
health-buildin- g
value of Mastin'a
VITAMON lias been clearly ond
positively demonstrated in cases of lack
of energy, nervous troubles, anemia,
indigestion, constipation, skin eruptions, noor comDlcnon and a generally
fMalccni-- d physical and mental condition, it should not bo used by anyone who
OBJECTS to having their weight increased to normal. Do not accept imitation
craubstitutcs. You can get Mastin'a VITAMON tablet at all good druggists. 4
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DIAMOND
JEWELERS
MERCHANTS
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e
for 17 years and calomel's
Lander. Wyo., Nov. 28. The
discovered the formula for Olive
stork won out In a race with a enemy,
Tablets while treating patients for
passenger train bound for Lander
born to chronic constipation and torpid livers.
today when a baby was
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets do not
Mrs. J a. Hartzell, or.
A contain calomel, but a healing, soothing
e was en route here.
whi;
sumLander physician had been
vegetable laxative.
moned to Rivcrton to attend Mrs.
No griping is the "keynote" of these
stranded
was
he
tabbut
little
Hartzell,
when his car hroka down, and lets. They cause the bowels and liver tc
Lan-j act
Hartzell put his wifo on the
normally. They never force them
dor train, thinking she would ar to unnatural
cnuu
nere
me
Deiore
rive
" If you have action.
a "dark brown mouth"
born.
bad breath a dull, tired feeling sick
headache torpid liver constipation,
DCNDFE BESTS WAMiACR
New York, Nov. 28. Johnny you'll find quick, sure and pleasant reJunior sults from one or two of Dr. Edwards
Dundee, newly crowned
lightweight boxing champion, to- Olive Tablets at bedtime.
Thousands take them every night just
night received tho judge's decision
over Eddie Wallace,
Brooklyn to keep right. Try them.' 15c and 30c
veteran, at the end of their
bout.
A Mother's Recommendation.
IiADY DECIES ARRIVES.
Mrs. Kate Deets, Maysvllle, Mo.,
New York. Nov. 28. Lady Dec-le- recommends
Chamberlain's Cough
the former Helen Vivian Gould,
as follows: "I gave Chamarrived from England today on the Remedy
berlain's Cough Remedy to my chilMrs.
Carmanla.
steamship
dren when they had croup and
Gould, Lady Decies mother, died whooping cough
and I and my hussuddenly November 23 while play- band have both taken It for colds
ing golf at her country home.
and coughs and It has never failed
give tho desired relief. I cannot
Fresh homemade enmly nt tlic to
praise thla medicino too highly."
Candy Shop, 110 Soutli fcoooml.
This remedy contains no opiate
and may be given to a child as conJournal want ads net results fidently as to an adult.
sugar-coate-

d,

olive-colore- d

Have

Are Positively Guaranteed

to Put On Firm Flesh,

1

fHEODICIHAl

(By

l.

colors.

Virwiusri

Vvtk.

Get Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets

contrasting

folks will find
Thin or
this simple test well worth trying:
First weigh yourself and measure
yourself. Next take Mastin'a VITA
MON two tablets with every meal.
Then weigh and measure yourself

Immediate Inspection
Invited.

uck.!;;;'.r.

STORK IS WINNER IN
That is the joyful cry of thousands
since Dr.
produced Olive
RACE WITH A TRAIN Tablets, the Edwards
substitute for calomel.
Dr. Edwards, a practicing physician
Thn Ansoclnfea Frew.)

s,

in

EASILY AND SURELY AT SMALL COST

Our Window Display.

Your

h e c k s, P 1 a i d s,

stripes and plain
colors. Some are

These diamonds ore set In
black onyx, white gold Bezel
In six
and fancy
engraved
different styles.
Sco

look-

AND INCREASE YOUR ENERGY QUICKLY.

$35.00

.,

von Thermann,

the first diplomat to represent Germany in the United States since the
war, has just arrived in Washington. He has coma to prepare the
way for an ambassador who will
follow within a few months. On
the letter's arrival von Thermann
will become counselor of the

a guide said

This way there's a safe and pleasant road
to your destination, with no risks or troubles on
the way," and

IfERD.T. HOPKINS
new xorjc uity

Take Yeast Vitamon
Tablets To Put On
"Stay --There" Flesh

DIAMONDS

The next doso of calomel you
It may
take may salivate you.
shock your liver or start bone 'necrosis. Calomel is danKrrous. II
is mercury, qulcksil.er. It crashes
into sour bile like dynamite
cramping and slckeninrr you. Calomel attacks the bones and should
never be put Into your system.
If you feel bll'ous, headachy
constipated and all knocked out.
just go to your druggist and get a
bottle of Dodson's ..Ivor Tone foi
a few cents which Is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and if it
start your liver and
doesn't
straighten you up better and quick
cr than nasty calomel and without making you sick, you Just go
back nnd get your in iiey.
It can not
Don't take calomel!
be trusted any more than a leopTake Dodson't
ard or a wild-ca- t.
Liver Tone which straightens you
fine
right up and makes you feel
Give It to the
No salts necessary.
children because It is perfectly
harmless a- - can not salivate.

eight-roun-

Why
When You Can Know About

Kuun

IM

Goleic ik CRule SI

reeeiiitj-JnD''Uggi-

CADDOCK

It

the stress of
s acuviues.
Send IS e. for
Trial Sim

through

;Jpy

and

?A

Kotso-maro-

About

L;V Oriental Cream to keep
i tuc win wiu complex

o

Nov. 28. A
Kans.,
Wichita,
strike of packing house employe!
at this time against recent wage
cuts by the "Big Five" packers s
J.
hardly probable, according to C. ot
Hays, international president
Meat Cotters
the Amalgamated
and Butcher Workmen of North
a meeting
addressed
America, who
CITIZENS
PITTSBURGH
of packing house employes from
ARE WARNED OF FLOOD the Cudahy l acking company and
the Jacob Hold Packing company
ot the
Sentiment
here tonight.
(Hjt The Annoeloted Trm.)
28.
Heavy packers numbering over 800 wa3
Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov.
rains today over the water sheds practicnlly unanimous for a strike.

r.t

Fort Worth, Texas, Xov. 28.lo- of
Approximately 800 employes
nnl ninlrtnir ninntd at n mpntlntr
today denounced the wage cut
whlcn went into cried touny in iuk
packing hoiisss and voted unanimously to support the butchers'
union In the event members of thatunion voted to ptrlke. Jack Man
lone, vice president or tne

I

Society

forever 75 yews his
.y reuea upon uouraua s

ten-rou-

home
Buenos Aires, shows
Martinelli, his wife Adela and
their two children.
in

Baron

Suppose

167

.

dun-en-

Baron Edmund von Thermann, photographed on arrival at New York.

Guess

124

.130

,

officials of the
140
The
117 I'nited Pai'way's company.
to
vote
the
accept
proposal was
1M
to
3.
27
107
Under the
new scale clerks,
136
conductors, motormen and shopmen
will
receive
practically the
617
same pay as that of two years
i:r,- ago.Platform
men
and shopmen
12.Hill will be reduced 2 cents per hour.

ISO
.
"The chamber
of commerce Clifford
177
.17.1
"vans . .
cam176
rejuvenation
173
membership
Cartright
until
every
124 Hi
102
paign will continue
142
available man and woman power Chapman
183
135
In tho city H welded together in Poatrlght
tho new organization for the good
,749 840 704
Totals
of Albuquerque," declnred Sidney
Weil, chairman of the rejuvenation
night.
plans, last
LEONARD IS OFFERED
Tho three-dadrive hns netted
more than 7Hn members to the orPURSE OF S75.UUU iu
ganization. Luc to the lack of sufFIGHT JACK BRITT0N
ficient workers, scarcely half of the
Tim recity has been covered.
)
Pr
The
sponse hns been almost universal
2 8.
Nov.
Benny
.,.,(By vi.-i.- Ai"'lifl
in the city, practically every person solicited, takin.1 a membership. Leonard, lightweight boxing cham
coniu,uu
Subscriptions have not been
pion t tonicht w.'is ortereu
welterwelcht
s
fined to tho business district,
Illl'L ,J,'Wk
of persons in the residence sec- title holder, in a bout at Cleveland
Detnils of the pro
tions applying for memberships. A in February.
uui
flying committee In four automoposed bout were not omciosea,would
said ho
twmn
t
were
nil
biles
i(Vi
day
kept busy
1.
resiDecember
tho
in
decision
his
announce
visiting persons
dence, sections who had telephoned
The llshtwelttht chnmoion is to
asking for a salesman to come and meet GeorKlo Ward, New Jersey
bout
sell them a membership.
welterweight, in a
The applicants are not confined in Madison Squaro Garden tomor
to the city. Jemex Springs, Atris-c- row night.
and Alameda appear to be the
boundaries.
Ranchmen are JoinWives are coming to the ALLEGED KIDNAPER
ing.
chamber of enmmerco and signSOUGHT BY POLICE
ing up for sick husbands.
One woman who signed an ap(Ily The Anniicinlcfl rre.)
plication for her husband stated
of
28. Police
Nov.
that they had only been in tho city
Denver,
for two week.i, but that they felt every citv In Colorado were
M.
was
for
O.
do
Faber,
ionlfjht
iiearchimr
the first thin!; they should
to join the chamber of commerce, 48 years old, who Is alleged to
the center of the civic activities of have forced Miss Martha Dalss,
the citv whose climate had already his next door neighbor, to leave
with her hus homo with him this morning, at
worked wonders
tho point of a revolver.
band's health.
n lrt
nkllll? Ollt
Mtinv
Faber, who has been rejected
for thomsclves nnd ns a suitor bv Mlw DniHS several
memberships
inwno
times, entered her home today I
for friends in otlier mates
... in m,, li..Kr, thin winter in armed
with a revolver, according
order to enjoy tho climatic condi to the police, carried her to a walt- IniT
automobile and sped away, after
tions of the city.
to kill lodgers at. the
Workers, who attended the noon
interfered
day lunch yesterday, were surprised n:iiss homo if they
at the ease with which they slimed with his plans.
up their prospects. Many reported
signing every person that had been
Interviewed.
"Half of the men I started to sell
Alhiiniinrmlo tn nmlprl hVHellinT it
even more enthusiastically to me,"
one or tnem stateu.
"All we need to reach our nuota
Is enough Albiupiernue salesmen to
U guaranteed by 30 years
visit the prospects," Sidney Weil
service to millions of
last
declared
night.
Americans. Kondon't
urnrku wnnrier far vour
Taking advantage of the meeting
at Ijibor Temple last night, a comcold, sneezing, cough,
Af
mittee attended the meeting and
chronic catarrn, ncaa- VSfomem. .(,.
-- ,!,
the
to
put the nroposition up
bers. Talks were delivered by Ed
II
tit t.
Swope, Robert Putney, Frank
t
W. Graham, M. Sawtelle, Charles tin oo
Ttoehl. Sidney Weil and Karl l!ow-dic- ol
cane
Tho addresses met with great and jour
addreM
enthusiasm and practically all of
KONDON
tho men attending tho meeting en- ttioaeapollt, Minn.
dorsed the project as individuals.
Many of them not already actively
KMnnl. T.Mnntnnrntl In flsist in
the work starting this morning. Tho
committee will take advantage of
several other various assemblies
to put the
during the week in order at
a time.
proposition up to groups

-

u.

R. E. Kelley
Campbell
Graves . .
Scott ...
Spahr

association

y

'
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Clear the Skin and Increase
Energy When Taken With
Every Meal or Money Back

Vw

you
seen our
lubrication chart?

It's unfair to an engine to
expect it to do its best without the right oil.
The Veedol lubrication
chart shows the correct
grade for your car, truck or
tractor. Veedol is the most
efficient motor lubricant on
the market, and we are
recommending it to every
one of our customers.
Come in today and let us
fill your crankcase with
Veedol. You'll notice the
difference in the first thousand miles of running.
Bond Dillon Company
--

Distributors.
Albuquerque, New
.

mm

Mexico.

There't a correct
grade of Vndol
(oil or fteau)for
entry pail of any
automobile, iiacli
or tractor.

FREE

CREDITS

COUPON

Good for 100 tV dita in
The Albuquerque journal

SALESMANSHIP

Credits
I HEREBY
Miss,

CLUB

I

100
CAST 100

v

100.
Credits

FREE CREDIT FOH

Mr. or Mrs

Dtst. No.
Address
This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and address of the
candidate filled In, and mailed or delivered to the Campaign
Department of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 FKEB
CREDITS.' it does not cost anything to cast these Coupon
for your favorite candidate, nnd you are not restricted In any
sense In voting them. Get all you can and sond them In
they all count,,
This coupon must be polled before 9 p. m Saturday, Dec. t.
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'TWAS BIG YEAR FOR JONES BROTHERS;
WILL THEIR TEAMS MEET NEXT SEASON

SANITARY
IS

OF MARKETS

60

-

i

REGISTER OF

115

COUNTY OF N. Y.

. Com
Inspection
Monthly
pletes
of Meat Markets; Cham
pion and Kizzar Tied.

"It Is Impossible to Make
Men or Women Moral By
Legislation," Declares
Miss Annie Mathews.

.

Department

I'

The Kizzar and Champion meat
Markets tied for first place in tne
sanitary soorea announced yesterday by the health department after the monthly inspection. Both
markets had a score of 92. The
sanitary scores of all the markets
were above average last month, 78
being: tha lowest.
The scores follow:

Pioneer Market

(By The

itSS

1

art wt?W:j:

i

'rim

,..-.....8- 7

--

:;

....81

2.......... ..8586
.78
.............
...... .... .8280
.87
.91
92

40-o-

8!l

1

.90
.89

I

84

.......92

'

1

9

J

i

MORE ROOM NEEDED
FOR THE YRISARRI
SCHOOL CHILDREN
Attendance

at

the

Treat.)

ct

.78
................
........... . 75

Farr's Market .... . .. . .
Daily's Market ...
A. & P. Market
Champion Market
Central Market

Aiocltd

New Tork, Nov. 28. There'll b
no regulation of skirt lengths, no
ban on Mre knees, no outcry
against the bobbing of tresses or
the parking of corsets by her employes when Miss Annie Mathews
takes over on January 1 the office
to which she has Just been elected as register of the county of
New Tork the richest political
plum that has even fallen into the
lap of a woman In New Tork, if
not in the entire United States.
the 112,000-a-yea- r
Not that
register-elehasn't very decided
ideas on clothes and all the allied
arts so precious to women. Indeed,
she has spent the greater part of
her
years studying the
clothes problem, first as dressmaker, then a designer and finally as
an importing modiste.
But she has even more decided
ideas on the question of personal
liberty.
"I am opposed to all prohibition," she said.
"It is impossible to make women or men moral by legislation.
The human race can be improved
only by education that will make
them appreciate the good and the
artistic.
"If any of my young women employes ask for advice on clothes, I

84

Matteuccl & Palladino
O. K. Market No. 1
O. K Market No.
Union Market
Western Market
San Jose Market
Third Street Market
P. Vichl Market
Mari Market
Kizzar's Market
Highland
Cash Market
Gilbert's Market

:'

ELECTED

AVERAGE

Health
;

11,1

Yrisarri

And the most

shall give It.

November

Im-

SAW MILL

portant thing I will tell them to
wear is something appropriate for
the occasion. A woman's business
attire, or house attire certainly

should be simple."
Busy herself at the time receivat her caming congratulations
paign headquarters, Miss Mathews'
attiro emphasized tier formula. A
plain blue serge dress, softened at
the throat by a bit of embroidered
linen collar. Black high shoes. Na
Jewolry. Copper colored hair sim
plv colffed.
"Skirt lengths, bobbed hair, the
question of corsets or none," she
went on, with a twinkle from behind her pince-ne- z
glasses, "are
larKcly matters of taste and of
figure. Ail this talk about depravity among young women makes me
a bit weary, I believe the young
people are as good young people
as young people ever were.
"Of course there are and always
have been extremists. But well, I
don't think I will be troubled with
these, for I can tell a great deal
about character by the clothes ona
wears. Tes, even the standardized
clothes of men."
Miss Mathews enters on her new
Job of keeping the country's deeds,
mortgages and leases with but one
idea that
there
preconceived
shall be no prejudice either for or
against any of her 150 employes
because they happen to be a
woman.

UNION SYMPATHIZERS
AND POLICEMEN FIGHT
(By The AkhopIhIkI Trrm.)
New Orleans, la., Nov. 28.

Moving

Picture Funnies

rk

.'

nwco into

J

IN SANDIA

MOTOR COP BRINGS
CROP
IN
A. LARGE
SPEEDERS
PIKE
OF
One of the two saw mills in the
Sandia mountains will be opened
Five and ten dollar fines and
shortly by Mr. Goen, formerly of costs were handed to a long list of
the firm of Goen & Adams, actraffio violators on the North
cording to K. C. Kartchner, Man-zan- o
by
forest supervisor, who has re- Fourth street pike yesterday Mon-toyturned from an official trip on the Justice of Peace Desldario
forest.
Passing other cars at a
The mill, which Is located in speed exceeding fifteen miles an
Canyon David, a branc: of Hell hour was the charge which the
canyon, haa been idle for nearly county motor cop placed against
Mr. Goen will re- most of those arrested yesterday.
four months.
Those who paid fines are Betty
sume operations at once. The mill
MOUNTAINS

REOPENED

a.

Fitzhugh, S. A. Miller, W. J. Preston, W. Harrington, Mr. Valentine,
R. C. Burgess and H. B. Toung.
L. C. Cook, arrested on a speeding
charge, did not appear in court He
will be rearrested today.

has been idle because of difficulties
encountered by the purchaser who
was forced lo return the property
to Mr. Goen. The mill has a capacity of 10,000 feet of lumber a
day.

ted

out the picture on all four
Then carefully fold dotted
its entire length. Then dotlines, and so on. Fold each

the

pictures.

29, 1921 1

Cut
sides.
line 1

5irin

section underneath
accurately.
turn over and
When completed
you'll find a surprising result. Save

FALL LEAVES TODAY
ON A TRIP TO COAST
(It; The Antncmrrd CraM.)
Tnn 9ff
C.nr.t...
fWi will leave tomorrow on anoth-- w
neafprn trlD which will takl
V.lm In Iho Pnolfifi coast. He wi'.l

nr..l.l.Un

Twj

hundred and fifty policemen battled for an hour today with union
sympathizers of striking riverfront attend a meeting of the Southwes
The battle extended tern league at Kiversiae, uanr.,
workers.
over a space of five blocks. Num- December
8, when the uitlllzation
erous arrests were made and a of water power of tne uoioraun
of
number
Injured were sent to
He wi l
will hn dismissed.
hospitals.
also hold a hearing at San Diego
December 12, on questions relating
Fresh liomomiulo rnnilv nt llm in nan nt thn wntprH of the Colo
rado for power and irrigation.
Candy Shop, 110 South Second..

rlnr

school in Cedro Canyon, thlrty-onmiles from here, has increased to
uch an extent this season that i.
became necessary yesterday for An interesting study of Howard Jones, Iowa coach, on the sidelines at a
game and, inset, 1 ad Jones.
Irenr
County
Superintendent
Burke to rent a room near th?
The
in sreneral may feel pleased ct the sLowinsr the
Jones
family
bulldingr for the accommodation of
xamily made in the fading football season of 1921. ?or two Jones
ft part of the pupils.
The room will be under the di- brothers, Howard and Tad, drew attention to their teams.
rection of Miss Marian Henry and
will accommodate parts of the
drew three puffs each from a cerefourth, fifth, seventh and eighth
monial pipe.
grades. There are more than six-- 1 F
At a
stop in
ty pupils now attending the
Billings speeches were made by
School.
Han-for- d
Marshal
Commander
Koch,
Parents of the children have
MacNider, of the American
to assist Jn enlarging the
I
legion, Mayor William V. Beers
ohool building and it Is planned
and local American legion officers.
to have a community building day
The next stop in Montana of anv
oon when the necessary addition
length will be made nt Butte, where
will be erected to the present
wio irin is scneuuiea to remain
building:.
forty-fiv- e
minutes.

Never say Aspirin without saying 'Bayer
Rheumaiwm, Earache. Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain. All druggists sell Bayer Tablets of Aspirin
in handy tin boxes of 12, and In
bottles of 24 and 100. Aspirin la
the trade mark of Bayer Manufacof
ture of Monoacetlcactdester
Sallcyllcacld.

Unless you see the
Warning!
name "Bayer" on package or on
tablets you are not getting genuine
Aspirin prescribed by physicians
for twenty-on- e
years and proved
safe by millions. Take Aspirin
In
as
told
the
Bayer package
only
tor Colds, Headache,
Neuralgia,

-i

lira

OH

twenty-five-minu- te

e or

BROKEN MACHINE IS
CAUSE OF DELAY ON
EAST CENTRAL WORK
Due to a breakage of one of the
parts of the surfacing machine, the
Ibltullthio surface was not started
on the paving on East Central avenue yesterday. The machine is being repaired and it is expected that
.work will be started this morning.
The surfacing will require about
felx days to complete and as the
will be ready for use a few
paving
hours after the Job Is finished.
Central avenue will probably be
(opened to traffio Sunday.
"Vags" are being used by the
ielty In cleaning: up the curb's and
fetreet and alley intersections along
(the new paving and a great amount
of this work has been done at no
cost to the city during the past few
(days. All vags who are sentenced
to terms in the city Jail are being
jised in the work.
IjOKDON gropes i fog.
London, Nov. 28. London was
groping today In what is said to be
the densest fog In twenty years.
(Telephone systems have been disorganized for four days, during
which time the vaporous folds
have spread over a wide provincial

area,

Miniis

"Ah-way--

-

ta

-

5-

PLOTTED TO DEFRAUD

INSURANCE COMPANIES
Is the Name Be(By The Associated i"rfM.)
stowed on French MarNew York, Nov. 28. Alleged
n-wide
activities of an organizashal by Indians at Billings tion to defraud
insurance companthose writing autoies,
particularly
(By The Aoclaled FrtM.)
mobile risks, is behind the arrest
Billings, Mont., Nov. 28. "Ah- - Saturday at Philadelphia of Miss
Is
the Hazel Whitaker, according to offiname by which Marshal Ferdinand cials of the Automobile UnderDetective bureau.
Foch is known among the Crow writers'
The case was put into the hands
Indians, into which tribe he was of the federal department of justice,
inducted by an elaborate ceremoliy officials said today, because of its
at the Indian reservation here to- scope. It has been under investiday. The name means "Chief of gation for more than one year.
the Indians beChiefs," which
Nov. 28. Suspicion
stowed up the French marshal by of Washington,
alleged activities to defraud auChief Plenty Coups of the Crows. tomobile
Insurance
companies
A drlzzlo of rain did not prevent which led to
the arrest in Philadelthe marshal from taking part in the phia
was
Miss
Hazel
of
Whitaker,
ceremony nor visiting the Custer said today by Director Burns of the
battle field.
inbureau
of
justice
department
Chief Plenty Coups of the Crows,
to he confined to memwith nearly 100 former warriors in vestigation
bers of the Whitaker family.
gorgeous regalia at his back, inhe said,
Investigation,
vested the mashal with war bonnet, hadFederal
not disclosed a nation-wid- e
war shirt, fringed leggings and
coup stick. Indian gifts were showered so plentifully on the marshal
"Rabbit" Maranvllle, the Pittstnat the arms or orderlies ana
members of his staff were filled. burgh shortstop. Is captain of a
crack
basketball team in Holyoke,
On the arrival of the train at
Crow agency the marshal was wel- Mass., this winter.
ko

natio-

comed by Solicitor Edwin G. Booth,
The fly's wing Is one of the most of the department of the interior,
delicate
of
and Lieutenant Governor Nelson B.
pieces
perfect and
mechanism nature has ever
Storey. Following briefs talks, the
marshal and Chief Plenty Coups
1

This morning
of Commerce

finish

Watch for the Red Star
Demonstration at Raabe &
Mauger's.

Si

YA

11

the

at

8:30 o'clock 200 Chamber

membership solicitors to help
membership campaign TODAY!

Remember! This job mut
be finished before we can
start on the bigger job of building 50,000 population in 1927

Let Fatima smokers
tell you
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No One Can Stop Us,
But Ourselves
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FATIMA
CIGARETTES
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WILLAHu ft.

START MOVE TO FORM
LABOR ORGANIZATION

NORTHERN WOMAN
HEADS DAUGHTERS
OF CONFEDERACY

UY

Bv T!io

DELIVERED GQDD

SEIOfJ

ment

Aoi'lnlrJ Prem.)
Nov.

Cleveland,

A

28.

on
In an Interesting sermon
Rev.
Scriptural Stewardship,
Guy of Ui Croaenay Christian church epolte as foilows: sav
The Bible has much to
about the right use of money. The
New Testament speaks very plainly of Christian stewardship us a
fundamental princlplo of tho kingdom.' Some of the essentials of
are menChristian stewardship
tioned in I Corinthians 16:2, which
says: "Upon the first day of the
week let every one of you lay by
him in store, as God. hath prospered him."
This passage Implies that Christian giving is systematic
giving.
There is a definite time to give,
namely, "upon the first day of the
week," which means that the giving was on a weekly basis. This la
logical, as it la much easier for
most people to give a small amount
each week than to give a large
amount once or twice per year.
This fact Is proven by the Improved conditions In many churches that have adopted the weekly
plan of giving.
Scriptural stewardship also Implies individual giving. Who Is to
give? "Every ono of you." This,
too, la logical, for wo are related
to the kingdom
as individuals
Each one must have faith for
Each one must repent for
himself.
Each one must confess
his faith In Christ for himself.
Each one must ho baptized for
himself. Each must give for himself. One of us cannot perlorm
any of these duties for another.
Our relation to God Is a personal
relation. Here, then. Is a serious
weakness in many churches. They
have failed to link up each and
every individual with the financial program of the church. The
harm resulting from this neglect
can hardly be told. Not only does
the church loso tho support but
these people loso the Bense of fellowship in the work of the kingdom and also the joy that should
be theirs In tho hour of victory.
"Every ono of you." God's program Includes every man, every
woman, yes, and every boy and
girl who la a member
of th't
church. Tho wise father will let
his children give for themselves,
thus permitting them to feel that
they have part In the work of the
church. How else shall these boys
and girls be trained for futura
leadership?
Again,
scriptural stewardship
calls for proportionate giving.
How
much shall we give? "As God hatn
prospered him." Thus a definite
portion of my Income Is to be set
aside for God's work; a certain
per cent devoted to Christian service. If you ask what per cent this
should be, I reply, the Bible knows
but one standard. The Bible says
10 per cent. The Jew of
Christ'j
timo knew nothing else. The
early disciples had been taught from
youth that this portion belonged
to God. Therefore, when
became Christians, they still they
remembered God's portion. True, they
were no longer under Mosaic law
still they realized their obligaput
tion to God and gavo not less
but
Wll-lar-

d

hlm-nel-

f.

,,.

V'f

i:- -

it w:is Indicated today, when the
national executive committee of the
socialist party voted to participate
in a conference to be held later.
Commundationa sent to a number of groups by tho socialist
party following its last national
have brought
convention
many
responses
favoring formation ' of
1 a new party,
it was said.
Groups which have been asked
to participate aro the farmer-labo- r
league,
party, the
labor unions nnd farmers' granges
Kach would
nnd organizations.
retain its present organization,
hut would federate, and would indorse candidates nominated by the
labor party.
A campaign for new members
of tho socialist party will be

pSSiipiiill

Are Danger Signals
They Denote with Unfailing

Certainty a Weakened
and Impure State
of the Blood.

Modern life, with Its rich foods
and lack of exercise, often advertises Us effects by disfiguring the
kin.
Acne, small abscesses and bolls
are all too common.
To correct the baRic trouhle
wantc products the blood must be
But don't clog your
purified.
blood. Just clean It out. Natuie
will do the rest. Pure, rich, red
blood nourishes
the body and
fights off disease.
S. S. S,, the standard blood purifier and system builder. Is the
ideal remedy for skin eruptions.
Tho effect of S. 8. S. is to r(d the
system of the waste product?
which are causing tho trouble. For
over 60 years S. S. S. has proven
to be of unusual merit. Beijin tak
ing S. S. S. today and write for 158
page Illustrated
booklet, "Facts
About the Rlooil" free.
Personal medical advice, without charge, may nlso be had by
sending a complete description of
your case. Aricloss Chief Medical
Director, Swift Specific Co., 740
S. S. 8. Laboratory,
Atlanta, Ga.
All drug stores sell S. 8. S.
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tematic

Is

stewardship

E

fun-

In
damental
Testament
New
and Is a vit vl
Christianity
church.
Most of our churches
have frequently emphasized
firsc
principles but have often neglected
n
cond principles. First
are Important as .they loacn
us how to come Into tho kingdom.
Put second
rir'o equally
Important slnco they teach us how
to conduct 'ourselves as worthy
citizens of the kingdom.
Tho
church that fieirierts either of thos
important phases, of truth mi's:
nuffe;-- an a consequence,
F.j."
scriptural Ptewurdf'liip ia banei
upon a vital principle, namelv,
God's ownership of our lives. "Ye
are not your own, ye are bought
with a price." Therefore, all belongs to Him, our lives and all w.
possess. When once this fa-- t Ir
clearly realised, the money oues-tlowill solve Itself. The thin?
God desires sbnve a,!l els'? Is not
your money, but you. When Cod
possesses men, he will also possess tho money. For love always
give3 and love always given its
best. A young man. belnir cal'ed
an a soldier Iri the Inte war. Just
before pallln! for France, went to
tha bank and drew out all his
small savings account and with the
money, bought a ring for hi
sweetheart. Whn giving It to her,
hofald: "I wish I had had twice a
much .money,, for you. are worth
far more than this." And so It Is.
lovo gives all. Just as God In hli
Infinite love gave us His alt, His
very best. Ha did not give
or ' of necessity, but freely,
willingly. Phall not we, children
of God, follow the example of our
Heavpnlv Father, and give, even
as Ho has so abundantly given
us!

Few escape constipation, so ftrn if yo do
not require a laxative at tui moment Iff ma
sendy u a Haif'ounce Trial tiottle of my
Syrup Pepsin f REE OF CHAKQE m (fiat

.

you will have it hcwidy u fwn needed.
tend your name and address to

lr.
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AT FIRE SALE PRICES
fir.e lot of Women's and
Misses' Kid and Patent Leather
Pumps and Oxfords, choice of
Louis or military heels. Most
of them sold for $6.00 to
$8.00 before the fire; a few
were as rush as $iu.uu and
$12.00. Fire

15

i

rmmm

S2.95

Sale

price
Kid and Calf Dress and Sport

S. T. C.

Wnpkberry

placed in one
big

Fnul's Jams, all

f

Sh"'lnK's
Tea,

Breakfast

Wnrrllsh

avors

Watch for tho Red Star
at Raabe &
Mauger'i.
Demonstration

lb

Sh"llnfr's Fnsrllsh Brp.ikfast
h
Tea,
ShntinR's Tlntrllfsh Breakfast

$4.50

$1.95

$7.50 and $8.50 fine Duvetyrrt
and Chiffon Velvets in the season's best colors. All full 40-iwide. The Fire
tf A
Sale price is
n.

fr

$l

15"
Woodbury's Soap
15- wUtlcnra Soap
!50e
50a Hand Lotions
Pond's Extracts, Cold Cream,
13c
nnd Vanishing Cream
Peheco. Pepsodent and Lister- lno Tooth 1'aste
...,30f
75c
LarRB I.lnterlne
40c
Medium Llsterine. , ,
15c
Small Llsterine.
-.
Coty'a L'Origan Face Powdo- . . .Sflr
Coty'B L'Origan Face Powder. .31 .43
85o
Oriental Cream
35c
$1.00 Rubber Gloves
$2.00 Fountnln
Syringes and
75c
Hot Water Hottles
5c
10c Soap
2Go Tooth
Brushes
,5c
Tide and 75c Hair Hrushes
15r
75c and $1 Ideal Hair Brushes. .45c
$2.50 Sanltox Hair Iirushes. . , .$1.05

FIRE SALE PRICES ON

C00OS

C9TT013
TOc

fancy weaves and solid colors.
The Fire Sale price, per yard Is.,

1.0

and

$3.00

Press Goods; all wool, in broken

lots,

65c

2,'c
ind

Percales,

yard-wid- e

20c Dress Ginghams,

20o Chambraya,

10c

yard

bcnuliful

Dress Hoods Is all full 54 Inches
Included are plaid and striped skirtinKS, home-ipunfine continps,
heavy weight Jersey
French gorges and high class broadclotln
cloth,
33.50, $4.00 and JC.cO values.
Now, per yard
$2.50 to $3.50
Lyons and Panno Velvets.
Yard
Over CO colors for selection.
o
$1.75 wide wale Corduroys.
Good selection of colors.
Yard........
This
wide.

s,

all-wo- ol

S1.95
95c

k

95c

Yard-wld-

e
35c
Tereales, light and dark dewlgns; 25c
extra heavy Outing Flannels, light and dark designs and
in solid colors; 25c Dross Ginghams and extra good
1 F
Strongcloth.f Fire Balo
,
,
price, per yard
yard-wid-

,..,,x9C

Crepes, Ginghams, Shirtings, KImona Flannels, Zephyr
Ginghams, white Percales and Serpentine Crepes all
wonderful values at aoo to 65c per yard.
Now, per yard

25c

SM"ln(r,s Japan or Onions
Tea.

.Tnnan

or

WOMEN'S AND MISSES'

00c
SO"

READY-TO-WEA- R'

flOc

Oolongr

$5X9

SOc

lb

--

Schepp's

Just an Inkling oi the Fire Sale Prices In

1

,Tea

Coleman's

Mustard,

25c
50c
$1.00
45c

Cocoanut,

lb
2Sc
Schepp's Cocoanut,
Comet White Rice,
8c
Van Camp's Soups, all kinds... Be
Van Camp's Pork & Beans
8c
Kuner'a Pork & Beans
10c
Armour's Pork & Beans
10c
Heinz Tomato Soup, No. l.,..10c
--

flosenwald's

Closes Thursday for

Restocking
STORE HOURS
8:30 to 6:00

BLOUSES

$12.50 AND $15.00 SWEATERS

$3

15c

aroce-Tot- e

I.- -

large assortment of $3.05 and
fine quality Satin and
fancy Silks. All colors. They
were extra special values at the
old prices. The Fire
Sale price per yd. is.

A

FIRE SALE PRICES ON

40c

Black and Whlto Beauty Bleach
lightly applied at bedtime and allowed to remain on overnight, will
quickly remove all tan, freckles
and similar discolorations. Use ?n
connection with Beauty Bleach,
Black and White Soap to cleanse
the skin of all impurities which
daily accumulate.
Black and White Beauty Bleach,
fiOo the package; Black and White
Soap, 2jc the cake, are cold and
guaranteed by your drujwt. Send
."or a copy of your Birthday and
Dream Boo!:, and leaflet which
tells you ahcufc the merits f.nd uses
of Black cr.d White Toilet Requisites. AcUrc-:- j Dept. A., Plough,
Memphis, Tenn,

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
IOO RN A OFFICE

which

S3.95

lot at

40c

15 ounces

SM'llngr's Tapan or Oolonsr
lb
Tea,
Coleman's Mustard,
b
Coleman's Mustard,
lb

4

Oxfords

from $8.00. to $12.50 a
pair before the fire. Some of
them are plain, others with
stylish straps. All have been
sold

Pan pongee and crepe de chine Elousos
were in traasit during the fire and which'

Peter

which
were bought to sell

for $5.00 have been placed

one rack for $3.00.
various trimmings.
on

All sizes, all colors,

$5

Sweaters in this lot sold for $12.50 and $15.00
before the fire. They are" fine fibre silk, in black
and navy blue, presented in artistic novelty
The price now is $5.00.

weaves.

$2.50 AND 55.50 FLANNEL GOWNS

Women's extra heavy outing flannel Night Gowns which were excellent values
at $2.50 and $3.50 have been placed in the one big lot at

iieysESMD

I

groat lot of $3.50 and $4.00 Vanities,
placed In ono great lot, at
A
great' selection of $4. B0 to $8.00 French
...
Now
Ivory Toilet Articles.
$1.00 PAL PENCILS.
,
Now, only
$16.00
sold filled Wrist Watches, round and
A

Now,
$4.00

,...$1.95
2.95
50c

extension' Bracelets,
.
only
to $5.25 pint size Thermos and
Think of, them as Christmas
at Iho Fire Sale price of

Kits.
gifts

octagon

S8.95
Un Iversal

$1.45

FIRE SALE PRICES ON

FIRE SALE PRICES ON

shapes,

Baron von 3c!ow. who commanded a German division in the World
war and was one of seven members
of his family who held similar positions, is now in the United States,
presumably in the interests of the
present German government. He it
expected to remain
Washington
'
for several months.

and

Pumps

$1.25

Towder,

When your complexion Begins td
fade, because of age or neglect,
Black and White Beauty Bleach
will brinjr tack tho pink tint oi
youth &qd mako your skin colt and

Baron von Below.

AT FIRE SALE PRICES

A

50c

c

t

FIRE SALE PRICES ON

2Sc

,

H-l-

t

Every Hart Schaffner and Marx Overcoat and Suit in the house has been placed
in two big lots, one at $23.00 and the othsr at $36.00. The clothing in the $23.00
lot sold for $4Q.C0 and $50.63 before the fire. The clothing in the $36.00 lot sold for
$60.09 and up before the fire. None cf this clothing was damaged by either fire,
water cr smoke. It's in perfect condition. It was all bought for the for the 1921-2- 2
season. Every style of the season is amply represented. All the new materials are
on the rejsrular Rosenwald's Hart Schaf
and all cf this clothing is being sold
ncr and Marx guarantee.

3

DrHobson's

,Mf.l"- -

'

$6o.co up

IO'

1 c
Bvzon
ppv'ilpr, 4o s'r! ROc
S. T, o.
Prprervps,
40c
15 otinpps
S. L. O. Pnherry Preserves
40c
IK
ounpps

acne and other facial dirfururemant.
Use freely Dr. Ilobton't Eczew Oint
ment. Oood forecjoma, itchmu nKtn,
nnd other ckin troublon.
One o Ui,
iiobsen l Family llcmedica.

si

cr"

Potlfd
Powdor,

TjolrlnBT

U

0

tin

OU,

Old Monk O'lvfl Of.

Tea,

7

"0"

rn'f"".

r,

.Turk Rnrot

.r,"i-- '

Pain's

e

l

"'

onnPP

Liniment

7.

POc

TnnftlP,

bottle of Sloan's Lini
mcnt kandy and apply whsi.
you first feel the ache or pain.
It quickly eases tho pain and send:
a feeling of warmth throush tht
oching part. Sloan's Linimtnt penetrate
vii'hmt rubbing.
Fine, too, for rheumatism, nettrafe'a,
sciatica, rprains and strains, still joints,
lame back and sore muscles.
For forty years pain's enemy. As!
your neighbor.
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

,

Wt"''' "nno rn"o.

SMitlng-'-

t

rf.

MarTt-e'-

the misery of racking pain

GERMAN ARMY
COMMANDER IS
U. S, VISITOR

e

Pn'f,

OM

AVOID a

.

a;:

B

Lye...'.

Alamo

1

SLOAffS GETS

lc
10c

Household Ammonia

OM Monk OHvb

1

ny

lOcai-- s

Jiffy Laundry Blue.

.

Hart Schaffner and FIarx Suits

rn to;

Be

Crystals

20 Mule Team

1

10c

Swift's Wool Soap, large
Swift's Wool Soap, small

Rrltfs Powdered

and Marx Suits and
Overcoats

Elze.,..10o

16-o- z.

OM Mnnk O'lvn OU,

AGiES AND PMfS- -

$40.00 and $50.03 Hart Schaffner

These Prices Will

O'd 'Tflrk

III.

These Two Big Lots:

Sew

Old Monk O'lve Oil.

Caldwell, ?m Washington St., Monucello,
Write me today.

prln-ciple-

rd

nnd bronchial asth-

mil s an

mmh

Every Suit and Coat In the house In

Must Be

Old Monk OMvb Oi'.

SimHy
W. B.

.

croup, hoarseness

WW

mm

six-rou-

emooth.

ma, there is notliinjr better.
Pincx is a most valuable concentrated compound of genuine Norway
pine extract, and hns been used fur
generations to break levers' coughs.
To avoid disappointment, ask your
druggist for "2Vi ounces of Pihex"
with full directions, and don't accept
anything else. Guaranteed to give
absolute satisfaction
or, money
promptly refunded. The mex Co.,
El, .Wayne, lad,

I

Our Entire Stock of

January.

Washington, Nov. 28. Senator
Watson, republican, Indiana, discussed with President Hardins tonight matters which may be
la the message to con
gress next week, upon which the
Mrs. Livingston Rowe Schuyler.
president Is working.
As his personal opinion, SenMrs. Livingston Rowe Schuyler ator Watson
expressed tho beof New York, elected president gen- lief that "nothing in tho world"
eral of the United Daughters of the could prevent enactment during
Confederacy, Is the first weman liv- tho regular session of a bonus
ing in a state north of the Mason bill. One new sourco of revenue
and Dixon line to bead this organihad becomo available, ho said,
sation,
through the announced intention
of tho Eiiilsli government to begin annual payments of approxi
more. So we read In the opening mately $200,0110,000 on the war
not only the dept to the United States.
chapter of acts thatwas
conaecrat-o- d
tithe, but their all,
to God. So tho New TestaROMS KNOCKS OVT BEI.I;.
ment's Ideal is, "Give as God hat'i
Salt LU;e City, Utah, Nov. 38.
Is
logialso
Salt Lake,
prospered thee." This
of
George Kollis.
cal, for wo arq partners with God, knocked out Charlie Eell, of San
and a certain portion of the
of their
round
In
first
the
Francisco,
belongs to Him. "I have scheduled
fight here toGod
planted. Apollos watered; but
night. The men are featherweights.
Thus, ju.t
gave tho increase."
common honesty demands giving
God the portion that belongs to
Him. Many who are honest with
whose organs
their fcllowmon are robbing God,
A BABY
unction regularly is
and withholding from Him his
due.
JlX WtiAn hiltv prien DtlH is frt- But scriptural giving Is nls-- j
fnl Innlr ffir pitirj(!nation. It
cheerful giving. Wo are to give
is ctiiierrtllv tho iorRrunner
nt nprvfiinnpsiH. fpvprifihPPSB.
"not grudgingly, or of necessity;
"I
hoadaciies, colds and many other
for God loveth a cheerful giver."
'diitre&imisr ailments.
Give half a
I Cor. 9:7. One of the very hapoi ur. aidweii a yn;p
tcaspoonim
piest days In all t:ie year should
Pepsin and the baby will quickly pet
well. A dose costs less than a cent
bo the day on which the church
raises Its financial budset for thr)
Dk. CALDWELL'S
next year's work.
It is always
such a day when the people ars
sufficiently taught God's program
tor his church,
e.nd when they
THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
reallzo their relation to Hlro ns
Dr. Caldwell's Syruu Pepsin Is the
stewards. Tho men who composed
larsrest scllirir liquid laxative in the
tho teams that visited cur homes
world, used by mothers lor 31) years.
last year testified that our people
It ia a combination of Etryptinn Senna
were ready and willing to do their
and ether uimpla laxative herbs with
part because they had been taught
pepsin, the safest remedy you can
and knew what their part was.
give a baby.
Thus
tho principle, of sysBOTTLE FREE

r.

re.i'ly-miul-

nn

km Lower Fire Sale P sices on tier

TOIOiH

ENACTMENT OF BONUS
MEASURE IS FORECAST
BY SENATOR WATSON

C

f you combined tlio curative properties of every known "ready-made- "
cough remedy, you probably could
not tot na m'ucli real curative power
os t iitc is in t'lis simple
ou;;h syrup, which ia easily prepared
in ft few minutes.
ounces
Ot from any drntrsri't
of 1'iin'X, pour it into a pint bo:tlo
end fill the hnttlo with synip, u?;n?
eitit-- r
umiluteil siijrar syrup,
plum
claii 'ieu met M,t, lmncy, or coin
i,
ni il ,!' P i. The rest-I- t is a
fiiil pint of rri .'v. heller ewh syrup
fur
thr.n you ccuM Inv
three iiincs the money. Tastes pleasnoil--ant ind never
Tins riii".v mid Svnro preparation
flon ri?!it at the cause of a couah and
Jt
gives almost immediate relief.
loosens the phleym. stops tlie nasty
thrnnt tickle nnd henlj the sore, irritated membranes so scntly and easily
that it is really astonishing.
A ilny's use will usually overcome
the ordinary cough and for bronchitis,

9

and

mmmmmmmmm

n

For Absolute Relief You
Must Clear Your Blood
of Waste Products.

jjjp

'

Is

-

Makes
'

move-

under way to form a
In
America
labor
organization
to
tho liritish labor party,
similar

SUNDRY

Page Five

Lunch

S2.95

Goes

A great lot of 16c Tumblers placed In
;he Fire Bale at
a
?ro Lemonade and
Glasses, beautiful
Were extra good values at the old price.
Fire Sale price Is
Ice-Te-

Eloctrlc' Irons at the
Fire Sale price of
$9.00 Edison Electric Grills; can be used as
Toasters, at the unusually low price of
$7.10 Edison

"J

i

LUv

3.95

remarkable

RflSBWA W$ ME Sfl

OI
desifrnr

4 95

PHONOGRAPH
RECORDS
AH Standard

10c

25c

takcs

50c

ft
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Energetic Club Members have the opportunity these next few
days to practically "cinch" the five prize autos or the Hundreds of

VS

S

I

Dollars in CASH.

There are just 9 more clays of BIG CREDITS 9 more days that
9
you are given the greatest number of credits for every subscription
secured. This means that you must do your very best during the next 9
days if you are in the race to win. And if you try, you can increase
your credit total by thousands and thousands of credits.

i

Just a few subscriptions

IF YOU CAN GET THEM NOW

make a tremendous difference in your credit standings. For
that matter newly nominated candidates with no votes at all to their
credit can easily climb to the top of the list with very little effort.
Will

1

I

mi mi Hi.

Ik

II

aft

.in ;

fjfcmft.it

iwiA

1

it

You can't delay

every minute you put off in getting busy is

just so much lost time and time during the present big credit offer

'nm w til'iil'i rftiilniit

is valuable. Live, energetic workers will certainly make the most
of the next few days. The wonderful opportunity to literally "cinch"
the prize of your choice during these next few days is too good to
who do work the energetic hustlers will be
Pm by. In Those
a few weeks' time.
rejoicing

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

mrmm

The big Salesmanship Club prize campaign is for WORKERS

the big prizes will be awarded to those who earn them. Are you
going to be the proud possessor of a brand new 1922 Studebaker
Sedan or an other large prize? If you want to win one of the

big prizes in this campaign MAKE A WHIRLWIND SHOWING IN
THE CREDIT STANDINGS DURING THESE NEXT NINE DAYS.

hi

1

STANDINGS
.Ait"

fry

I
1

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN. VALUE $2,295.
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
STUDEBAKER TOURING
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

DISTRICT

.........

Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes
,
. ltir--, , , . , ,
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr
. ...it. , ..
Miss Dorothy Bowman
, . IUi. , . , . ,
Miss Irene Burke.
..
..- . . IK.tK,.,
Benny Cordova
..,,,. .
Myrtle B. Fowler...,
Lynn H. Fox
,su .
MB
Miss Helen Gurule . . .
. , . ...i.J. .
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox
Mrs. Markett Jones
Miss Margaret Kleinworth
H. M. Kingston..........
Miss Shirley Lewis
G. Albert Linder,
. . ...j.., .
John Livingston. . . . ... . . .....j......
, . ,ktin
Mrs. R .M. Marx.
..
. .
..
Mrs. Tony Ortiz
Miss Ada Philbrick . . .
Mrs. G D. Ramsey. .
.
...
,
Miss Louise Roark
, .LC.
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger
Miss Margaret Spargo
.,
Mrs. Anna Wilds Strumquist
Miss Mildred Tatum ......... .... . . , . M;
i.i. . .
Mrs. H. J. Tompkins
. ,4,;, , ,
,
Miss Edna L. Williams
, . ..

CAR

.....
........
..j....
......
..........
.........

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

3

NUMBER ONE

......

What $54

Subscriptions Would Count

subscription ($54) couJts.
This constitutes two clubs . . . .
One

urn

En

six-ye- ar

3

Two

three-yea-

r

subscriptions

This also constitutes two clubs

.. .

.

560,000

..

"

($54) counts.....

120,000
200,000

Total credits given for this arrangement
Three two-yesubscriptions ($54) counts....,
This aho constitutes two clubs

,

Six
subscriptions ($54) counts
This also constitutes two clubs.
one-ye-

ar

..
s

. .

.

DISTRICT
,

Total credits given for this arrangement.

....

.

'

TWO.

5,000
8,500
8,000
. .iU.,
,
,
5,000
,..
54,000
5,000
,
230,900
221,900
..7:...
5,000
...j
52,000
,
5,000
5,000
.u... . .
. , 264,100
.....,,
. ,
In. 239,700
,L,K. . , 200,500
181,300
,J1S.
.
. . 202,300
175,100

............ , ,
Neil P. Bolt
......
Miss Eloyse Bum garner
, .,
n... .
Rene Divelbess. ..............
,
W. A. McGahan......,
F. C. Groman
. . ........ ......
va ......
Miss
Alfredo Baca

.

. .

4.

.

272,000

, . .

that the present Big Credit Schedule will never be repeated or

YOURSELF NOW

NUMBER

Mrs. Lawrence Abreu

72,000
200,000

.

extended. AFTER TODAY only 9 days more is your FINAL chance to get the
greatest number of credits for every subscription you secure.
Don't sit back with your hands folded while some one else is working
and taking advantage of the final days of the Big Credits JUMP INTO THE

CAMPAIGN

juw,1U,. .
......

,MK, , ...iU1L,

290,000

;

...

Remember

Edna Margaret Davis............

Sidney Marcus,
James Ross, Jr....

D0,000

200,000

. ,

...

......

320,000

ar

Total credits given for Hhis arrangement.
-- or

;. ........
..........
.., ......... ..
.....

360,000
200,000

. .

Total credits given for this arrangement
or

.............
.....

216,200
302,600
205,000
5,000
32,700
39,100
5,000
237,300
273,800
37,000
247,800
43,600
7,200
5,000
5,000
315,200
9,300
231,000
296,100
179,000
232,700
5,700
5,100
5,100
340,100
248,700
30,000
30,000
5,000

Virgie Hidalgo.,
Mrs. C. W. Howe.......

J. F.

Jamison..,...,......;...
M. Kimbro.
... ....

........

....
........... ... ...
.,..,;.
...
.......
..,.,,,.
Sandoval. .

R.
H. S. Mason.
...
Mrs. C. Martinez. . .
.
Miss Sophie Martin.......
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby.
.

DETERMINED TO WIN!

J.

M.

.

...... ..

...j,.

Mrs. Florence Saul
Mrs. Fern Swatzell.

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

DISTRICT

NUMBER

THREE

T. H. Bowland................
Baby Ellen.
J. Eller.
lu
Miss Fannie Frost. .
Miss Lupita Garcia.
,VUt,
Charles E. Hayes
,LUt. ,
Gordon Herkenhoff
Colbert Hicks
,..
Mrs. Florence Kronig
i....... ..

.... ......

.

r.-

237,200
...j 24,100
5,000
. ..iuq 5,000
, .JXK.via 52,900
$,000
. .t
187,800
..

..............t.u;.....
.....

O. E. Lovan . , ,
Rer. C. D. Poston. . . . . .
Miss Margaret Radcliffe .
H. L. Rose
Miss Lutgorda Sanchez

,

....
, , . , , ....

,

..t.A...

,..

.... , , .

u ,

.

.t.

..,

....... ..... . . .

.....
'

5,tr

,

,,

180.9C

,

,
,

J. Stone..,..,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,....,,..,,,
narry w niie

L.

....

180.C

,v,

...

56,3fi

, .............

..
.,.

Clarence Stoldt
Fred Rogers

Jose T. Gurule, ... I
H.L. Hart
Mr. George Lentz. . '.

5,00

.

,
a

,.q
,

5,000
5,000
5,000
49,500
41,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

"5,000

'

Where Will You Be Tomorrow?
1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER

LIGHT

"6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

,

t

;

A
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4 SHIPS AND THEIR

Wo Titan's Daily

Magazine
Bj

Bj Edna Rent Forbes.
sleep flat on the black with a very
thin pillow or with none at all.
Have you too many "necklaces"
The next thins to do Is to masI mean tho ugly wrinkles which
those wrinkles with a fattenrun around the front and sides ot sage
cold cream, with olive oil, or
the neck, completely spoiling Ua ing
better yet with cocoa butter. Cocoa
butter is very heavy and very fatfor
tening. It la much too heavycomtho more delicate skin of the
the
for
is
It
ideal
plexion, but
to
throat or chest. The best way
use it' is to hold a towel wrun-- j
unfrom hot water over the throat
til the pores of the skin are open
and the skin itself is red and
warm. Then heat the cocoa butter by holding it near a fire or
candle flame and rub it over the
skin. It cannot be massaged unless it is first warmed.
Then work the cocoa butter
thoroughly into all these wrinkles,
'
' (
rubbing back ana forth across
them; that is, up and down the
UNSIGHTLY NECKLACES.

Tuesday.
TirftRent
lv
will
music program at Woman's club at
8 p. m.
trtenl TtrMfr
pluh will nlav at
home of Mrs. C. O. CUrk.
Mrs. Clinton P. Anderson will
entertain Kvening Bridge club.
Hprrolf plnh will ment nt home
of Mrs. Allen, on East Central ave
nue.

ANSWERED

K. M. B.: "Please tell me how
to remove spots from pieces of
Ivory furniture which have beon
left near open windows?"
Answer: Do you mean real Ivory
d
or
paint? Real ivorj
may be bleached by wetting with
water
alcohol or
and placing in
EUROPEAN MOVIE
the direct sunlight undor glass,
this process being repeated until
STARS BEGIN TO
tho desired degre of whiteness is
VISIT OVER HERE obtained; but this bleaching be-is
usually done when ivory has
come yellowed, not to remove spot
from it. If you refer to furniture
washing with
painted
suds of a good white
soap, then rinsing with clear warm
water ought to remove the spots.
A Yearly Contributor: "My
brown leather dining room chairs
ars covered with white fluff from
throat.
the clothing people wore who sat
on them in the hot weather. How
The cocoa butter will grow stiff
because the skin is warm. When
shall I remove this fluff and how
Mis:
you have massaged thoroughly,
prevent the chairs from slicking
to clothing next summer?"
wipe off what remains on the sur
Answer: Remove the fluff with
face of the skin. This sort of
treatment is most valuable if glve.i
a little gasoline and paint the
at night before going to bed.
chairs with white shellac.
Pete and Peg: Your eyebrows
Mrs. T.: "1. Is Is necessary to
will regain their softness if you
call on ones hostess within two
them
weeks after attending her bridge
brush
every day, always
training them Into the arched lln
party? 2. If so, how many cards
are left? 3. What other functions
that best suits the shape of your
call for cards, and how many?
eyes. If some of the hairs remain
4. Just when does a woman leav
stubby, use a small amount of vaseline on them before the brushing.
her husband's cards beside the
As you have been shaving th'j
first call? .
brows so long, it will require
Answer: 1. Yes. t. One for the
to train them to lie in
hostess. 8. A dinner, a breakfast,
a luncheon, a muslcale, an eventm;
place.
Tills Smooths ugly wrinkles.
With your
Very Discouraged:
party of any sort (or an afternoon
of five feet six inches yo'i
height
party), and after a wedding the
appearance? Tf you have, you should weigh at least 125 pounds.
guests call on the mother of tho
want to get rid of them at once Tou are only aggravating your
bride, and later on the bride her
for nothing spoils the appearance condition by this excessive purgself. 4. Only after her husband
of the neck as much aa these lines. ing and should consult a good dochas been entertained along with
If you sleep with too high a pil- tor. If you could take a vacation
herself.
low or if you sleep with your chin or have a complete change in your
pulled downward, these lines will work, It would hasten your recov-orhe forming through all the hour.?
but whatever you do, stop
anything more than a plain, tailof the night. The first thing you dosing yourself and be guided by
ored flat collar which is not parmust do is to train yourself to the advice of your physician.
ticularly conducive to warmth,
Here is a simple hat and scarf set
of bright blue duvetyn which has
Miss Aims lay lor.
been transformed into an attracThe first European movie star tive novelty by the use of black
I.
on a wool applied in an odd manner to
has arrived in Hollywood
For the past Imitate fur. Deep bands of the
"reciprocity visit."
few months American film celebriwool embroidery trim the ends of
By JANE PHELPS
ties have been flocking to Europe the scarf and the hat which is a
and so It is not surprising to find variation of the popular tam style
at least one English film star In tho is also trimmed with ti wid band
were so lovely, Mrs. Hayden you American motion picture center. be of the wool. The effect is that of
FORTfFSTKR IS INTRIGUED
Sho is Alma Taylor, said to
astrakhan. The outfit is smart inWITH MARGARETS BEAUTY will pardon me, I know, for telling
tho most popular star of Enfiland deed for wear with a skating suit
you so bluntly that I forgot all nnd
"bntas
to
the
often
referred
or frock.
CHAPTER 25.
about time and trains.
Mary Pickford." Miss Taylor
"So you will stay?" Margaret's ieh
"This Is good of you to see me
movie
American
will
producstudy
was suffused with blushes.
at this unseemly hour," Craig For- face"Thank
tion during her stay here. At POWERFUL LIGHTHOUSE
you, I shall be delighted present
sho Is observing In the Marrester said os Margaret laid her to."
IS JUST COMPLETED
shall Neilan studios in Hollywood
hand In his, flushing In embarrasswill be a luncheon a deux, and she
"It
is
she
claims
learning
elaborate
ment because of her
Joan docs not come home this much from that
n
(By The Aaroclatml rrcm.)
Amertoilette.
term. It gives her so little time ican
Paris, Nov. 28. What is deproducer.
"You must excuse my appear- that I decided
scribed as the most powerful lightto have her take
ance This gown just came home her luncheons, at school, oven
house ever constructed has Just
Clows-Uptold
wns
and I
trying it on," she
though she is a day scholar. Now Announcement that Mary Pick-for- been constructed here. It Is Inadvice.
Hannah's
him, following
new air station at
If you will excuse me I will tell
and Douglus Fairbanks will tended for tho
"I hesihj'od to come down In J Hannah I am to have a guest, and
in a picture which they are Dijon and has taken over two
a gown for the will garb myself more sensibly
construct.
Inapprnnriato
to
in
now making plans to produce
ye.ir3
morning," she added further.
The beam of light thrown from
morning."
England, has Just been made by A. two
"If you could see how lovely
"Pleaso don't change!" Forrester C.
of
groups of lamps has an Intenmanager
general
Bergman,
believe
hav
I
are
you
so
why,
you
said
earnestly that both laugh- the United Artists' corporation, who sity of 2,000,000.000 candle pow?r
been cheating us all, that you are ed. Then: "Humor me, Mrs.
and
consultathe flash will be seen at a dls- has just returned from a
Hay tion
Miss Joan's sister, almost her twin. den. You are so enchanting
The
ho stnrsi In Pnris. Work tance of nearly 200 miles.
in
older
not
five
look
You do
years
that gown, so like a
I have on the picture is to start early in whole fabric of steel girders on
than she does," Forrester ejacu- seen somewhere of picture
concreto piles will be transported
a woman in January, it is reported.
lated.
rose and gray."
to Mount Africa, (1.500 feet) nlnj
"It Is the dress. I'm nearly 35."
must tell Hannah you are
new
mllos from Dijon, where it will bo
"I
his
Before
picture
starting
70.
It was as If Margaret had said
here."
after his return from Kuropo, set up permanently as a guiding
There was the finality o faga In
"Shall I?" she asked herself as Charles ChnpHn
has gone for an light for the great airways to the
her voice.
she escaped from the room. "Jt outing trip into the California east and south of Europe.
"So old? But why tell It? Let seems so silly!" sho
with
mountains
Its cost to tho air company
a party of friends.
added, pressme believe you as young as you ing two hot hands to
which ordered it is estimated at
still hotter
I
shall
look.
anyway."
chrrks. "Yes, I will! He's seen
Rex IngMrii and AHre Terry, 800,000 francs.
Margaret thrilled to his praise. mo now, and no one else will ever who has played tho lead in hl proShe had been so hesitant about know."
LFONARD-MITCIfFLBOITP,
ductions, were quietly married at
Then Margaret Hayden aston- a historic Spanish house In Pasaappearing before him in her new
28.
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov.
so
he
would
afraid
ished old Hannah perhaps mora dena, Calif., by tho jinstor of the Benny Leonard, lightweight cham- evening dress,
think her silly, and he had been greatly than the old servant ever Hollywood Methodist church. Their plon boxer, will meet Pinkey
pleased. He showed pleasure In had been before.
honeymoon will probably bo spent Mitchell of Milwaukee, before a
his face as well as in what he said.
"Mr. Forrestoi.
abroad.
local club on Monday, January 2,
He thought she looked young.
In a
luncheon, Hannah. Have a
bout,
in
"That rose color is very becom- lunch, and draw all the shades nice
arrival
Tom Andrews, local promoter, def
and Norma Talmadgo's
ing," he went on, admiration in light the candelehra for the tabl. Los Ange'CH, where sho is sched- lnltely announced today. Leonarl'
his eyes as they rested upon her: and only the side lights. We will uled to make her future pictures, is guaranteed $15,000
with the
"You should pretend it is evening." she finished will be a notable event. Among privilege
an-"very," he repeated.
of a percentage
wear It a great deal
a bit hysterically at Han- those at the depot to meet Iter will Mitchell J5.000. The bout will be
laughing
tlia
be
Los
the
of
"Oh, It is too young a color, too nah's expression.
mayor
Angeles,
at catch weights.
"I'm going t3
vivid for me to wear often." She keep on this dress, Hannah.
council and various worldHe city
remembered
wide film celebrities.
that he asked me to."
suddenly
would not understand her having
"No wonder he asked you to.
tho drean at all if she thought It Old Hannah is glad to
see you look NOVEL HAT AND
too youthful a color. She could so lovely, too."
not tell him she did not Intend
SCARF SET FOR
wear it; that she bought it because TITLED
ENGLISH
she couldn't help it; that she
WINTER SPORTS
would hide it when she took it off
Toe Nail Turns Out Itself
WOMAN TAKES UP
so that Joan would not see it and
if You Toughen Skin
DAIRY BUSINESS
fit V,'-- '
despite her for trylnar to be young
when she was 'so old.'
"Not at all! Why will you claM
A noted authority says that a
Scarcely a week passes in Engyourself as 'old?' Women 25 year land without announcement that
few drops of "Outgro" upon the
older than you are wearing such another titled personage has taken
skin surrounding the Ingrowing
colors. There aren't any old peo- up some plain
nail reduces Inflammation and
business.
ple nowadays. And my dear Mm. The latest to beeveryday
pain and so toughens the tender,
added to an alHayden, you have only commenced ready long list is Lady Victoria
sensitive skin underneath the toe
to live. A woman of 35 has all Murray, fourth sister of the
that it can not penetrate the
nail,
Earl
the vitality ot youth, all Its im- of Dunmore.
flesh, and ths nail turns naturally
its
for
enjoypulses,
capability
outward almost over night.
Some time
according to disment. Added to this she has poiso, patches from ago,
"Outgro" is a harmless, antisept i
London, she began
experience to a certain degree, a dairy farming as a hobby. Now
tic mt nufactured for chiropodists.
sho
ripe beauty and interest that must finds it pays so well she Is conHowever, anyone can buy from the
force the flapper into the back- tinuing It as a
drug store a tiny bottle containing
business
straight
with
men
all
who
are
but
ground
Adv.
directions
proposition. On her
farm
d
or In their at
either
Whiteley Hey she has a herd of
dotaffe."
110 Shorthorn anil Fvln.lar.
4
"Will you stay to luncheon?" cattle. By motor truck
and train
Margaret changed the subject. Not she has marketed some 40,000
1
galbecause she wanted to, nor because lons of milk this
year.
she found it unpleasant, but beIn
addition,
of
Is
ths
land
part
cause she was ashamcdly anxious taken up with a
big poultry farm
to hear herself praised as Craig and 160,000
eggs
been
have
Forrester, man of the world, man shipped to various markets, beside
who knew women, praised her.
large quantities of dressed poultry.
Forrester took out his watch.
As ft purchaser of fancy cattld,
"If I may. I have missed my Lady Victoria
shows keen Judgment
to
I
say
train.
only intended
and Is the
of soma exand hurry along. But you tremely fine possessor
pedigreed stock.
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THE HEW GENERATION

CARGOES

Miss F. J. R.: "Kindly print rec
ipes for Mexican Chile Con Carne
and Orange Marmalade?"
Answer: A recipe for the Chile
Con Cams appeared in this col
umn on October 1. Get a back
copy of this paper for that date.
Here is the other recipe you wish:
Orange Marmalade: To mako 6
glasses of it, take ( large oranges,
wash and weigh them. They should
weigh around three pounds, and if
this is so set aside 2 4 pounds of
granulated sugar to be added
later. Slit the peel of the oranges
into quarter sections and pull off
this peel with the fingers, putting
It into the preserving kettle with
1
quart of boiling water and letting it simmer for 2 hour when
it will be soft and pliable. Drain
the water from the peel and let
It, the peel, cool slightly.
While the peel cools, wash out
the kettle and put into It small
pieoos or the oranges from which
you previously removed the peel;
discard the seeds from this orange
pulp, and also throw away the
tough white fibre between the pulp
sections although small pieces of
it may, of course remain in. Now.
after putting the pulp from the entire six oranges into the kettle,
add to it the thick white under-par- t
of the cooked
It is this thick white which lies
undor an orange's skin that contains "pectin"
that substanco
which
makes
tho marmalade
thicken. Now take a pair of scissors and cut the peel Into thin
strips (add only half the amount
of
unless you liko
the marmalado bitter). Put tho
kettle on the fire, bring to. boiling
point, all the sugar you set aside,
and let boil for 2 hours, then tur.i
it into hot, sterilized glnsses or Jars
and seal or cover with paraffin-)- .
s:

300-ac-

1L

the country-fres- h
flavor

Had your iron

AMERICAN DOG DERBY
RACER'S BODY. FOUND
Ths Pas, Manitoba, Nor. 28.
Searching parties, who have been
scouring Moose Lake, have found
tho body of Walter Goyne, famous
American
racer,
dog
derby
drowned November 15. Through
the transparent Ice, the body couM
be seen in eight feet of water sitting upright on the sled, partly
covered by an eiderdown roba.
Stretched out in front were the
nine racing dogs.

today?
Eat

raisins

more
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BLACK SMALLPOX HAS
CAUSED EIGHT DEATHS
(By Tn

START A COCKSE NOW in onr DAY OK
You Will Bo Satisfied.
L. A. MAY, Manngcr,

We Will Sweep the High Prices Out
of This Town. Our

Cause Change of Life. How
Vegetable
Lydia E. Pinkham's
.
. mm
tf
Compound uot me up
want othar

suf- -'

E.
l
rintuium s vegetable Compound
has done for me.

what Lydia
feriBn women to know
n17
-

L iH
m

Change
was in bed for
fiirht. months and
had two good doc
tors treating me
but they did me
no pood. A friend
advised me to take
's
Lydia E.
Vegetable
Compound; which I did and in a short
time felt better. I had all kinds of
bad spells, but they all left me. Now
when I feel weak and nervous I take
the Vegetable Compound and it always does me good. I wish all women
would try it during the Change of
Life for I know it will do them good."
-- Mrs. A.Keller, Afton, Tennessee.
to fifty
"Women from forty-fiv- e
years of age should take warning
from such symptoms as heat flashes,
palpitation of the heart, smothering
or fainting spells, or spots before the
eyes, and prepare their system for

ft

Begins Thursday, December

When we will begin selling Furniture
and Rugs at Wholesale Prices.

Pink-ham-

NOTHING CAN STOP US,BUT OURSEL VES
Watch tor your circular delivered

at your home

American Furniture Co.

this periecuy natural cuane oy um-in- g
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

Compmind. It has helped many,
many women through this trying
period, just as it did Mrs. Keller.
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The superior crispiiess, flavor and texture are
yours, with no extra cost, when you ask
by name for "Post Toasties"
4

.

saved each month, for 84 months, pays you $ 504.00
$10.00 saved each month, for 84 months, pays you $1,008.00

$ 5.00

'

Butter
Buttermilk
Cottage Cheese

Milk,

Cream,

Post Toasties
best corn flakes

Protedt Your Future

Pay

It's a privilege to be
hungry when hunger
leads to meeting
BY ELOISE.
a woolen scarf
nowadays is commonplace enough,
but to bs really
one must have a hat or tam to
match the wool scarf. There are
any number ot such sets, some of
fancy yarns, , some of velvet
trimmed with yarn, many of soft
woolen fabrics and some lovely
ones of silk and wool.
These soarfs add real comfort to
the sports suit which rarely boasts
To have merely

Whipping Cream
and Ice Cream
321 North Second

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone 351

1

Albuquerque's New Furniture Store

MONTHS

"I

K. L. HOSKIXG, Principal.

liiietiean Furniture 60.

IN BED EIGHT

Tenn.--

ALL.

NIGHT

If You Will Patronize the

dls-eas-

Afton,

THAT'S
SCHOOL

THE BEST IN THE SOUTHWEST

Associates Tress.)

Denver, Colo., Nov. 28. The
eighth death from black smallpox
within two weeks was reported by
the board of health. The victim
35
was Miss Willie M. Carnes,
years old, a clerk in the business
board.
office of ths Denver school
Health authorities announced there
o
cases of the
were thirty-tw- o
In Denver.
In the last twenty years only
nine persons have died of tho disease in Denver, eight of these during the present outbreak.

co-st-

Ill

Good to drink-li- as

rs

fo:-th- e

l

POWDERED

ice-bou-

d

d,

it backwards

Associated Prera.)
Nov. 28. Romance

hovered about the
ships have mado
through the Kara sea to get the
products which ths two Siberian
rivers, the Ob and Yenisei, carry
Into ports that can be entered for
only a few weeks in summer because of the floating ice in the
Arctic and Kara.
So this year, when famine swept
ths Volga area. It is not strange
that the Russian food commissariat turned its eyes toward the
mouths of the Yenisei and Ob, and
started a fleet through the Icebergs
In search of bread. Many small
ships were commissioned, some of
but
them made ths trip safely,
four ships, the Ob, Yenesel, Ilia
and Santa met the fate of the Titanic. The Yenisei and Ilia each
carried 2,400 tons of grain to tho
bottom of the ocean. Tho Ob and
Sania had only very small cargoes.
The crews escaped over the running ice and were picked up by
Icebreakers.
In all, 12,000 tons of supplies
were gathered in ths
ports, but less than half this
amount is reported to have reached Archangel, where there is cruel
disappointment among ths population so sadly in need ot bread
and other raw materials.

well-know-
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MEET

FATE OF THE TITANIC

EFFICIEHT HOUSEKEEPING

osaal Calendar

iEABTY CHATS

GRAIN

O

7

On Amounts of
$1 00 or More

Interest Paid Every Six Months

New Mexico Loan & Mortgage Co.
Third and Gold
Dr. L. G. Rice, Pres.

I
Ralph Melbourne, Sec'y

FAMOUS ACTIiESSES OF YESTERDAY AND
TODAY MEET AT ACTORS' BALL IN N. Y NOTED PAINTING

SOME RULE F

POSIOFFICES

IS EXHIBITED

lllli

ASSURED
AH

ST1I

Foreinn Systems Are to
Ee Withdrawn, Under An
Reached at
Agreement
the Arms Conference.

rimlthe

(By The A'TOflalnl
Washington, Nov. 28 (by
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Mrs. Leslie Carter, left; Lilliam Russell, center, and Elsie Ferguson,
snapped at Equity ball
These actresses, three of America's greatest stage celebrities fn
their respective days, met recently at the bail given by the Actors' Equity
association in New York. Mrs. Leslie Carter, once noted for her emotional acting, has emiTfjed from retirement for another season on the
stage. Lillian Russell, queen of the stage in her day, devotes her time
to her household duties and her beauty hints these days. Elsie Fergu
son, one of the noted stage ana movie beauties of the preseat day, id the
third member of the trio.

prepare for withdrawal of their postal systems from
of tho agreeone
feature
China,
ment Is expected to become effective when the conference confirms
the section voted by the delegates
today In cnnimit'.eo of the whole.
This rectlon refers to tho Introducinto Chinese
tion of contraband
territory through the foreign mails,
and gives Chinese customs authorities right to search mail they
mav suspect.
The search clause was understood to have been inserted after
the Chinese had charged that la-quantities of opium were being
carried through China in the foreign post In contravention of the
law. The retention of
or. 't
tho present French
was said was stipulated solely In
the Interest of efficient operation
of the Chinese postal
in which to

JENNINGS DENIES HE
COMMENTED ON MLLE.
LEfiiGLEN'S CONDITION
(Itv The Aaanelntqd TreM.)
New York, Nov. 118. J. M. Jen-

nings, treasurer of tho United
toStates .Lawn Tennis
night denied that he had charged
Mile.
Suzanne Lenglen, French
tennis player, with dancing a
hours after the, alleging physical
fe-.-

to Mrs.
unfitness had defaulted
Moll.i
ISjursted Mallory In the
woman's national championship.
The ch.irgo was attributed to Mr.
Jennings hy a reporter for a Philadelphia newspaper who had Interviewed him regarding tho resignation of Capt. A. R. Do Joannia,
Mile. I.cnglen's manager, from the
vico
presidency of the French
Lawn Tennis association. The resigof Captain De .loannis folnation
"
I
lowed a prlticir.m of the American
I
' tennis Worty by Mile. Lenglen,
which the captain felt unwarI
I ranted.
"I made no such statement,"
"IV
Theater Je.rse I. Lnsky said J. if. Jennings.
"Iast. evening
Mille's
TVillhm
re
prpsents
pro a reporter of a Philadelphia pape
duction
of Kdward Knobloeli's telcnhnncfl me nml nsknl fnr enm.
"Tho Lost. Romance;" also reels of.ment upon the diimateh regarding
"Burton .Holmes', Travelogue" nndlc.aptnln De Joannls resignation. I
"Current Fvents."
told him I had no desire to be
iai- - quoted.
jvric j water l onstance with
madpe, a prime favorite
"I mode no comment on .Mllo.
or tins cirv, is London's condition. I did not say
tne i neater-goer- s
"t
IM
ftho fl.inred the n 7 it fn nwlncr her
inn liar
ivmHiMiry
M. ueiacn to ivirs. w a.
r.ells."
dings
by Joseph
l did not
SehenoVs company; also nnnwi'yr Pay Bh qult am, lory;
j rM nothln(T
a two-reGaycty comedy, "Stand-- j I with reference to the attitude of
Insr Pat."
our organization."
Pc.stlme TVoatcr
Pre'enMng
William Christy Cabanne's ' The
Carson PROSECUTOR SUMS UP
P.arrlcade,"
by Pnniel
Goodman: also showing reels of
IN THE LANDRU TRIAL
"Fox New" pictures, and "Mutt
and Jeff" cartoons.

anti-opiu- m

'

Theater? Todav

i

FORCED TO GIVE
UP JOB AND QUIT

"My stomach frot so bad I had
to quit work, but two bottleo of
Tanlac has fixed ma up so fine
I'm back on the job every day
now," writes. Andrew Mlronenko,
2131 Twenty-fourt- h
San
street,
Francisco, Calif , well known emof
the Ragle Tannery.
ployee
"I had a lot of trouble with my
stomach for a long time. My appetite was poor, I bloated with
gas and always felt distressed for
hours after rneals. A few weeks
ago I was taken very sick with
cramps and just had to go to bed.
"Well, after I got so bad off I
decided to try Tanlac, as some of
the boys down where I work had
told me about how It had helped
them, and my first two bottles
have done me so much good I think
it Is the best medicine in the world.
It's wonderful how Tanlac has improved my appetite, and I feel
stronger and sleep much better
than I used to. I never lose a day
from my work on account of my
ill health and I never miss a dose
of Tanlac, for I Intend to take a
few, more bottles in order to be sure
its work is well done."
Tanlac is sold In Albuquerque by
the Alvarado
Pharmacy and all
other leading druggists everywhere.

.
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FAMOUS WOMAN
SCULPTOR MOLDS
CHAPLIN IN CLAY
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PIMPLES ON FACE
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Lady Says She Had to
'
Go to Be- d- Helped

AND SHOULDERS

By Cardui.

tKf la T.lMjmc it

Rcfata

CATARRH
of the
BLADDER

EuhC.oiuIe fuinvl

Mrs. Claire Sheridan's bust of
Charlie Chaplin.
Charlie
liincr.

Chaplin,

film

comedy

has been added to the list of

noted persons Mrs. Claire Sheridan,
noted sculptor, has fashioned in
clay. He posed recently for the
sculptor who made .busts of Lenine,
,
Irotsky and others.
CARD OF TIIAXKS.
We wish to thank our many
friends
for their sympathy
kind
during the illness and death of
our wife, mr.tr.er and sister. Also
for tho many floral offerings.
C.

O. AUKDON,

H.

WALKER,
J. C. WALKHJl.

Prickly pear, a variety of cactua,
was foolishly Imported Into Australia. It now covers twenty million acres of Queensland, and :s
extending at the rate of a million
acres a year. The land It seize
becomes absolutely worthless, and

the government is fighting the

pe-i-

by every means In Its power.

Watch for the Red Star
Demonstration at Raabe &
Mauger's.

Balado, Texas. "I suffered a
great deal with womanly troubles,"
says Mies Ira Lillian Hart, of Route
1, this place. "I would, for a day

or two, feel drowsy, stupid and life
less; didn't feel like doing my work.
"I would suffer pains In my sides
and back, and have very severe
headaches
"I am the housekeeper, and It
waa very hard for me to stop, but
I would get in such misery I would
have to go to bed.
"I heard of Cardui, snd that It
was good'for this suffering.
"The very first bottle I took
seemed to help me. I did not suffer near so much, so 1 sent for
the second.
"It did eo much good for me, 1
can't say enough for Cardui, for It
certainly was a friend in need. I
It to others,
have recommended
and gladly do so.
"I do not dread . . . time as I
used to."
Women who feel the need of
something to help relieve, or prevent, such troubles as Miss Hart
mentions above, should profit by
the experience of thousands uf
other women, who have taken Cardui with results which cause them
to praise this purely
vcgetcblo,
mild, harmless, tonic for women.
Any druggist can supply yo t. .

...

30 x 3V2 "Usco"
Tread because of
its new price of
$10.90.

Buy it because it

LOGICAL ADVICE!

i

Strike at the root of weak- - I
ness is logical advice to J
tnose runaown in vitality.

Scott's Emulsion
I nourishes the body,
! tones the blood and
1 helps build strength.
I

Scott A Bows., Bloomfield, N.

J.

ItMfQIDS

((Tablets

or Granules)

mmmmaaaBaomssmmmemmmam

RESRKX
Soolhinq

&nd HesJinq

Quickly relieves

skin and scalp
disorders v j

stops itching and

burningand usually
restores skin health
PRESCRIBED

BY DOCTORS

NEARLY THIRTY YEAE3

Should be in
evert; home

An outstanding product-mark- ed
with the maker's name
the retail price quoted in plain
figures.

A challenge to the
who would rather sell you an
tire-trad-

er

unknown tire on
the basis of "so

much off list"

and let you find
out its real value
afterward.

tip

j

() Rubber Company
Ttvo hundred and

Tttr OMe.tt and Larpest
Rubber Organization in tin World

e

tuctoris

brancitcj

Oiim-fl-vt

4.

The expression, "all humbug,"
had its origin during a continental
war, when many false reports wero
circulated In Hamburg. It becamu
customary for anyone wlfhlng ti
signify his disbelief in a stateme it
Associated
Prens.)
The
to say, "That is Hamburg," and so
(By
New York, Nov. 28. Five of the word "humbug" found its way
the more active issues comprising into the languago.
the Liberty bond and Victory nott
securities rose to new high rerords
for a year or more on the stock
advanc.i
exchange, today. Their
coincided with further enormous
WILJUi PA. JIM"' '
mWM
A.Va.l
infrom
accumulation, presumably
vestment sources.
The second 4's gained 18 cent
8,2
per $100, to $95.88, first 4
cents to $97,000
1
ii. i:.irri ham oli.nlnia nrnnf that til.
cents to $96.14
Second 4
to berculoila can be healed In all cllmjiea
12 cents
and fourth 4

LIBERTY BONDS AND
VICTORY NOTES SOAR
TO NEW HIGH RECORDS

Beware of a Persistent Cold.
When a cold hangs on week
after week or when you contract a
fresh cold before you are over the
first one, there Is great danger of
sonic germ ...sease getting a start
In your system.
The average consumptive will tell you that "I had
a hard cold last winter that was
followed by a bad cough that I
have not been able to get rid of," or
something to that effect. Why
take the chances of such a result
when Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, famous for its cures of bad
colds may bo had for a trifle.

LEGAL NOTICE
UKPOltK THK IMMKD OP

COUN-

TY COMM1SSIOXKK8
OF THE
COUNTY
OP BERNALILLO,

Reauiti
by THB INHALANT METHOD.
STATE OP NEW MEXICO.
mvm imllnn.wlH
Vnr further nartirtllftra
S
roado a nom- addreaa THB INHALANT METHOD CO., In the Matter of the Petition of InVictory
habitants and Residents of Emit
2
cento
to
no.
of
that
inal advance
par,
Suit. 09 Unlnn Leagrta Bide Key
Albuquerque.
figure, however, being a new higli 32. Loa Angelea, Calit.
ORDER.
dufor the year. Victory 4'
This matter coming on to be
plicated their previous maximum
heard
the petition of more
upon
on
of par
large Individual transac
residents of East
than twenty-fiv- e
tions, Including ono block of
Albuquerque situated within the,
and another of $500,-00$1,000,000
of
Bernalillo
and state of
county
New Mexico, and It appearing to
the Board that the facts, matters
DES MOINES VOTERS
and things stated tn said petition
are true, and that East AlbuquerAPPROVE
PROPOSED
que Is a platted townslte of an unTROLLEY FRANCHISE
town and addition
incorporated
thereof having: a population of not
f'reaa.)
less
than
three hundred people sit(Br Th. MHMirlntrd
uated immediately east and adjoinPos Moines, Iowa, Nov. 28. Un
out
official returns from forty-si- x
ing the east boundary line of the
of forty-eigcity of Albuquerque and taking in
precincts here tonight
and embracing all the lands and
show that the proposed Btreet rail
way trancniso was approved Dy
territory Included within the limits
of an extension of the north and
majority. The
nearly a
south boundary lines of said city of
vote was 15,625 in favor of the
franchise and 8,167 opposed.
Albuquerque east for a distance of
The election results cannot be
miles
about one and seven-tentThla Corn Remoter la Guaranteed.
carried into effect until the suRelief frum enrn aufferlnx followa the more or less and containing an area
inalmoat aa quick- of about 1)00 acres and the limits
preme court has decided the
application of "Ont-It- "
junction suit against the election ly aa pain folluwa the thrust of a pin r thereof are plainly marked by posts
now pending in which the legality
at the corners of said platted and
of the franchise is questioned.
East Albuquerque,
unincorporated
as shown by the plat thereof atas part
tached to S'tld petition
CALIFORNIA HEIFER
thereof, and described as follows:
IS GRAND CHAMPION
Cor. of
S.
E
at
the
Beginning
Sec. 22 T. 10 N. R. 3 E. N. M. P. M.
thence west along the south linn of
Chicago, Nov. 28. Lulu MayPec's 22 and 21 to the east line of
heifer, en
flower, a college-bre- d
the Albuquerque Grant; thenc
tered by the University of Callfor
north along the east line of said
nia. today was named grand cham
grant to the south line of Coal aveplon of the International Livestock
roan
of
nue; thence west along the south
exposition. Lulu Is a Uue
line of Coal avenue to the east line
shorthorn and Angw stock and Is
of Mulberry street; thence north
two years old.
The new grand champion, raised
along the east line of Mulberry
to the north line of East
was
street
almost entirely on barley,
thence east
avenue;
moved to a new stall tonight where
Marquette
fulCalluat
a'VlKaV and Cr
East Maralong the north lino-o- f
every comfort and conve'. ienco had
been arranged. Grooms carefully
quette avenue to the east line of
so
that she knife Into the flceh. Not only .lard the Albuquerque Grant; thence
arranged everything
would be at her best for the thou corns or aoft coma but every kind af north along sold grant line to the
corn or callua aurronilera to "Oeta-lt,north line of Seo. 21; thence east
sands of admiring visitors.
It takea Juet a fow along the north line of See's 21 and
Thla is the first time a heifer and peelato Hunt off.
or
the
two
with
aeconda
pain
attip
22 to the N. B. Cor. of Sec. 22;
has won tho grand championship three dropa. Go to yuur druutlet
today.
south along the east line of
the honor previously going to a Oet a bottle of "ileta-It,- "
ceata but a thence
22 to the place of beginning.
steer.
trifle everywhere. Your money liack If Sec.
And it further appearing to the
Mfd. by B. Lawrence A
not eatlifled.
Bold tn Albuquerque . by Board that the said East AlbuquerSrncial sale tclny. fresh home- Co., Chlcaeo.
made cniulios, 110 boiitli Second.
Alvarado I'harmacy.
que contains streets and alleys, and
$96.50.

0.
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ALSO MAKERS OF
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is the greatest money's worth on
earth today.
Buy it because of honest quality
as against "bargain offers", "inside
discounts" and "special trades."

Prices on all U. S. Tires
and Tubes Reduced Nov.
10th. Ask your dealer.

Umfed States
JWfy-ffire-

I

Months. Festered
Cuticura Healed.

affected with pimples on
my face and shoulders .for several
months. They, festered and Itched
and my forehead was disfigured. I
tried different remedies which did no
good. I sent for a free sample of
Culicura Soap and Ointment which
seemed to help me. I bought more
and after using two calces of Cuticura
Soap and one box of Cuticura Ointhealed."
ment I was completely
(Signed) C. V. Randall, Granada,
Colorado, Feb. 11, 1921,
Clear the pores of impurities by
daily use of Cuticura Soap and occasional touches of Cuticura Ointment
as needed to soften, soothe and heal.
They are ideal for the toilet as is also
Cuticura Talcum for powdering and
perfuming the skin.
SuapU Each Prt i br Mall, Addrtat: "Catieira tab
raloiUi.bfpt.H,a(aldl S, Maaa." Hold everywhere. SoapZoc. OintmantuandHlc. 'JalcumZ&a.
pMCuiicara Soap ahavea without mug.

'Twas Hard for Her to Stop
Work, But This Texas

People look to the makers of
U. S. Tires for quality traditions.
They do not want to see a policy
of superiority nibbled away for
the sake of a mere price appeal.
So we say this to all those loyal
followers of U. S. Tire- sDo not buy the

I'rrM.)

New Haven, Conn., Nov. 28.
The death list resulting from last
night's fire in the Itialto theater
was increased to five tonight when
Miss Mabel Moran of Derby and
Allen Keith, a Yalo student, died
from burns received when flames
swept the crowded moving picture
house.
Police tonight arrested V. L.
Carroll, manager of the theater, on
a warrant charging him with selling standing room admission in
violation of the law.
The coroner, after hearing wit
nesses at an inquest tonight, reiterated his belief that the iire
started from burning Incense which
set fire to draperies used on the
stage as a setting for the pro
logue of a film play.
The number of Injured probaoiy
ixceeds 125.

Jna

4

American public knows
United States Tires are
never marketed on "price."

FIRE TAKES
TOLL OF FIVE LIVES

Versail'es, Nov. H8 (by tho As- fociated Press.)
Tho spectre of
the guillotine hovered about the
dingy little Versailles court room
today as Prosecutor Oodefroy, in
summing up against Henri Iandru,
alleged murderer of ten women and
a boy, drew a picture of horror and
depravity.
Landrit remained impassive. He
did not flinch as tho prosecutor
count
murder
punctuated each
with an impassioned appeal for the
MOORK-P.IISIATCir.
man
for
he
the
charac
guillotine'
terized
the greatest criminal of
Chicago. Nov. 28. Pal Moore
all time."
tonight was matched with Johnny
Buff, bantamweight champion, for
a
fight in
Milwaukee on December 15.
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Class
Washington, Nov. 2S.
ono rails, comprising those which
excess
have monthly receipts in
of $1,000,000,
employed 1,164,-87- 2
persons in July, 1921, atac-a
wasre cost of J214.339.SS5.
cording to a report published by
tho interstate commerce commisThe report was the
sion today.
first of a series compiled under
provisions of the transportation
act to show tho aggregate number
of employes, their classification,
wages, working hours and other
data.
of the workers listed In todays
report, 15,155 were classified as
executive officials, receiving average monthly pay of $523. There
were approximately 373,000 persons working on maintenance of
way; 450,000 on maintenance of
equipment and 283,283 on train
and engino transportation service.
Average rates of pay for 48
classes of employes, ranging from
tne:;sengers to general managers,
were found by the commission,
the lowest being $02 a mouth.

-.

RESTATES

iwiinw

CLASS 1 RAILROADS
EMPLOYED
1,164,872
PERSONS LAST JULY
rt
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A painting of great merit, "The
Man of Gaiitco," by Carl Thomtay,
at titrong Brothers'
store on North Second street.
The picture, which cost the
owners originally J58.U00, and is
now held by them at $il,0u0, measures eight and
by ten
feet. It was exhibited at Murslmll
Fields' store in Chicago for eleven
weeks, at a cost of $;60 per week.
It has won the warmest praise
from the most prominent art critics
in the country.
I'lans are being
arranged whereby school children
and university people can seo the
picture, which is on exhibition all
day and in the evenings until 9:30
o'clock. It came here from Denver, and Its next exhibition place
Is Los Angeles.
The picture Itself Is painted to
represent Christ after he has gone
up into the mountains of Capernaum to pray. The figure is kneeling with tho head bowed upon the
arms.
It is clothed in a sofUy
tinted pale robe, upon which the
light of the moon falls in quiet
effulgence. In the distance is the
sea of Galilee, and in the sky are
several glowing stars. Tho arrangement of the picture for exhibition is most happy.
It is set
baclc within a dark colored shadow
box, with lights overhead.
Carl Thomtay was born In Copenhagen, Denmark, In I860. He
began the study of art when a boy
of fifteen. He studied In Paris under such masters as Jerome and
and he is a
Bejamin Constant,
Grand Sulon Medalist.
His greatest achievements are
His
Biblical scenes and subjects.
"Two Marys at the Tomb" Is in the
Luxemburg palace, the property of
the French government.
Ho maintains a studio In Joppa,
and one in Copenhagen. Tho land
scape in this picture was painted
from sketches made in the vicinity
of the Pea of Galilee, a glimpse of
which may be seen glistening in the
pale moonlight.
Carl Thomtay ranits nrst louny
as a painter of Biblical subjects.
one-ha-

As-

C,Tho dcclMon was" conditioned
Chim
onlv liv the maintenance by includof efficient postal facilities, domespresent
ing retention of the which
a French
tic organization hy
ns adviser
acts
general
to th" Chinese postal authorities.
wa
January 1. 1023. virtually
of withagreed vmon as the date
drawal, tho Japanese alone withthat
holding final approval on with
point ponding consultation
Toklo.
the first concrete
Constituting
application of the people of the
Chinese administrative Integrity as
delineated In tho "four points" c!
Eiihu Koot, the postal agreement
ii expected to he followed tomorrow hv another providing for gradual abolition of the system of extra, territorial rights under which
a doren foreign government have
set up their own courts in Chim
and bv a discussion of China's request that foreign troops quartered
within her borders without treaty
sanction be withdrawn.
Trnon Withdrawals.
The question of treop withdrawInto
als mav lead the delegates
some of the. most troublesome
questions of tho Far East. Pome
forces which the Chinese declared
nro in China without authority, a
the lln?
Japancs" quartered along and
othof the Shantung railway
er.", are within the debated territory of South Manchuria. Thin
tho negotiations promise to touch
upon Shantung and Manchuria
controversial for the first time,
although It is considered likely
that th" real Issuc3 of these problems will he put over for discussion
when tho conference takes up railway leases.
Along with the foreign troop
question the Chinese will ask for
a consideration of the stntus of
certain foreign telegraph and wireless systems which they declare exist In China without her consent.
In Japanese quarters1 It was said
that the Toltio government was
ready to withdraw Its troops from
the areas not covered hy treaty
stipulations when China could insure safety of Japanese! nationals
nml property within those zones.
Kinco Japanese forces are more
widely affected than thone of any
other nation by tho Chinese' request, the attitude of the Japanese
delegates was taken as forecasting
at least a declaration of principle
favorable to withdrawal.
A Year of Grae.
Although the foreign governments are to have a year of grace

r

Is on exhibition

sociated Press.) Takins its firs:
if
direct artion toward liberation lh"
China from forelpn influence, on
arms conference agreed today
tho wiihdrawal of foreign
and postal systems from

For Several
and Itched.

November
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The Corn
and Callus
Peeler

VjlnJ
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the business and residential district
thereof, and business and resident
tlal houses occupied and used by,
the Inhabitants and residents there-"- '.
of, and the plant, buildings antL
campus of the University of the'
State of New Mexico, and the res
ervoir of the water works of th
city of Albuquerque and the Couni
try club house and golf links and
divers other houses, buildings, im
K'u.tiuciiiii luu
Willi;.,)
are subject to greatpiui'eiiy
and irreparable.
aamage by animals
running
large; and It further appearing
the Board that It is the desire ii
the inhabitants and residents
said East Alhuqueraue that an
der may be made and entered
record by this Board prohibiting!
tne running at large of such anir!
mats within the limits of said East
Albuquerque; and the Board being
fully advised In the premises, doth
Simiv etui, iiviujun.
Wherefore, It Is ordered by the!
noara or county commissioners of
the County of Bernlllllo State of
New Mexico, that there shall bet
utiu is nereDy proniDitert tne runi
ning at large of any oattle horses,
swine, sheep, goata
burros and
other domestic animals within the
limits of East Albuquerque, the unincorporated town above described
and as shown by the plat thereof
accompanying tne said petition of
the residents and Inhabitants of the
said East Albuquerque and filed:
herein.
And It Is further ordered thaf
this order be published once each
week for four consecutive weeks lit
the Albuquerque Morning Journal'
and Albuquerque Herald, riewspai
pors published In the city of Albu
querque, In the said County of Beri
nnllllo, State of New Mexico, and
that printed hand bills containing
euch order be posted by thp cleri
of this Board in at least thre
places in said East Albuquerque.
Done nt a Kperlnl session ot eal$
Roard of County Commissioners of
the County of Bernalillo State ot
New Mexico, this 4th day of Oc
a
tober

'4

3

1921,

SeaI)
Attest:

A. O.

.RnROLLOTT,

!

SIMMS,

Chairman,!
Clerk.

NOTICE OP AI)MfxiSTRAT)Il.J
In the Matter of the Istate of An
astaslo Ourule, deceased.
Notice la hereby given that Nico$
Ins Gurule. Administrator
of th
Estate of Anastaslo Gurule, de
ceased, has filed in the Probate
Court of Bernalillo County, New
Mexico, his final report as such
administrator and thj Court had
appointed Monday, the 2nd day ot
January. 1822. at 10 o'clock a. vnit
as the day for hearing objections,
If any there be, to the approval ol J
said final report and the discharg
of said Administrator.
'J
Witness my hand and the seaf
ot said Probate Court thta 21st dafs
t? 1
of November, 1921.
. FRE0 CROLLOTT,
I
(Seal '
Clork of Bald probata Court,

i
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THESE TOTS ARE NEAREST PERFECT CHILDREN IN NEW YORK

PERSONS ADOPT
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SCHOOL

L RATIO

Delegation Will Ask for a
Capital
Ship Tonnage
Equal to That of Japan
Compared With the U. S.

There Is a movement on foot to
several Albuquerque or- ganlzatlons una jnaiviauais in noting "adopted daughters"sonoolin the
tor
M Frances B. Willard
H "irls to be located by decision re-otI the members of the board ot
... . a MOAHtir npvt
l I
week.
Two women In the city have
each.
?150
of
pcdged scholarships C. T. U. and
The Tennessee W.
Savannah, Ga., W. C. T. TJ. haveeach sent scholarships, the Busiclub nledged a
naw Wnmnn'M
the
scholarship last evening and
Woman's club pledged a scholarCarlsThe
ship of 1100 last year. sent
a genbad Woman's club also
contribution.
erous
Hugo Seabers
of Raton has donated two residence lots to be sold and the money used In the school building.
Clovls W. C. T. TT. and Raton union
each had "adopted daughters" In
the school last year.
Three women of Now Mexico,
each In different cities, have declared they have made, or will
make their wills In favor of the
Prances Willard school. One ot
these legacies Is dependent upon
the town selected as permanent location, It is expected that MUs
Anna Gordon, the national world s
president of the Woman's Christian
organ-II Temperance Union that iswith
a
jlzed in fifty countries
''membership of more than a mlllion women, will come to the F.
E. W. school In New Mexico for
seasons of rest when she has a vacation from arduous tasks.
It Is proposed by the officials
nf the school to have a splendid
of the Frances E.
Villard school when the world's
W. C. T. U. meets next October
In Philadelphia.
There will bo
pictures of the buildings and the
students at work and In classes,
samples of their handicrafts In
needlework and cookery, with a
bevy it Spanish girls In picturesque costume to serve New Mexico delicacies, and Miss Elizabeth
Garrett to come to New York to
sing her own compositions on the
general assembly program.
The class of girls to enter the
school will be ambitious gtrls of
good character who desire an education. Many will be able to pay
the required fees. In order to
provide for those In poor circumstances for whom provision should
be made, specially orphan girln.
funds offered
the scholarship
by organizations and Individuals
will take care of the expense, and

(By The Amounted Frcn.)
Washineton. Nov. 28 fhv the As- soclated Press.) Proposals of the
French delegation dealing with the
French view of what their naval
ratio should be under the American limitation plan will be presented at the first opportunity.
This
became known tonight following
the return here ot Admiral de Bon
and his staff.
While no official forecast of the
French view has been disclosed, the
delegation la understood to be ready
to auk for an aggregate capital ship
tonnage equal to tnat of Japan as
compared with the United States.
Italian naval proposals which,
like those of France, have been
held In abeyance pending settlement of the statue of the United
States, England and Japan, are said
to be based on estimates which call
for a capital ship standing equaling that of France.
it is regarded as possible the
French and Italian naval adviser
may fail to agree as to the relative
strength of the fleets of the two
countries.
Tho French view seems to be definite that Italian
requirements
would not be more than three-fourtof their own. Before the
war, It was pointed out, French
and Italian navies were on a 6
ratio, while today, as a result of
France's inability to continue construction during the war it is only

k Interest

lfi

Miss Edna Roeth and Master William Yarmas as the Judges saw them.
whole city of New York by five
is Miss Edna Roeth. Her "beau"
is William Yarmas. i.'he boy is a
judges at the city's health show.
d
The little blood
brunette.
girl

selected
These two babies
from thousands of entrants as the
nearest perfect babijs in the

curly-heade-

U

each "adopted" daughter will know
to what club or what person she
looks to as sponsor of her education. These matters aro to be
worked out In detail when the
school board meets.
In a recent letter received from
Mrs. Solomon Luna, who Is a
member of the school board, she
"I am glad to see the
declared:
people of New Mexico waking up
at last to the worthiness of this
most worthy cause "the education
of girls in homecrafts as well as
academic courses.

DOCTOR BOUND OVER
ON CHARGE OF MURDER
(8pie!al Cnrrespnndmr to The Jonrnnl.)
Santa Fe, Nov. 28. Dr. R. R.

Davis of Corona was bound over
to await the action of the grand
Jury on the charge of killing Dr.
J. T. Stone under $5,000 bond, according to word received here today from A. R. Renehan, Davis
attorney. The doctor's preliminary
hearing was held Saturday.

'

mm

urn
people

Journal Want Ads bring results.

mm

'
According to W, A. Garren, noted authority on health, fully 40
per cent of the people today are
afflicted with what is commonly
n
called
condition." The
main symptoms or "warnings" of
this complaint, he says, are lack
of vitality and energy, nerviusness,
irritability,
stomach
exhaustion,
trouble, indigestion,
constipation,
weak
impure blood,
back, headaches, etc.
These ailments are caused by
Improper nourishment which Is the
direct result of an abused stomach and clogged up intestjnes, liver
and kidneys. Instead of getting all
the health giving qualities In the
food you eat, your system Is starving. That's why you are weak, thin
and sickly.
.

DEPRESSION IS MOST
SEVERE IN HISTORY

sn

i

FARMING

OF AMERICAN

m mmim

When you feel yourself unable
to do the things which require
strength and endurance; if you are
tired all the time, no energy, nervous and despondent, you should use
Garren's Tonic, the medicine which
Is now so successfully overcoming
these complaints,
Garren's Tonic which is creating
so much interest from coast to
coast is made from those natural
health giving herbs which enable
your stomach to digest the food
you eat, and vitalize your blood
and nerves with the stamina which
makes people strong.
Garren's Tonic Is sold in Albuquerque by Alvarado Pharmacy
and the leading dealers in every
city. Adv.

Vs.
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(By The Afiioclated Vrrm.)
New York, Nov. 28. The clarIs the most severe in the history of ion call to duty today sounded for
American farming and it will take the first time In the ears of New
five years for agriculture to re- York's 2,500 women traffic police

DO YOUR "shopping" at home your buy- Gifts for the Children
Bicycles
ing at the stores.
Blocks
BUT There are so many, many wants to fill
Dolls
Kiddie Kara
this coming Christmas. "How can I do my
Battles
'shopping at home?'
Rings
Wagons
THERE'S Mother dear, old Mother, her
hair shows silver-gra- y
where once 'twas Gifts for the Home
golden for her it must be the best Christ- Bookcases
Cook Books
mas ever
Pianos
AND Dad, too poor Da'd, who usually gets
Phonographs
Silverware
a smile and "Merry Christmas" for him,
Tea Wagons
a regular gift this year
Vacuum
Cleaners
AND Baby Betsy it's her first real ChristGifts for Her
mas, she's 'most two years old let's make
her little heart just jump with joy on Flowers
Furs
Christmas morn
Handkerchiefs
AND Brother Harry and Sister Sue and
Hosiery
Lingerie
Aunts and Uncles, too and friends, perJewel Cases
Necklaces
a
score.
haps
GOOD gracious there's so many gifts to
Gifts for Him
make and so little time to look around.
Belt Buckles
J KNOW Let's select from the "Christmas ,i Cigars
Cigarette Cases
Gift Suggestions" columns of The MornCanes
Hair Brushes
We
and
'Journal.
save
can
there
ing
"shop"
Safety Razors
Hours anri dollars.
Tobacco Jars
;

taste. And it takes more
than an ordinary blend
or one kind of tobacco
to produce it. That's
why Spur has the
blend.

sN.

Indo-Chin-

Asiatio coast line as requiring a
fleet as lrge as that of Japan
which has no such distant communications. The French near eastern interests, including their mancover, Secretary Wallace declared
called out, otl'icial orders said, date over Syria, is another element
today ln,an address at the annual to replace male regulars assigned in their naval estimates and they
meeting of the United States Live- to protect milk wagons during tho have besides a country bounded, as
stock Sanitary association.
milk handlers' strike.
they say, by "three seas," the Med"The method of distribution of
But the day dawned cold with iterranean, the Atlantio and the
farm products must be placed on rain and, orders,
SO
per North Sea.
a sound economic basis, eliminat- cent of tho women nearly
France may not, it is said, be in
cops reflected,
ing the middleman where necessary said nothing about going out in a position now to build to the size
economic
no
if his services have
of the Japanese navy but as naval
the rain
value," he addod.
PertentrlnnB
fulled to find the nronortions are being fixed for a
of
"blue petticoats" long period the French desire to
turnout
to construct a navy
ADMITSHAVING HAND
quite up to expectations. A poll have the right
ratio. Italy, actonight revealed that of 300,000to tons
IN $28,000 HOLDUP completed
her
experts, needs a
6C2 had reported
and been as- cording
navy sufficient to protect her
signed to busy corners near pub- coasts
for 4.375 miles
extending
(By The Amirl.lpd Treni.t
lic schools
along three seas, the Adriatic, the
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 28. MisIonian and the Mediterranean; her
taking for detectives two fellow
colonies in Northern Africa, the
travelers on a Michigan Central PLAN OF EXCHANGING
Ited Sea and east Africa; her
train arriving here today, John
commerce. Since the
FOR GOODS IS
Petekewicz, 17, confessed to them CORN
of Russia and the mining
he had participated in the $28,000
CLAIM
IS
A
SUCCESS,
in
crisis
G.
A.
England, Italy has been
ll
pay-roholdup outside the
lohlicred to import almost entirely
Walton and company shoe factory
AmocIhIi-iThe
I'imh.)
(By
from the American continent all the
at Chelsea, Mass., last Saturday.
d
Madelia, Minn., Nov. 28. "The coai anrt )ron she needs;
He turned over $5,000 in cash Madella
plan' of the local mer of the wheat she consumes ana
which he said was his share.
accepting corn, delivered most of the raw materials.
"I know you are detectives," he chants ofNovember
26 and DecemItaly has come to Washington
told M. J. McDonough of Detroit between
13 at 10 cents above tho market with the sincere desire of working
ber
and M. M. Coney of Chicago. They
has been declared a success. for the reduction of both lnnd and
questioned him at length and the price,
The ueoiHion to accept corn on naval armaments, those close to the
account
ami in exchange for goods delegation Snid, but this can only
.eTanded
--I,
he
last week by the he done if all the countries are
adopted
return of the money. They turned was
merchants. The merchants fixed ready to reduce their military
liim over to the police.
a minimum of 40 cents for shelled forces proportionately,
Italy would
and 35 cents for ear corn, and be ready to accept a reduction of
INTERVIEW
REPORTED
ngreed to accept as high as 100 her fleet on condition that that of
France would be equally reduced,
DENIED BY PREMIER bushels from each farmer.
it was explained, in order to obtain an equilibrium of naval forces
liOCT.
STOPS
REFEREE
Associated
Paris, Nov. 28 (by the
Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 28. The in the Mediterranean.
aboard
Premier
Briand,
Press.)
d
bout bescheduled
aboard the steamshin Paris on his tween Captain Bob Roper, Chicago
Defmonrtency.
way home, sent a message to the i heavyweight flnd 1!m llce(lj Los
When you feel blue and that
foreign office when Informed of Aneeles. was stonned tonight by everything goes wrong, take a dose
unfavorable comments in the Brit- the referee in the fourth round of Chamberlain's Tablets. They
ish newspapers on an interview after Reed had been knocked down will cleanee and invigorate your
said to have been given by him be- four times and was in no condi stomach, regulate your liver and
fore he galled from New York. It tion to continue.
The referee bowels and make you feel that this
said;
old world is a good nlace to live in.
awarded the bout to Koper.
"I gave no interview of such a
nature.
Every word I said was
received their name
Fuchsias
Spoclal toIny. Fresh homc-madimbued with the friendliest spirit from Leonard Fuchs, who discov- candies,
SOo per lb.
110 South
toward England. I cannot under- ered this species of houso plants.
Second.
stand how English newspapers attach such Importance to distortions
and fantasies with which the news
is adorned."
(By The AMnciutrA Fre.)
Chicago, Nov. 28. The depression

1.1:

Let Ibe Journal TSe Your
Christmas Guide

;

that's "all there" in

ONLY 652 WOMEN OUT
OF 2,500 REPORT FOR
French naval experts consider
POLICE DUTY IN N. Y. their
communications from France
a
to
and their extensive

one-thir-

lief Afforded at Last Through the Untiring
Efforts of Renowned Authority.

"run-dow-

Every smoker

is looking for a cigarette

sv

x.

Donating Scholarships to
Indigent Pupils in the
Is
Becoming
Philanthropy.
Popular

rufi
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Business Men Rely On
Us for Quality
A great and
proportion of the clientele of this institution is made up of business men of Albuquerque and nearby-citiesAll these men have become patrons of this store because they
know and approve of our quality standards. They know, too, that
we have the courage to hold to these standards under all conditions.
ever-increasi-

.

"

New

Five-Stor-

y

It

York

riant of the

Stands

Coffee Company in Now
Next to the Bush Terminal, in Brooklyn
Cheek-Nc-

a!

Each of these plants is equipped
Another link, and the largest, in
of the with the very latest and best mathe great factory-ehai- n
'

Coffee Co., producers
"MAXWELL
of
the famous
HOUSE" brands of Coffee and Tea,
haa Just been added with
in New York City of the
fifth plant. This massive,
fireproof structure, with almost continuous walls of heavy
the purposes of perfect
for
glass
light and ventilation, stands alongside the Bush Terminal in Brooklyn. This affords unusually convenient shipping facilities.
With the opening of this latest
Co. is
institution, the Cheek-Neoperating five big, complete coffee
secIn
distributed
widely
plant
tions of the country.
Mr. J. O. Cheek, founder of the
business and originator of the
blends that have placed "MAXWELL HOUSE" to the fore, Is
president and general manager.
The original plant, at Nashville,
Tenn., is In charge of Mr, Robert
S. Cheek, a vice president and son
of the president.
The second plant put In operation waa that at Houston, Texas,
and la in charge of Mr. J. W, Neal,
a partner in the company, and vice
Cheek-Ne- al

five-stor-

U

president.
The third plant, that at Jacksonville, Fla., is in charge of Mr. L.
T. Cheek, and the fourth plant, at
Richmond, Va., is in charge of Mr.
James H. Cheek, both vice president! and sons of the president.
The recently completed New
Tork plant is under the direction
of Mr. Frank Cheek, also a vice
president and aon of the president.

chinery, including
many appliances of original design. The cof
fee is carried through its various
processes untouched by hand.
This great Industry grew from a
little coffee roasting concern in
Nashville, where two small cylinders of meager capacity composed
the equipment. The growth of tho
Cheek-NeCompany has been
steady and consistent, constantly
Few
reaching into new territory.
coffee concerns in the United States
have reached the pinnacle achieved
by the Cheek-NeCompany In
blazing a path toward success.
Mr. Cheek and Mr. Neal are both
Kentucklans.
It is Interesting to
know that Mr. Cheek has associated with him in this business alx of
his eight sons. Mr. J, R. Neal, an
only son, assists his father in the
management of the Houston plant.
The Cheek-NeCompany has
long been a believer in and consistent user of advertising.
From
small local advertising
several
years ago, this concern haa expanded lta publicity efforts constantly, until today it is using national magazines, several hundred
leading newspapers In every section of the country, inoluding many
of the metropolitan dallies, billboards
and street car cards.
Through
everlasting publicity,
backed by a worthy product, the
business
of today haa been
great
built. With the opening of the
New Tork plant another milestone
has been passed, and nlana for further Increases and expansion are
Adv.
already under consideration.
al

whether you are now a customer of this store, or soon to become
one, you can feel sure that whatever you get here will be of the
best quality, whatever its price. We'd like to have you see the
new Society Brand Suits and Overcoats that have won for us the
patronage of so many business men. They're even finer than ever
this season. Prices no higher than for ordinary clothes.

So,

al

$40 Up. Others for Less.

.

Hayden

al

Phone

335

Meleher
218 West Central

For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns.
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Switzerland demand, 18.95.'
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4.00.
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Thousands
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close of lake navigation would
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;
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were disappointed In their ventures in Investing in
LIBERTY BONDS.
By WALT MASON.
corn.
in
iness
D. A. MACI'H rJKSON.
CARL C. MAOEB.
the government
(By The Associated Frees.)
Scantiness of offerings tended to
SorretnrT government bonds, believing that
New York, Nov. 28. Liberty
President
New York, Nov. 28. Rails and
could maintain the market value of the bonds at
provisions.
bonds closed:
$96.06; first 4s,
D. A. MACHHEItSON
Business Mnnmiei
CHAOS AND THINGS.
the eagle's screaming. And railway equipments continued to strengthen
still
and
Close:
par.
Brtitorln-Chle$96.00; second 4s, $95.88; first 4U,
l
CARL C. MAOEB
lead the further irregular price
despite our frenzied dreaming, and
eat
Wh
May,
Dec,
$1.14;
of
,
credit
consists
second
The
$96.14; third'
$97.00;
of
value
of
evidence
movement on the stock exchange
Thero's some new crisis every still there Bounds the dinner gon-?any
REPKBSENTATIVK8
4US, $97.34; fourth 4ts $96.46;.
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bld.. ChlcAn. HI its earning power. The application of this princi- day, some new and ghastly evil: and still the eagle's scretmlng. And today. The recent broad demand $1.17.
Corn
49c;
Dec,
May,
54c.
$99.98; Victory
Victory
RALPH H. MIM.LJOAN..48 B. 42d St.. New Ynr
and speculative
of old the son of toll can amply for high grado
Oats Dec, 33c; May, 38 c.
ple to government bonds made them less desirable and people wring their hands and as
$99.98.
second-dae- a
store his larder, if he will plow bonds was well maintained.
Entered
matter at the postofflce when
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$15.20.
stocks
Jan.,
other
and
"Now
for
Industrial
with
the
say,
compared
great upheaval! the fertile soil and hoe his beans
Of Albuquerque, N. M
The general stock Hat met occaunder act of Congress of
Lard Jan,, 18.62; May, $8.92.
March 17. 1879.
paying a higher rate of interest, resulting in depre- Our natlvo land! The coming wind with ardor. The man who prompt- sional setbacks,
however, such
Ribs Jan., $7.35; May, $7.72.
will
from
to
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see
drive
will
It:
no
crisis minor specialties aa chemicals, fermoorings
ly pays his debts
ciation of market value. Persons who
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
criHls has all others skinned, proa him; ne ranns among ou tilizers, sugars and mall order is
this
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, 85c: their Liberty bonds now see their value creeping and nothing can survive It. Oh, safest
bets, and all the boys an sues giving way to Incessant selling
yearly. In advance. Id 00.
toward par, and It would not be surprising if most yes, we have been scared before, plaud him. The man who wisely pressure.
comSears
Roebuck
was
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 28. Eg?s
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation of the Issues sold above par before tho tlmo of. our feet have often been chilly; saved hi rocks when t other mei paratively weak because of rumfirsts. 41c; eeconds,
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European
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Statistics show that there Is one telephone for And she took us to skool an 1 Wolf,
light lights and butchers; practi"Oh, ho!" howled the Wolf. Rep. IronOil& Steel
LEGAL NOTICE
23
the country. Ours seems to waited there tillB we went In and "I'm
Sinclair
Refining
cal
$6.85
It Is reported that the national administration every seven people in Nashville
top, $7.16; bulk,
07.10;
wo was about
Tennesscan.
minutes late and mouse!"in luck! A rabbit and a Southern Pacific
pigs steady to 10c higher; bulk dehas agreed upon the policy of refunding our entire be for tho other six.
had to stay a hour after skool.
REPUBLICATION.
20
Southern
7.25.
Railway
$7.15
sirables,
on
Uncle
term,
a
for
it,
Wiggily! Step Studebaker Corporation . ... '"Vt
"Step
war debt Into securities runni.ig
Department of the Interior, U. I. Lane)
longer
FORM AGAIN.
TO
generBACK
30,000;
Receipts,
Sheep
Office
Jollie.
Santa Fa, N, IS.., NovsmbeS
at
on
it!"
squeaked
45
thus lightening the burden on this generation.
Co
1921.
With the German newspapers referring to U3
ally steady; choice native and fed
"What do you mean step on Texas
60
la
Notice
Products
Tobacco
western
to
lambs
This decision will meet with the approval of once again as liars and hypocrites it begins to apand
hereby
given that Julias dare
packsheep
tho Wolf?" asked the bunny.
131
of Barton. N. M., who, on Deoembef
Pacific
ers. $10.00; bulk fat lambs, $9.60 cla,
the people. While the war was going on there pear that normalcy Is coming faster than W3
"No, I mean step on the gas! Union
13, 1915, mode
Homestead
84
entry, No
Steel
10.00; bulk native ewes, $3.00
Give her all she'll take! Shoot her United States
023328, for SEli NWi4, W! VTH BVf!
were excellent reasons for compelling the peoplo thought. Columbia Record.
63
Utah
Copper
3.75; no handy weight- - westerns NEU, and Ett SWU, Section 13. Town
cried
mean
I
auto!"
the
along
current
out
of
to carry at least a third of the cost
sold
nominally ahlp 9 N Rang, E., N. M. P. Meridian,
early; feeders
THAT'S WHY THEY'RE SINGLE.
the mouse boy.
BOARD OF TRADE. steady.
has filed notice of Intention to make
funds. Not only was the money needed, but th
"Oh, I'm glad I know what you CHICAGO
Probably most women advocates of the single
three-yeB.
Howard
Oarls
By
proof, to establish elalm te
of fortunes had to be held down by standard of morals have decided that the first step
mean," spoke the bunny. "You
the land above deacrlbed, before the V.
28.
falling
Nov.
Heavy
YORK
NEW
Chicago,
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woolen
wear
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to
to
S.
faster?"
stockings,
want
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direction
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successful
in
go
this
that
at Albuquerque, N. M.tf
excess-profit- s
Commissioner,
taxes, although
estimated exportable sur
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
on the ISth day of December, 1921.
"Of course!" cried Jollie. "Step off InoftheAustralia,
shoes and a muffler. New York Telegraph.
a
with
28.
Nov.
New
York.
only partially.
together
Copper
Newspaper Syndicate.
namea
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Claimant
plus
on her!"
M.; Jesus
breaking low condition of stoady; electrolytic, spot and near- lam McGulnness, of TIJeraa, N,
Now, with the war over and the benefits secured
So, with his foot, Uncle Wiggily record
did
Maria
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N. M. : Demeat-r- o
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in
of
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winter
AXD
Barton,
WIGGILY
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later
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to our children, there Is no reason why the pressure
turned on more gasoline, and away the
of TIJeras, N. M,; Solona
McGulnness,
of 13 c.13Hc13c;
value
to
the
lift
much
CHEESE.
today
skimmed tho auto. But the Wolf wheat. Prices closed unsettled but
Chavez, of Morlarty. N. M.
of payment should not be distributed over a larger
Tin, firm; spot and nearby,
A. M. BERGERH, Register.
ran along behind and was almost
with De $30.00 to $30.12; futures. $30.25.
net
"Oh, Uncle Wiggily! You aren't catching
higher,
period of time.
2c(S24c
THE FORMIDABLE JITNEY.
up when, all of a sudden, cember $1.14
ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.
to $1.14
and May
No. 1 northern,
Iron
going out In your automobile, are there was a cracking sound,
steady;
Such relief will facilitate regaining our economic,
and
to $1.17. Corn rinlsnea $21.00 (fJ 22.00; No. 2 northern, In the Probate Court of Bernallll
you?" asked Nurse Jane Fuzzy
of the front wheels, sausage 31.17
keel.
New Mexico.
c up, oats un
I
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2
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went the au- unchanged
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of the more mountainous and inaccessible west this In "Why, of course, I'm going out
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undersigned was, on the 7th day
a
material
with
affair,
spot, $4.70.
ery,
it!" answered the bunny. "I Wiggily could put on the brakes.
An Important contribution to that popular psy has already happened and the Jitney is no laughing
of
November. 1921 duly appointed
trade from the outside, commis
Antimony spot, $4. SO.
haven't had a ride In a long time And when he did stop and looked sion
Administratrix of the estate of D. ,
87 540.
houses were especially active
chology which will have large Influence In bring- matter.
bar
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Foreign
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want
real
and
I
this
car
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exciting
Woozie
was
and
Wolf
back the
The fight between the municipal
very, on the buying side, and were apGilmore, deceased, by the Probate
Mexican dollars, 61 He.
ing to favorable Issue the deliberation of the limitavery close.
Court of Bernalillo County, and
busses In Seattle seems likely to be carried ture today."
the
parently much Impressed by
tion of armaments conference Is made by Henry Jitney
"Oh. Jollie! What are we going Kansas
to the United States supreme court. All along the
"But, WIggy," went on Miss
having qualified as such Adminisstate report showing a crop
NEW YORK MONEY.
Ford In announcing his readiness to buy all the Pacific coast the spread of concrete or oiled high- Fuzzy Wuzzy, "the last time you to do?" cried the bunny. "I have condition of 58.6
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tion and transform them
Implements of
What shall I do? Oh, for another ing British authority had reduced 4M,:' last loan,
recently testified that Orange Ice mountain."
signed in, the manner and within
erating from Spokane, Wash.,
one of their lines carried 300 less passengers a day
"Yes, I know I did, but I think wheel!"
production and Joy. It Is a noble conception.
his estimate nf the Australian surTime loans easy, 60 days, 90 days the time prescribed by law.
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bussea
less.
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"Here!
Quick!" cried Jollie. plus to 80,000,000 bushels, a cut and 6 months, 5 per cent.
ALLIE MARTHA GILMORE,
my auto
running better today,"
Though the people are convinced that sinking the than a year ago, and another so that
their schedules
Administratrix.
they left Just said Mr. Longears. "I'm going to "Take the big, round cheese!"
of 20 per cent. A decrease in the
Prime mercantile 'paper, 5054
world's navies In the deepest part of the sea would had arranged
"What for?" asked Mr. Long-ear- s. United
of the lnterurban trains and had put their take a ride." So off he started In
November 7th, 192 U
Dated
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ahead
cent.
States visible supply
per
be of Inestimable benefit to mankind, provided no stations at the doors of the lnterurban depots. "If his automobile,
the wheels of
a bullish factor, but the effect
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"To make an extra wheel for the also
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nip for a steering wheel, and when "The cheese Is round like a wheel the Galveston stock as given out
New York, Nov. 28. Cotton fuIs hereby given that
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any way to avoid it. Wre all remember the Joy oc- permits,
a representative of the Great the rabbit wanted his auto to go and will roll along and get us home omitted to take account of grain tures closed firm;
At the same
December, George W. Hall administrator of
casioned by the news that Germany was to be de- Northern stated hearing
that "if motor bus transportation extra fast he Just sprinkled a little safely."
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continue unrestricted,
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and the smallness of the $17.60; May, $17.32; July, $16.85. ceased, has filed in the Probate)
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will have no alternative but to dlmlsh service . . .
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Court of Bernalillo County, New
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crutch,
operation
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
Mexico, his final report as such
ships. Most people felt that to much good metal $2.98 per mile or approximately $300 a day. Our
"I Just know something will the middle of the cheese. With safely reached home. And the
Administrator and the Court ha
should be converted for the benefit of man, trans- average revenue in June was about $160 a day, or a happen," exclaimed Nurse Jane, Jollle's help, before the Woozlo cheese had such a hard rind on it
New York, Nov. 28. Foreign ex appointed Thursday the 8th day of
formed, of course. But the only good that was de- dally loss of $140." The monthly decrease in pas- as she tied her long tall up In a Wolf arrived, the bunny put the that the inside wasn't hurt a bit. change easy. Great Britain de- December, 1921. as the day for
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dust
Northern's
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Great
the
bit
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knew
hap"I
of
the
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emplace
something
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3.98. hearing objections, If any there be,
cables,
rived from the German craft was In America's
wheel that had rolled off. And pen," said Nurse Jane, "and it mand,
Dranch, "because of motor bus competition," was the dishes and wash the piano.
France demand, 6.94; cables, to the approval of said final re
ployment of Its share as targets In demonstration sometimes more than BOO.
Uncle Wiggily rode along and then. Just as the old Wolf almost did!"
6.95
4.06 V,; ca- port and the discharge of said Ad
demand.
Italy
We
of the efficiency of other war implements.
Meanwhile farmers in the same western neigh- along In his automobile, over the had them, away rode Uncle Wig"But no harm came to the bun- bles,
4.07.
demand, mlnlBtrator.
Belgium
will not need to use the discarded battleships and borhoods find freight rates so high that they have fields and through the woods, the gily and Jollie once more, the ny or Jollie, and If the Jumping 6.59; cables, 6.60. Germany deWitness my hand and the seal of
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produce
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profit
rocking
Holland
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Probate
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mand,
cables,
csruiers thus, for being bent on doing away with to market. A lot of factors enter Into this muddle,
day
The bunny nicely as you please.
horse and bump the milk pitcher demand. 35.43; cables, 35.49. Nor November, 1921. '
going blmplty-bumwar, we are not interested In developing new armr. but It seems plain, at least, that expenses must be was
Soon they were far ahead of the on the nose, I'll tell you next about way demand,
having a fine time when, all
14.18.
CROLLOTT.
Sweden de- (Seal)
FRED
of offense or defense.
cut down somewhere along the railroad line.
at once, when he was a long way bad animal, and a little later they Uncle Wiggily and Jlllie's Jumbles. mand 23.45. Denmark, demand,
Clerk of Said Probate Courts
How better could we realize the ancient Ideal of
peace that called, for beating swords into plow(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams Trade Mark Roistered U. 8. Patent Office)
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
By Gene Byrnes
shares, than by recasting battleship materials Into
Implements of agriculture, transportation and other
aids to Industry, art and science? It is not premature to consider how we shall dispose of surplus war
Did yoo
craft. And it will help to the decision to reduce
THE. HtW
SZt
armaments If It be known that a double benefit
doH V4HO MOVCO
will flow from It.
IH
GOOR. TO
LIBERTY BONDS NEAR TAB
us? he's stunHiv4s!
HE. HrS SiXH
The gradual but steady advance In the prices
Rosy CHtLElCs!
of the various issues of Liberty bonds, indicated by
JUST LIKE.
the dally quotations, must be gratifying to governAPPLE
ment officials and others who advised the people
to retain their holdings In these securities until
general business conditions Increased their value.
The early issues which were quoted a few
months ago at from $82 to $85 are now quoted In
the market at more than $94, while the Victory
bonds are quoted within a few cents of par. Persona who sold their bonds in fear that they would
go lower have themselves to blame for their lack
of confidence.
e
bonds felt the
Many purchasers of
necessity of disposing of their holdings, in mo it
cases at a considerable loss, and for these persons
there should be sympathy; but this feeling can
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BRICK TIOCSE
Five, rooms, modern; garase:
GOOD

FOR RENT
HlgliluiHls
and sleeping
$25.00
porch, furnished
- Rooms,
furnished. .. .$25,00
house, unfur$66. 0C
nished; KaraKe
- Room house, furnished,
glassed sleeping porch $55.00
- Room apartment,
furnished
$05.00
house, fur.
.
nished
$60.00
furnished ....$20.00
- Room house, furnished
$50.00
- Room, apartment,
furnished
$40.00
- Room house, furnished
$75.00
and sleeping
porch, furnished ...,$ 40.00
Lowlands.
- Room house, fur$ 65.00
nished
- Room house, furnished
$100.00
house, furnished
I 55.00

- Room

1-

2-

4-

3-

5-

4-

5-

6-

6-

"gZ.

HFol .rV

WANT TO LOOK

lONNA

5L

TilllpTooJ

'

7-

Tell

us what you want
may have It.
D. T. KINGSBURY,

we

SOME

Bleeping porch. South
fire place, furnace.
Completely furnished. Linen, sil
bath and
exposure,

aianes,

Fourth.

120 S.

c.noKing

414.

Phone

Phone

SUDDEN SERVICE.

r

iojh

territory,)

M1E

COPPER AVE.
TOP SHOP
at invoice of stocks, tools
A good
and fixtures.
a
in
good location
jusiness
414 West Copper Ave.
FOR

brick, modern, sleeping;
porch, corner lot, highlands, close In.
14.200
brick, modern,
large
" rooms, large glassed porch, Third ward,
close In.
$5.600 New

white stucco, adobe
bungalow, Just completed, oak floors,
fine garage, University Heights.
Soma good ranches for sale. Houses
snd lots In all parts of the city. Business property and business opportunities.
" A. FLEISCHER, REALTOR,
lire Insurance, Automrhile Insurance,
Plate Glum, Burglary, Public Liability, Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bonds.
'
rhone 674.
Ill South Fourth St.
.

JoKTfEJTT'mJrroorn

menji no sick; no children. (25 South
Three-roofurnished
FOR ' RENT
Phono
bath.
apartment;
private
rno.

1379-R-

.

FOR KENT New small, nwdern furnlsh--eInquire apartment 7,
apartment.
1215 West Roma.
RENT
f urnlsned apartments;
FOR
'three moms with bath. Albuquerque
Hotel, 2IIH4 North Second.
FOR RENT Two rooms with bath, fur- 807
nlshed for light housekeeping.
South First. Inquire Savoy Hotel,
FOR RENT Three rooms, furnished for
housekeeping, private bath, steam heat.
?!3 South Broadway. Phone 17Q1-t'OU RENT Furnished
apartment; extra clean and nicely furnished;
on car line;
jio sick. 623 North Third.
four large
FOR RENT Apartment;
rooms sleeping porch, nicely furnished
nn.l newly decorated, Inqulrs 410 West
Lead.
Steam heatMARVIAN APARTMENTS
ed apartments, close in. Highlands;
linens furnished. Garage for rent. 103
South Walter.
FOR KENT December 1, three
furnished rooms for housekeep-- ,
Ing, with piano, lights and water paid;
close In; no sick. 215 West Iron.
furnished
MI'T Three-ri.iyOH
,
apartment, Wlin pain aau iwh ,tcqi,l Ing porches newly decorated Inside and
East
llchts
snd
nut:
wfiter
pa'd.
tit
J
Coal.' Phone 159--

RENT Dwellings

Two-roofurnished cut- tare. 1727 West Central.
Two-rooFOR
RENT
cottage, fur- nlhed. Inquire 14 East Santa Fe.
FOR RENT
Modern furnished cottage;
no children. Call at 1615 East Copper.
RENT
FOR
Three ri'umi, furnished;
Water paid, tin 00. 1912 South Edith.
FOR RENT Nloely furnished five-roopnone
bunsalow:
located,
centrally

HH.N'l

807--

RENT

FOR

four-roo-

Dr.

,':."""1'':":v

a

$5,000
850
460

Eas- -

Realtors.

459--

Sid W. Gold.

J.

:

IN It Alio 1U
The Following:
Living room, dining room, two bed
rooms, nice sleeping porch, kitchen
and back porch, front porch and perf0; price $3,750;
gola, brick, rent
reasonable terms; University Heights.
delightbath,
ful living room, corner lot, rent ISO;
bal1500
cash,
price, 13,075; terms,
ance 845 per month Including Internear
University.
est;
t rooms, bath, furnished, south
highlands, 83,600; terms.
BEALTT CO.,
DIECKMANN
Realtors.
Real Estate, insurance, Loans.
l'hone 61
309 West (iold avenue.
FIGFBn

FOR RENT
Two furnlshea light house
keeping rooms; reasonable. Gildersleeve
Electrlo Co., phone 1720-Five-rooFOR RENT
turnfshad house.
H0, at 803 South
Arnd,
Inquire S22
.
South Arno, phone. 1340-R- .
five-rootwo
FOR RENT
Dandy
glassed sleeping porches, furnished or
521 North Thirteenth,
unfurnished.
FOR RENT
Three, four and five-roohouses and apartments:
some furnish
ed. W. H. McMlllIon,
208 West Gold
FOR RENT Furnished house, w'.ih three
In
rooms, bath and .eepl.-1128-J- .
cuire 119 South' Cedar,

phone

FOR RENT
brick
Modern
house, furnished or unfurnished; located 1004 Forrester.
For inspection phone
1389-w-

.

FOR RENT Five-roohouse, completely
furnished;
modern; good location; no
65.
504 West Marble,
children;
Inquire
In rear.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished brick
house; two nice porches and basement.
222 North Walter, phone 1803-or call
at 417 South Walter.
FOR RENT
New
modern,
house or three
completely furnished,
rooms with use of kitchen,
Call morn- 819 North Seventh.
inga only.
Furnished
two
RENT
FOR
cottage,
rooms with sleeping porch, and large
yard: lights and water paid, rent $25; on
ear line. Apply 1218 South Edith.
unfurnished
FOR RENT Three-roohouse; glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, two
1201
screened-lCopper.
East
porches.

Inquire

210

FOR RENT

.
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ARE ASKED
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DO YOU HANDLE
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J

OUTANYWAv.

MDQTi
iliiiuu
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THIS
REAL

ESTATE?

JV

KWv

FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

MIL
BEST IN TOWN,
Phone 2413-RBALE
Guaranteed
FOR
Navajo rugs.
208 South Arno.
SWEET CIDER 60c a gallon; war lax,
110 South Walnut.
6 cents.
DENVER TOST delivered, at your door,
Phone 1049-65c per month.
FOR SALE New $1,600 Baldwin player
Phone 1825-piano,
2111
South
FOR SALE Canary buds.
Walter, phone 1607-76.
niachlue.
FOR SALE Thresning
Postntfiee box 412, clty
FOR SALE Good bicycle, cheap. In
quire 411 South' Walter.
FOR SALE Adobe to build house,
mon (Jnrcla, 1202 North Arno.
watch, gold
FOR SALE Gentleman's
case, price 35. Phone 1368--

TRY BODDY'S

NAVAJO

RUOSPoaltlvely1730--at

cost! "117

condition; also pair ot andirons. 812
West Oold.
for
FOR SALE Lady's 860 cloth coatones.
825. sle 86; have two cheaper
625 South Arno.
FOR SALE $125 hnl water heater, for
835; suitable for heating store, warehouse or work shop. 110 South Walnut.
Indian motor-CyclFOR BALE Three-spee- d
cheap. Phons 2038-- J or call at
415 South Seventh.
and 6
Used tractors,
FOR SALE
Hardware Departwith gang plows.
ment J Knrbei & Co.
FOR SALE One: 8x12 brjwn two-tuli- e
rug, one large etrolt Jewel gas range,
fall mornings. Phone 1438-J- ,
FOR SALE Fresh pork, by the half or
whole hog. Delivered. C. W. Hunter,
evenings.
phone 2409-RFOR SALE Two houses, two colts. 100
chickens and good collie dog, cheap.
Mr. Lawrence, 1204 North Eleventh.
CLARIFIED and Pusteurixed milk. There
Is only one place to obtain It. Albuquerque Dairy Association. Phone 3.M.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotIn gallon
tage cheese; also fresh milk 1815-lots.
Swaynes Dairy, phone
Ft I kale Flower slips and plants.
Dahlia oxolls and gladlolla bulbs; also
hens and fryers. 1123 Boum Broaqway.
SALE Good selection of Kavaju
for
rugs and Germantown pillow tops,
priced for quick sale. 1006 East Ceil'
tral. Phone l4l-riiTTTRirt
ink voor srocer for AlbU'
nnaVmia D.ilrv Association butter; If
your grocer can not supply you, call at
1
North Second,
the dairy,
FOR SALE Man's suit of clothes; ex
tra pair trousers and vest; sue 40
...rrmi. size 40: trunk, sewing ma
Call at 1616 East Copper.
chine.
SALE
Fins apples, by tha box
Jonathans, Roman Ueautles. Arkur.saw
Phono
Davis.
Ben
Blacks, Ganos,
1628-or call Wm. Dolde, 705 South
Broadway.
Heol and aroh cushions
SOFT SPOTS
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
Supports.
troubles, $1.00. Plantar Arch 408
West
Keleher Leather ,Co..
Thoi. P.
,
n
iflKT.r
t,,
xvw , -- m
LeSrBI,
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
gal
nhnn n all kinds nf roofs. 81 PerBouth
Ion.
The Masano Co., 110
Wninut. tihone 1834-Try a built up
roof, will last as long as the building.

for

FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City
E ectrlo Railway, below par. Dr. R.
L. Hust, N. T. ArmlJo building.
EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seatr,
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-paVaispsr Enamels on automobiles.
Homestead
Cottage Paint,
Plymouth
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement.
Satisfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher
Leather Co., 408 West Central. Phone
USE

1067--

FOR SALE OR TRADE $200 new Edison Phonograph, perfect condition: $50
in choice records, $10 Victor attachments,
all for $176. Will trade In at this price
on good used Ford touring car. See H.
R. Wllaey, cars Rosenwalds.

FO

RAlrB
and hens.

uc'k

Jv-

j2i

'

'

Jr

ONLY SIX

LEFT

s,"o es "n a ""frying
710 West Lead.

rab-bl-

WE BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS of
803 Soulh
all kinds. Phons 862-Broadway.
FOR SALE Nice young White Leghorn
hens, 90o each; also turkeys, ducks,
gees and springers. 803 South Broadway. Phone 862-A SPLENDID flock of
bronie turkeys.
breeding birds; also oung turkeys for
your Sunday or Thanksgiving dln'itr.
H. B. Welkins, phnne 34I8-JRED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
S. C. R. I. Reds. Rlnslet Barred Rocks,
cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for breed
4IJ West Atlantic, phone 143-w- .
ing.
"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" 8. C. R. I. Rods,
won twenty ribbons January. 1931; a
superb lot of cockerels and cocks now
ready for sate; bred from my finest exhibition melinite; visitors welcome, C
P. Hay, 238 North High.
MY ENTIRE stock of B. C. R. I. Reds;
hens, pullets, cocks and cockerele;
breedln pens or singles; purs bred C. P.
Hays stock, backed by generation of
In the
prise winners In ths best shows 2418-Jcountry, H. B. Watklns, phons

MATTRESS RENOVATING
tttnsrss
aareggaTggasE i
fur-

m

Hue cleaning, furniture rspslrlns,
niture packing.., Phons 471. Ervln
Company,

Bed-di-

.

iNf L

When you can buy a nice- litfurnished house on
tle
a corner lot for only $2,100
only $400 down and $30 per
month.
A. L, Martin Co., Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.
Thone 158.

patum

8vci.

'

ANYWTIERR EXCEPT IN
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS?
WE DO
All parts of Albuquerque and
whole state.
I'OU RENT
TWO STOKES
Best location on West Central
avenue. No Information given
over phone.
FOR rtTCNT
Several furnished houses.
Several unfurnished houses,
at all prices.
FOR SALE
Real Good Homes
East Silver Ave.
5 rooms,
porches, hot air
heat, $7,000, furnished.
5 rooms,
porches, hot air
heat, $o.700, furnished.

I still have six fifty foot lots
Adleft In the Albrlerht-Moor- e
dition at $300 each. Seventh
street is now being; opened
which makes these among; the
best located lots In the entire
addition. Don't delay. Get started on the upgrade right now.
$20 cash and $10 per month.
.

m

J.

FOR RENT

Rooms

70S West Mountain

11

East Central

,
I

Extraordinary

For quick sale the owner will
sacrifice one of the best and
most substantially built small
You
houses on the market.
have to see It to really believe
o much can be offered for the
money. A cut in price of $500.
D, Keleher, Realtor,
311 West Gold.
Phone 410.

J,

HOME

INCOME

AND

111

near
residence
business section, where rooms
In
demand.
are always
Right
price and part terms. See or
write
A

two-stor-

Fourth Ward,

New Bungalow 4 rooms,
hardwood
porches,
fireplace,
floors, shads and grass, only
Terms.
$3,760.
TO SEE THESE CALL

LEVlEEEf T ZAPF

$750

CASH

fine
location; newly decorated,
shade; $750 cash, balance like
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000.
3. P. GILL, REAL ESTATE.
113 S. Second.
Phone 723-J.

FOR SALE

Hoiuei

sa LE
brick house.
North Edith. Phone S40I-Ffoil HALE Houses rurntctied, Income
iiroperiy. Address J. W, F., care Jour
nal.

&

LOTS

VACANT

BUY

And some cash will take equity In
nearjy new five room house In
Fourth ward. Owner leaving city.
floors, garage, $4,500. Eight-rooE. GUTHIUDGE,
corner, two garages, narnwooa
ROLLIN
floors, steam heat. They are fine Phone 1023.
314 W. Gold Ave.
locations and good buys. Close
to postofflce.
W. H. MCI11.1.IU,
200 West Gold.
Rent-Room- s
Five-roo-

corner,

hardwood

For

HOUSES FOR SALE
$ 850.00
furnished
950. 0C
furnished
ward

two corner Jots 1550.00
modern. Fourth
souo.uu

with Board

ROOM AND HOARD,

511 South Broad-

-

way.
$8 per week.
Mrs. Knight, 200
South Broadway
NICELY furnished roon. with boardprivate family; no sick. 1027 Forrester,
FOR RENT Room and board, with
board. 410
Sleeping porch: first-clas- s
FHst Central.
Foil RENT Large furnished room with
tahla board; rates for two people. 217
South Fourth.
GOOD HOARD AND ROOM, with heat
nd home privileges. 845 3er month.
923 South Walter.
FOR RENT Room with glassed-;i- l sleep
ing porch, with board. Phone 162I-.- I.
112 North Walter.
FOR ItENI Newly
furnished
rouuis
with or without board. 413 Soutn
rtroadway. phone 1909-R- .
JAUKSON'S RANCH Ideal location tor
few reservations
now
heallhseekers:
svallable. Phons 2238-FOR RENT Sleeping porch and room.
adjoining bath, with board: rates 155
month. Is3 East Central.
It RENT Room snd sleeping porch,
vlth board for convalescents: gentle
men only; private home. Phone 8148-FOR RENT Nicely
rooms
rurnlshed
with steam heat and first-clas- s
table
board. 110 Soulh Arno. phone U57-HOME HOARDING HOUSE
warm
Nice,
sleeping rooms; good home cooking.
904 South Third;
short walk from station.
FOR HEALTH8EEKER6
Modern acnurse service.
with
commodations,
Casade Oro. U West Oold. phone (114-FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
porcirea. with board, for convalescents.
Mis. Reed, 612 South Broadway, phone
HOARD

Ave.

Several beautiful new bungalows on easy terms.
University Heights
,
Several
dnndy
bungalows-priced, $3,050
up, on easy
terms.

y

J. A. 1TAMMOXD,
S24 E. Silver.
rhone 1522-R- .

Road.

Six large rooms, two good porches
modern house, close In, splendid

FOR

Room". 112 North JSiUth;
FOR RENT Room. "Yiniorth Fourth.
616 West Copper.
FOR RENT Room.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 207 North
Fifth.
FOR RENT Severat snrurnlsbed rooms.
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Three furnisheo, rooms;
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RB;:T Three unfurnished rooms.
329 North I'lftti.
FOR RENT Lovely room. 120 Sou.n
Walter, phone 2072-FOR RENT Furnished room. 1315 West
Tljeras. phone 14K1-furnished house,
FOR RENT Four-roomodern, 1215 South Walter.
218
rooms.
FOR RENT Furr.'shed
Smith Walter. Phone 16B7-FOR RENT Moweri. furnished rooms,
steam heat. 608 b West Central.
FOR RENT Furnished room, In low
lands; furnace heat. Phone 1004-FOR RENT Modern cottage, furnished
with garage. Apply 714 South High.
FOR RENT Nicely furnlsneC bed room,
420 West Coal.
close In. Phone 1686-FOR RENT Furnished room, jtnvute en807
Snuth Waller.
furnare
heat.
trance,
fur
FOR RENT Good one or
415 North Second
nlshed apartment.
FOR RENT Beautiful furnished rooms;
no sick. Phone 1007. 420 South Edith
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
414
West Sllvor.
sick; no children.
FOR KENT Two nicely furnished rooms
315 West McKinfor housekeeping.

Full RENT

11

27

W. C, THAXT0N

FURNISHED,

brick, sleeping porch,
right up to date except furnace,
located on University
Heights,
t'rico only $3,750, good terms.
R. MeCUTGHAX. REALTOU.
204 W. Gold. Phone 442-Real Estate, Loans, Insurance,
Notary Public.
Five-roo-

2Z

.

Bargain

A GREAT

CUT OUT RENT

inc.

l

PAY RENT

bbji

hnuBO, at
North Mulberry, phone
terflay.
of groceries and
For' SALE Stock 315
FOR RENT
Well furnished house, six
South Sixth.
household goods.
owner.
or
months or longer,
for sale by
FOR SALE Moore rang, in excellent
1004 Forrester.

828 North Fourth,

North Cedar, phone 2378-Dandy new house. 313
close to North Fourth street;
four rooms, electrlo light, large front
North
porch, shade trees.
Apply 161
First.
FOR RENT Furnished
W A N'J ED Miscellaneous
cottage, three
rooms and bath and glassed-i- n
south
Phone sleeping porcK
WANTMD
Cattle to board.
Phone 381-key at
2409-R1624 East Central,
phons or call be- FOR cocking and serving dinners and tween 8 and 12 a. n
FOR RENT House of five rooms, at
parties, phone 1589-418 West Atlnntlo
avenue, for $30. or
6' OVES POLISHED snd set UP. Krvln
rent three rooms for $20; water pall;
will
"Bedding Co., phone 471.
to
railroad
nanoy
employes,
city iieaity
second-hand
WOULD
Edison, If Co., 207 West Oold, phone 867.
buy
reasonable. Call 2014-J- .
VTED--rositio- n
WANTED To buy a (raited saddle horse,
suitable for lady. Phone 1049-WANTED
Work of any kind.
WANTED Cattle to- feed, ensilage and
H., cure Journal.
hay, i per month. Phone 2114-RWANTED
clerical
and
Stenographic
WANTED Your garbage. Pnone 3409-Rwork. Phone 1566-- or write G W. Hunter, general delivery. WANTED
and"
Washinj
Ironing to taks
home. 105 East Coal, phone 150S-EXPERTS trunk and furniture crating.
Call for Joe. Phones 907 or 196; prices WANTED
to take borne,
work
Laundry
gnaw inble.
or by the day. Phone 2101-- J.
A water storage tank; nust
WANTED
WOMAN
WANTS day work, washing,
be In good condition. J. A. Qleasnsr,
house
ironing,
Phone
cleaning,
hone 2412-Ji:ia-M- ,
v. k, Krierson.
CO.
&
rJIOOnSON
Cleaning paper andd. WANTED Work of any
kind;
an woik luiitu-feecleaning jtaisnmine,
odd Jobs of carpenter werk.
Phone H34-Phone C04-201 East Lewis.
In
lot
Well
located
WANTED
building
WANTED
Washing and Ironing to take
Fourth? ward; give location and price.
home; also clothes rough dried; prices
Address Lot, care Journal.
reasonable.
Phone 1506-very
AND GENERAL HAtJL-- I
SCAVENGER
WANTED
To drive truck or cor for
NO, Reasonable rates. B. A. Griffith,
private family; experience; references.
22 East Iron, phone 2399-Address K. F., care Journal.
FURNITURE wanted; also cook st'ive nr WE AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE
820-snd
heater. Phons
range and
WILLIAMS ft ZANO,
keep books.
tuter 5 p. m., until 10 a. m.
mom 8 Mellnl building. Phone 701-done
tiMiDN
LATHER!)
fcathlng
chauffeur wants posir
by J. E. Thlehoff A Sons, EXPERIENCED
tion with private family; not a health-seeke- r
North Eleventh, phone 876-.Address
Chauffeur, care Jour,
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals; nnl.
for
also welders' supplies and carbide
TRAVELING
man
with candy experience,
sale. N. M. Steel Co.. Inc.. phono 194T-from Pennsylvania, wants position. Ad
STORE, at 315 South dress Salesman,
MAX BARGAIN
cars Journal; not a
for
the
will
pay
highest prices
First,
healthseeker.
clothing, shoes and WANTED
your second-han- d
married
American
Young
Phone 858.
furniture.
man wants work In or out of town:
RUO CLEANERS
can speak Spanish; experienced. Address
renovated. 11.(0 and bp u. M. 8., care JournaL
HI ATT ri ESSES
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln NURSE wants position, nursing and keepBedding Co., phono 471.
ing house for Invalid or healthseeker;
FINISHING It Is two years' experience In hospital. Ad
BETTER DOKAK
better. Return postage paid on mall dress N. C, care Journal,
orders. The Barnum Studio, III! West WANTED By young, experienced, American man and wife, work on farm or
Central, Albuquerque, N, M.
in or out of town; can speak SpanCareful Kodak finishing. dairy, Address
WANTF.D
J- - M.
ish.
8., care Journal,
satison
Twice dally service. Remember,
makes available
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing BUSINESS-depressiaccountant-bookkeepAmerican
capable
to a reliable, established firm. Uanna
and stenographer, with thorough
& Hanna. Master Photographers.
of
and
salesmanship;
knowledge
Spanish
WINDOW
AdCLEANING detailed qualifications on request.
ALFUQITF.ROUB
CO.
and
floors dress Results, Postofflce box 241, phons
Windows clesned
houses
and
offices
scrubbed;, stores,
cleaned; reasonable rates and honest work. A JANITORIAL AND WINDOW CLEANPoatoffloe boa 101, phone A, uranone, roa.
COMPANY has been
ING SERVICERAZOR BLADES Send or bring your organised for ths purpose of doing janidouble torial work and at the same time giving
dull blades for reshsrpenlng;
of our group employedire, 95c; single edge, 25o per dostn; the unemployed
ment. Contracts will be taken by ths
1.NVA
vour fasor honed and set y i
week
or
monfh.
Banks, office build.perts; work guaranteed. Kobsa Bro:hsrs day,
ings, apartment houses, etc., will be
at Ituppe s urug .ure,
taken care of. Tha office Is located; at
223 West Copper.
Phone 985-ViOOF WORK of all kinds Repslrlng
FOR
Ranches
RENT
Wsnd painting, roofs bnllt up, work (Ui
FOR RENT A seven-acr- e
ranch, two
.Jsnteed. Call 643,. for man.
miles from ths Barelas bridge. Phone
1S30-W- ,

'if')

Ify

WHY

Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six
750
room house
We have a customer for your
house let's have it
SHELLET REALTY CO.,

mni

The Bed Arrow (all over the West) widen sudden servioe on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
:n before II a. m. meusa same nay.
Work In before I p. m. mailed noon next
dsy. Address work to
TUB RED AKKUW,
E. Las Vegas
Albtiqusrqus
In
(We want a representative

FOBS

TP

Js-

T

'

I

,

BARGAINS
.

castf will handle.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.

$1,500

AI

i

LHf

fi

vim-- 1.

verware,

'l
S-L-

f

IDEAL LOCATION
For health seekers. Five rooms,

FOR
13,800

f

ofif

1

REALTOR

FOR SALE.

'

J JJ

Loans and Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
Thone 907-"

fej
S;

f

rrl

VTUNtSINC

J
By George McMamu

"

.

apartment,

$ 25.00
furnished
house,
light
$1BM0
housekeeping
nished
$75.00
unfurhouse,
$40.00
nished
- Room, house, unfurnished, hot water heat. $60.00
furnished
$42.60

'em

copyright.

BRINGING UP FATHER.

:

COMPANY

If we haven't one to stilt you
we'll build one Just as you
want It.
Second nnd Gold Avenue.
Phono 010.

IIKRK'S TOUR OPPORTUNITY
Nine larjTfi rooms, with porches
galore, completely furnished. Including piano, two complete bath rooms,
rooms all token; this Is a moneymaker, one of the be.t corner locations In the Highlands and is close)
in; owner leaving for the east.
If
Interested come In and talk it over.
A. P. STARES,
Kent Kstute nnd Insurance
SIS West Gold Ave.
l'hone 108.

Mcdonald & Insurance.
worsham,
FOR SALE Good
Real Kstate
house, gar-ag- e
and small grocery. Call at 116 Phono 080-108 S. Third.
South Seventh.
HERE'S ONE
FOR SALE Modern brick cottage, furnished; lot 60x2S0, $4,250; easy pay- Rrand now, paint hardly dry,
WANTED
HELP
MoMiiuon, 20 West Gold
three rooms, lat'BO porch, bath,
toil SALE Five-rooMale.
etc. This modern home cost $2,400
uungalow, priced
right; look It over end be your own WANTED
to build. Will take $2,000. Not
Expert automobile electrician.
ludge; fins location; terms, 1438 West
Slor'ure Rsttery Service Station.
much cash necessary.
on
to
work
wife
Man
WANTED
and
FOR SALE By owner, 718 West Coat
J. L, Phillips, Real Estate
dairy farm. Address postofflce box 412,
rrame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, I
Phono S54-1IIU . 1 llll ft.
porcnes, newly decorated, vacant city.
Terms if desired, Phone 180S-EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE We fun sh all
uo
our
kinds of help. Try
servin.
run oALr. pretty new
modern
354-stucco bungalow, extra well built snd Pruth Third, phone
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Two strong boys to work In
rine location, in North Elm. Apply WANTED
A I I
furniture store. Apply American . ur- (no r. V 1.
numi j..,un. mono 1VB8-nlture Co., 223 South Second.
JOHN W. WILSON,
FOR SALE A four-rooe
furnished
on 60 foot lot near R. R. shops. WANTED Livewlre salesmen for pop
Attorney.
lo-mror quick sale,
IS, 17 snd 111, Cromwell Building.
ular office appliance; commission
J. A. 11am- uniy (&
basis. Office Supply Agency, 207 West
Phone 11 S3 J.
Phone 1622-R- .
Oold ave.
FOR SALE MUST SELL IMMEDIATE-LAND 81 RdMJNS.
PHYSICIANS
WANTED Capable cashier and manager
and
Inspect
make
offer,
your
e. i. hi itioN,
Four-roofor small hank In New Mexico; must
house,
bath, porches, gar
l!stoes of tae fitnmseh.
ages, run size lot. Everything in good have A-- l references and Invest. Address
Suite. II. Barrett Building.
Bank, care Journal,
Norm sixth.
epar.
S.
C. ( I.Alilvli,
I'K.
ITOH
hrli It ARE you glued to an accountant's stool?
SALE
modern
Eye, Knr, Nosu and Throat.
and adube residence, in Fourth 'wurf.:
Are you imprisoned In a bank teller s
Barnett
Phons 818.
Building.
nlcs location, close to school; might trade cage? Are you chained to a typewriter?
Office llourt
to
iur vacant lots or smaller house in Are you In a business that
13
9
3
6 p. m.
a.
m..
to
and
to
have no future? Would you Hho a po
nigmantis. Phone 167S-"
Imlted cn.y
lift. Hrt ARtVAHFT I'ARTWRHHIT.
FOR SALE Account leaving city, fur. sition with opportunities
Office (Kant Uldg., Room 18. l'hone 173.
by your capacity for hard work and
nlshed or unfurnished
mod
In
room
turn
more
at
the
with
1123
toy
top
Central
East
.Residence
ern house; screened porches, nicely sr
Then write, In 62.
Phone 671.
ranged for two families. West Central, othor line of business?
strict confidence, to address F. H , care FOR RENT
Rooms
near pa rn. ynone owner, 2204-with sleeping
ley.
Journal.
Also
board
If
desired.
W.
porches;
gar
M.
five-rooSHERIDAN, M. D.
and
FOR RENT Furnished room; gentleman FOR BALE By owner,
age for rent. 301 South Edith. Phone
410 South Third, phono
large front porch, modern bungalow,
preferred.
Limited to
Practice
1B40-- J.
Ex.
In
121
good residence
section; east front, WANTED Experienced collar girl,
I HIXAItY DISEASES
GOOD HOARD and room for two, I4;.S0 GKMTO
and trees, in very best condition;
celsior Laundry.
FUR RENT Neatiy rurnlshed sleeping lawn
AND
DISEASKiS
OV THK SKIN
n
also
glnssed-lper month;
for quick sale; leaving WANTED Girl for general housework.
sleeping
room: steam heat, close in, 817 South would sacrifice 148S-town,
porch, H5 prr month. 023 Bouth Walter, Wassermiin Lnlmrorory In Connection.
pnone
420 North Fourth.
Third.
1428-J- ,
Bit
Citizen
nk
Fhomv
lildic.
phnne
FOR SALE By owner. In the Fourth WANTED
FOR RENT Two furnished housekeepCompetent second g,rl. Ap FOR RENT Furnacsd-heate- d
bed
modern bungalow. aar
ward,
701 West Copper.
ing rooms, for two adulta, 620 South age,
CHIROPRACTORS
ply
morning,
with private entrance to bath; lori-- e
has light and heat; very best rest- Third.
Mltidle-Bitcd
lady for housi
sleeping porch, for two; December 1, 1207
aentiai district in city; priced right; WANTED
FOR RKNT-nlsh- -- Three modern rooms, fur- easy terms; not priced
work.
Apply Mrs. Iiredmeyer, 1313 East Central.
over
phone;
Clilrnpmctor.
for housekeeping. 423 West shown by appointment
acPhone South Edith.
19 and K ArmlJo Hiiildln.
HEALTHSEEKER can get homo-lik- e
only.
Santa Fe.
2040-WANTED Girl for general mousework;
commodations In modern country home,
must stay on premises, Call at 10
FOR RENT Two sleeping rooms, nicely B7 OWNER,
PERSONAL
special cars given to bed patients; near
modern house in
-car line. Address postofflce bus 224,
furnished, close to shops. 901 'i South
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire West Roma.
BAR HER tor prlvats
homes.
Phone
Third.
place, lsrge screened
porches, three WANTED Girl or wom.i l for house city.
1421-M1RAMONTES-ON-THE-MI3SFOR RE.N'T Two rooms and porch; light, airy bed rooms with extra large
keeping. Apfly Grand Central Hotel,
211
A SANATORILM-HOTE- t,
closets, fronts east on large lot with corner Second and Cen'.m1.
for tubercular VIOLIN 'rssons by a FrenchISfil--violinist.
phone service, hot and cold water.
622 Eolith J'rondway. phone
lawn, trees, etc.; everything in excellent WANTED
South High.
convalescents; graduate nurse in atWoman or girl for general
terms It desired, l'hone
I'iTlTEN'OI.ofTlHT
rates
or month.
the
week
4:30
.
tendance;
by
p.
a.
to
8:30
n
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms fur gentle- condition;
from
housework,
1977-2400-JCall
M. JONES, 113 Cornell avenue.
818
SARAH
Call 900 West Stover.
men employed, $8.00 up; no sick.
West Silver.
FOR SALE By owner:- - Four modern WANTED A cook In a family of four FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
phone 2116-.bungalows In Highlands, one and
with; or without bath; just across from WMBD Private pupils; teich'jt has
Mrs. D.
FOR RENT Furnished two rooms und
good wagea to right party.
blocks from Central on car line Weinman,
the postofflce; hot water heat for win708 West Copper.
special training for primary gradts.
sleeping porch; light ' and w.iter. $21. four rooms,
best of home cooking, served family 719 NTth Ullth. phono im.l-J- .
bath, plastered and glassedter;
Phone 1511-room
In sleeping porch front and back porch, WANTED High school girl for
style: room and board, S45 to $55 per
De
for
board
in
FOR RENT Furnished front room; gen- $3,600
snd
help,
exchange
Dal
to $3,850; $500 to $750 cash,
month; board by meal, week or ticket; FOR RF.NT
Office Rooms
tleman employed days, $2.50 per
ance like rent. Good Investment; now cember 1. 103 South Walter.
meals. 60 cents. 410 West Oold.
208 South Arno.
otiice, steam
for $50 and $58 per month. Will WANTED Competent girl for general RESERVATIONS may now tie had at St. tOH KENT Attractive
renting
water
and
furnished.
heat, light
FOR RENT Nicely furnished win, out- sell furnished or unfurnished.
Apply at
housework; must stay nights. Aoply
Sanatorium
rates,
John's
(Episcopal):
no
sick.
719 East Central.
building, oppositele postofflce.
side entrance; also garage;
mornings. 815 North Twelfth.
$17.50 to $26 per week; Includes private Wright
RE
r7eery-deslrabN
1116 North8econd.
FOR-T
Th
office
to
or
WANTED Woman
girl for general room with sleeping porch, connected,
AUTOMOBILES
rooms light, heat and water: will rent
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
housework; good home for right
FOR RENT Nice room with private
807
A.
a
B.
or
as
Central.
1118
whole.
West
Mllner,
general nursing; excellent meals, tray separately
Apply
family; with or without board.
i OR SALE Essex roadster; must soil
31314 West Central, phone 923.
North Fourth.
613 West Central.
$050.
Room and 810 month service: no extras. All rooms have steam
EARN BOARD
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
while attending school; catalogue froe W.
housekeeping FOR SALE
5
FUR RENT Two light
BulcUt touring car;
Phons
II. Ztegier, Superintendent.
800
South
0t
first-clas- s
College.
rooms; no sick; no r'llldren.
Co., Mtckar Business
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
491.
North Eighth.
Main, Los Angeles.
city.
TIME CARDS
FOR RENT Sunny southeast room, bath EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O. WANTED Two aood Klrl waitresses
BUSINESS CHANCES
waares. room and board: will ad
K. Sheet Metal
adjoining: near good boarding inu.ra.
Works, 210 North
210 North Waiter.
Garage, but
vance fare. Write to The Royal Cafe, FOR SALE
.
Third.
town. Phone 879.
FOR RENT Two nice furnished rom. FOR SALE borne extra good used cars Santa Fe, N. M.
405
SALE
Small
FOR
some
grocery and flvs-roo108
with
In private home. Phone 2034-to
touch
WANTED
get in
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co.,
dwelling. Call at 318 South' Seventh,
South Seventh.
West Central.
elderly lady thar wuuc 1 bt willing to do
smau
tome
One
of the Vest buslne,-sai
with
ant
for
FOR SALE
FOR RENT A suite of two rooms
FOR SALE Oldsmoblle six, in excel- light housework
ask for ogle.
properties In Albuquerque. -- 15 Soulh
bath, completely furnished; steam heat.
lent condition; a bargain; cash or ary. Call 861-WESTBOUN.")
street.
First
Dally.
303 South Fourth.
Inquire at Savoy Hot ,3 1 of
terms. 1304 West Central, phone 1488-Mule and Female.
flee.
Train.
Arrive. Depart.
for FOR SALE 1921 Ford touring car
furnished
FOR RENT Rooms,
1
No.
7:30 pm 1:80 ptn
The
Scout....
WANTED
Meat market; doing a god
bookkeepers,
FOR
SALE
Stenographers,
bath.
or
with
connected
cash
starter
demountable
and
housekeeping;
rims;
accountants, and all forms of office
business; good location; good reason No. 3 Calif. Limited lo:30 am 11:00 am
410 South Edith,
part terms. Call for Jackson at occi help.
NT
for selling. Address A. C. E., ran Jour No. 7 Fargo Fast.. 10:60 am 11:30 am
Apply Southwestern Educational
FOR-RENicely furnished room, In dental Hotel, 2224 East Central.
No, 9 The Navajo. ,13:36 am 1:09 am
Chamber of Commerce build- nal.
Exchange,
SOL'THBOUNO.
private family, to gentlemen emplojed, FOR SALE Ford runabout. ia:i model ing, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
HOUSE
Rooms all filled;
ROOMING
no sick. 710 West Roma.
10:10 pm
El Paso Exp
shelving, 28 feet by 8 feet, seven WANTED Ladles or gentlemen agents
Investment. No 39
central
location;
profitable
rolt-to- p
Phone
desk.
shelves
ons
27
11:30 am
for
El Paso Exp
high;
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for the fastest selling Christmas nov Inquire nt Everybody's Candy Shop, 32.1 No.
3S7-.708
West
Central.
chilEASTHOUND.
no
or
'sick
'The
on
Dog."
the market,
light housekeeping;
Dlpy
South Third.
elty
3
2:10 pm 3:49 pm
No.
The
now and FOR SALE Pool
FOR SALE Extra large Warner's Auto make a clean up between
dren. 501 South Fourth.
room, cold drink No. 4 Collf. NavajoT. 6.00 pm 8:40 pm
Trailer with canvas covering; In ex- Christmas. Phons 1635-for
FOR RENT Two front rooms, furnls.'l
stand and 20 rooms In connection : No. 8 S. F. Limned.
ElKht.. 7:36 pm 8:10 pm
condition and almost new. 701
for light housekeeping.
some
Apply al'er cellent
813
terms.
South
First
good lease,
7:20 am 7:60 am
West New York or phone 14H2-No. 10 The Scout
3 p. m.
408 West Lead.
street. Phons 668-FROM BOUTH.
FOR SALE Livestock
Ford touring, 1919 model,
FOR RENT New furnished bed room, FOR SALE
second- Wo. 28 From El Paso
five
At
FOR
a
SALE
35 pm
bargain,
Uassler FOR SALE Fresh
six tires, Flrestore
wheels,
4
furnace beat, in private home,
hand pool tables snd ons billiard table. no. 30 trrom El I'aso t:uu am
young cow and bred
shock absorbehs, new top. and upholstertwelve-fofirst-claNorth Fifth, phone 2377-one
717 South Arno.
does.
In
alao
condition;
80
with No, fS
No.
connects
Pelen
at
nt $250. 814 North Sixth.
soda fountain, A- -l condition. In for Clovls. Pecos Valley. Xana- City and
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and ing; bargain
FOR SALE Cheap, thoroughbred New
SALE
120 West Silver.
Light Ford truck; first man
at
rnone
quire
Zealand
rabbits,
Red,
sleeping porch, for two persona; do FOR
Coast.
a
breeding
'
$850.
with $175 gets tt; Bulck
J417-Rchildren. 110 South Walnut. .
tabllshsd
BUSINESS FOR BALE Old
No. 29 connect at Beljn with No, SI
A real bargain; terms It desired, or will
mercantl' business, located jn railroad. from Clovls and points enef nnd eotlh
and light
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large room, trade your old car In.
Mcintosh Auto FOR SALE Young horse
sell for value of improvinents r.lon
close In; also one light housekeeping Company. 808 West Central.
spring wagon; cheap. See Greevlcn, Will
Good resson for selling. If Intiresfd In
323 South Fifth.
31! West Sliver.
apartment.
FOR SALE Two Hulck light sixes, 1918
good-size- d
jostoff'ce
proposition, addr-e- s
cow and
IMPERIAL ROOMS Vice, clean rooms;
$850 and $760; Ford truck, FOR SALE Hoist
models,
box $38 Albuouercus,
take
will
heifer
calf:
rates by day nr week. Over pastime $175; one-to- n
worm
drive,
yord truck,
1220
211
Soulh
West
calf.
In
for
Central.
H
trade
High.
Theater,
$350; Ford speedster, $176; Dodgs tour- alfalfa
FOR RENT Olassed-l- n
FOR SALE Four head work horses,!
porch and two ing car, $400. 116 West Gold.
airy rooms; board across street. 114 FOR SALE 1920 NASH SPORT MODEL
weight 1,200 pounds; sound ana genalso one set double harness. Phone
North Maple, phone 18S8-Flvs wire wheels with cord tires, In tle;
2413-RFOR RENT One
furnished .room for good condition, spot light, motometer,
light housekeeping; water and- lights tools, two storsge batteries, etc. Driven FOR BALE Team horses,, six and seven
furnished. 710 West Lead.
years old, weigh 1,300 each; good spring
. nlno thousand miles; forced to sell at
Apply Cen- wagon and harness. Curl's Wagon Yard,
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping rooms snd sacrifice: will demonstrate.
North
and
Sixth
Broadway. Ask for Dickens.
Auto
and Machine Works,
housekeeping apartments, by the day tral
Central.
FOR SALE Carload good work horses;
week or month.
80JH West (Vntrsl.
aoms rood mares: two spans of mules,
Select yours today. THE
Dodge Broth-er- s'
FOR RENT Modern furnished room for FOR SALE
be at Grande Wagon Yard, 810 North
Touring osr and Roadster. Re- will
housekeeping, near high school; no
LIMITED. We
NUMBER
newed means thev have been put Broadway, Wednesday, November 80.
308 North Arno.
sick.
Phone 1080-Number One
and top FOR SALE A nloe Shetland pony, a
FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely fur through our repair shop, paint
bemake
will
for
are
build
children;
will
Inspected
good
companion
carefully
They
shop.
you a home just
On N. Fourth St.
nished for housekeeping: gas and coal
put on sale. Sold with ths sams a nlcs Christmas gift. For price and
range: desirable location, 816 West Coal. fore
Interest as our new Dodge Brothers oars. reference apply to St. Anthony Boys'
want
it in either
&s
you
FOR RENT Furnished room and glassed We also have left with us for sals a late Home.
North of town.
In sleeping porch, with private bath. model 1919 Ford touring; a
Additions.
are Breeders of grsde
Anderson
FOR
Ws
of
SALE
the
Crane apartments, $15 North Seventh,
Rtndnh&ker.
Terms can be arranged.
Holsteln cows, and have on hand
Auto Dept., Dodgs
J. Korbsr
phone 814.
Co.,
cash
Small
and four hundred choice
three
payWOODWORTH
As we are a little
cows snd heifers.
Newly furnished, nice, Brothers' Deslers, phons 783.
clean rooms and housekeeping apartcrowded for room, would sell a limited
mall
on
ment
balance,
3111 IIU
ini
ments, by day, week or month. 312
number at a reasonable price. The City
LOST AND FOUND
South Third.
Park Dairy Company, Denver, Colo.,
monthly
payments'.
LOST
Grny
squirrel
T641.
phone York
FOR RENT Well furnished room, adNumber Two
Phone 1258-joining bath: prlvats sntrance; gen- LOST On
N.
fur
St.
On
avenue,
is
LOAN
MONETTO
lap
West Copper
This
Eighth
tleman employed preferred: no sick. Ill
your opportunity.
,
robe; reward, pnone liwt.
South Walter.
,
MONEY" TO" LOAN
On watches,
LOST Republic tire. 83x4, and rim; re
FOR RENT Large front bed room, beau
valuable.
tuns and everything
ward. Phons 3179-Mr. B. Marcus. 81$ South Flrst
tifully rurnlshed; hot water heat ;suit-abl- e
for two; prefer employed. Apply LOST A lined black
lea'hjr dr'vlni MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
423 North Fourth.
gauntlet for right hand. Reward.
Hbersl reliable, consnd
FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms Phons 793.
fidential Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st.
re
LOST
On
Coal
West
avenue,
ring;
for light housekeeping,
with
large
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diaturn to Noe Chaves, Methodist Sanatosleeping porch, electrlo lights and gas;
i
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan ts,
no children.
410 East Central.
rium; reward.
Lowest rates. Rot lima n's
automobllea
117
state.
to
Bonded
ths
South
First.
room with
FOR RENT One
REALTORS.
SEWING MACHINES
six windows, two large closets, sink
FOR SALE Real Estate
and running water; furnished for house- SEWINO
ed
an
MACHINES
renal!
rhone 85T
keeping, $14 per month. 818 West Coal.
Third and Gold
cleaned: parts and supplies for all FOR SALE Fine 50 foot lot on East
C 1$.
Sliver at reduced price. J. A. Ham
makes; all work guaranteed.
. Journal Want Ada
bring results, Morehead, phons I4(-- J 411 W, Copper, mond, $24 Bast Silver,

'i

mn;jjtastsilyer.
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FRESH
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TODAY

Swift's Brookfield Brand Pure Pork Sausage, lb.
box, 35c
Swift's Premium Frankfurta, lb. 30c.
We sold all the Supreme Bacon yesterday,, but
expect more today or tomorrow.
Fresh Sambo Pancake Flour is in, pkg. 15c.

1

ESTANCIA BUTTER
A small shipment came over by stage yesterday.
WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

IIS Marble Arena
171.171-17Phone.

4

CRESCENT GROCERY

ROBERT JONES

.........

Coal and Sontb Walter
Phone
571
TV.. UiirViM

iWe

Sell

f

SEEK

10

Mm

DAUGHTER WEARS
NOTED PEARLS OF VACHEL L1SEY
MERCHANT PRINCE
IS GOMI.'JG MERE

PJII"!

E

T0DAY

WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE'S

ill

1

By Daniel Carson Goodman

Broke Down the Wall of Prejudice.

A Story of How Love

"FOX

NEWS"

The latest Pictures.

Endorses Invitation to
F. E. W. School and

American
Poet Lionized
Abroad to Revisit New
Mexico; Appeared Here
Two Years Ago.

Club

Pledges

for

Scholarship

Student.

One

The Business and Professional
.Woman's club wants the Frances
by
E Wlllard school maintained
Temper-lanc- e
the Woman's Christianmove
Alto
to
Belen
union at
endorsement of
buquerque. Hearty
the movement to bring the institution here and the pledge of one
scholarship were made at the din-Y.
the
ner meeting of the club at
M C A.
last night. The club
........
memueiB nm
ward the education of a student lot
one year.
A report was made by the flay
showing that
committee
nursery
rugs,
several - articles of furniture,soliCltIiu,1 v,en
uim. i:nio ....
sioves
r th rluh and
, .
'

ADMISSION

REGVLAR

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co Phone 4 and 5.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Skinner of 409 West Lead avenue, a sun
on Mondav afternoon.
Ada Philbriek rh. 2418
Miss Lou Hughes of Denver,
where she is employed In the government service. Is here on viflt
to her brothers, Garfield, John and
Thmnas Hughes,
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars, llahn Coal Co. Phone
J--

PRICES

INDIAN
BEADED BAGS,
MOCCASINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY
--

91.

At Reduced Prices

J. H. Redfern, manager of the
Denver. Colo., house of the Dayton Itubber Manufacturing company of Dayton, Ohio, is here on
business with the Albuquerque
Music and Jewelry Store
Foundry and Machine works.
Dr. Murray. Osteopath, l'. 64i-riione 817-- J
W.
1.
I 117 is. First St.
Albuquerque Camp No.
the
at
meet
will
tonight
W.,
of P. hall. Initiation.
The Scottish Rile club will Rive
deputy
a hnnmiet in honortxt oft the
O
RllTirPmft
Xtnvlnn
for
ounctl Ancient and Accepted Scot- -tish Kite OI me Houmern juhim;lion of the United State, in the
Masonic temple Wednesday evening at 7 o'clock. All Scottish
Rite Masons are invited.

Roth man's

.

Vl

PRICES

FOR THE

SCHIAI-HEI- I

PIONEER SOCIETY TO
MEET ON WEDNESDAY
The New Mexico Pioneers will
hold a special meeting at the
Chamber of Commerce Wednesday
evening at g o'clock. All charter
members are requested to be present as Treaurer Dan Philips will
Issue their membership cards. The
selection of a permanent meeting
will
place and adoption of
also come before the meeting.
by-la-

FORTNIGHTLY MEETING
HEARS MARIANO GARCIA

COHCERT DECIDED
At a regular meeting of the
Apollo club, which was presided
over by Max Nordhaus, president,
and with an attendance of 60 members, it was decided to put the
concert
prices for the forthcoming
by Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Ilelnrenowned contralto, nt two
dollars for adults and seventy-fiv- e
cents for school students. The
tickets will be on sale at the Apollo club headquarters at 402 West
Central avenue.
Word has been received from
Santa Fe that over ISO music lovers of that city will attend the concert, and so eager are music connoisseurs of Albuquerque to hear
the celebrated prima donna, that
one Apollo club member has already placed 98 adult tickets. This
is very encouraging, since the tickets have not yet been printed.

The Fortnightly club met last
night. The musicians for the evening were Mariano Garcia, pianist,
son of the Mexican consul here,
and several singers and other instrumental performers.
There was a meeting of the executive board at 7 o'clock, and the
regular meeting followed at 8
o'clock. Mrs. John D. Clark was
'
in charge.
PRO

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

from other local merchants for the
upper floor. The club has pledged
itself to furnish two bed rooms in
the day nursery home to be rented
insti- jto provide an. income for the
tU
Me"nibers of the club, most of
whom are actively interested in
business in the city, were urged to
loin the chamber of commerce last
had riot
night. Many of them who pledge
already done so. signed the
boards.
Sidney M. Weil, representgae
the chamber of commerce,Chaming
, short talk on "What the
of
the
Expects
ber of Commerce
outlined
Women of the City" He and
the
ithe reorganization plan memberneed of many individual
the city,
ships for building up program
An entertainment
the direction of Miss Louise
Nichols was given after the dinner
ivn
and business meeting.
reader gave
Kadley. a dramatic one
act play,
a cutting from a ' Mrs.
E. n.
"Spreading the News. of solos and
Moore Ran a couple
Herkenhoff payed
Miss Eunice
some piano numbers. The prize, a
,
can of white enamci, s
Bitty FiUhugh, ofwasthewonBaldridge
by Mrs.
Lumber company,
Martin Hayden. The next meeting
Dor-i-l- a
at
the
held
be
will
of the club
tea room.

AGENTS SHOULD
CATCH
NOT MAKE ADDRESSES

Y.W.C.A.HOTEL
SECRETARY HAS
RESIGNED POST
Miss Belle Bieedlove, hotel secA. sinoo the
retary of tho Y. W. C has
resigned
hotel was first opened,
her position and Miss Ethel Hiokey
has been appointed temporary sec-at
action took place
This
.retary.
- .. ........ Vil.r tnoMinr" flf the
me
rcguiui
board of directors of the association- lust night.
Miss Hreediove Is forced to leave
her work on account of 111 Elhealth.
Paso
She will leave shortly for
where she will epend some time
act
will
with relatives. Miss Hlckey
as manager of the woman's hotela
building until
in the Korber
permanent secretary iswasobtained.
taken up
The board meeting
with reports of Miss Marlon Johnson, general secretary, and the
chairmen or tno several
of the board. Reports were
work, the
given on the hospitality
travelers' aid, tho recreation and
club work and cafeteria and exchange departments.
Miss Frances Bothwell of Dallas,
Texas secretary for town associaNew
tions in Texas, Oklahoma andmeetMexico, attended the board
suggesvaluable
ing and offered
tions for carrying on tho work here.
Miss Wothwell is in the city for a
week on her annual visit of Inspection. She is holding numerous
conferences with the local secre1

taries.

PACKING WORKERS TO
STRIKE AS A PROTEST
AGAINST WAGE SLASH
The Anoelntrd I'ma.)
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 28. South

(Itj

Omaha packing plant workers will
be called out on a strike against a
wage reduction within a week, was
the prediction today of J. W. Burns,
secretary of the local council of
the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and
Butcher Workmen of North America. "I expect we will have a strike
order the latter part of this week,"
he said. Burns declared that the
order would meet with favor among
n
the
workers, or a great
percentage of them. The reduction was effective today.
Burns said there are about 8,500
union packing house workers In
South Omaha, but added that a
walk out would Include probably
4,500 men.

ROMERO Miss Adellda F. Romero, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
(By The Amounted Preai.)
Jose A. Romero, of 1308 South
Talka
Wnahinirinti Nn. 28
Broadway, died yesterday after a tive agents have been abandoned
short illness. Funeral arrange- hv lha
it was said of
ments have not yet been made.
ficially today at the l.casury.
Garcia and Sons are in charge.
Instructions nave Deen scni to
federal enforcement agents, it
MARTIN Sylvester D. Martin, all
was
added, cautioning them to be
36
his
at
died
home,
years,
aged
in their public utterances.
1618 South Edith street, at 4:30 discreet
Watch for the Red Star
expiainea, me
o'clock Monday morning. Mr. Mar- By discreet, ornciais
agents Demonstration at Raabe &
the
that
Taxi
69
tin was the owner of the
less talking and exercise
stand here, and was at ono time should do
greater care in wnai was saia wnen Mauger's.
connected with the Martin-Thomem 10 apea
Taxi company. Mr. Martin leaves it was necessary ior
a wife and
baby publicly.
of
the
The
attention
treasury had
daughter here and a mother and
stated, to intwo brothers in Boonvllle, Mo. He been called, It was various
n
remarks by
In BulkBest on the Market.
had been active in business here discreetncrpntn
ami nn Inclination bv
The
for the last eight years.
body some of them to devote a considSUPERIOR WITITE LIME CO
was taken to C. T. French's parWarehouse
time to
lors pending funeral arrangements erable portion ofThetheir
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
of
the
duty
making.
speech
which will be announced later.
Phones 4 and S.
prohibition lorccs, in me oiuoui
AUSBON
Funeral services for treasury view, is to prevent Illegal
Mrs. Cora O. Ausbon were held traffic in liquor.
from French's chapel at 2:30
Saturday wag named after the
o'clock Monday afternoon, Rev. F.
E. McGuire officiating. Burial was planet Saturn.
NAVAJO RUGS
in Fairview cemetery.
ROOMS
HOUSE
BITTNER
Moccasins, Baskets,
HAGAN The body of Mrs. May SI014 South First.
Phone 2SI-Jewelry, Gems, Laces.
1300
Hagan, who died at her home,mornTradln,? Po8t'
South High street, Sunday
. D. O.
C. H. CONNER, M.
Indian Building
ing, was shipped on train number
Specialist.
Osteopathic
203S-W- .
Opposite Postofflcc.
eight Monday night to Lee's Sum- Stern BIdg. Tel.' 701-mit. Missouri, accompanied by the
C.
T.
French
husband and mother.
Shelled Pinon Nuti. Phone
was In charge of arrangements.
non-unio-

df

4

Fresh Lump Lime

1

Mrs. Norman MacLeod and two
ropes of the famous pearls.
This portrait of Mrs. Normnn
MacLeod of Philadelphia, daughter
of John Wanamaker, the millionfew
aire merchant, was taken
days ajjo and furnishes the latest
jrlimpse of the famous Wanamaker
pearls.

Y

INTER-VARSIT-

BASKETBALL IS
TABOOED

Ul!

Fannie S. Spitz, 323
North Tenth.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
Many of the men and women
now living in the city have their
hopes and ambitions focused upon
owning a , home on the Heights
and in order to secure a choice
location are selecting lots now
with a view of building on them
in the early spring or later.
& Company, genLeverett-Zap- f
over $5,000
sold
eral agents,
worth of lots this month in the
Heights alone.
The activity on Brown avenue
between Coal and Silver in the
14,100 building restricted district
ia attracting much attention.

I,

W. BRASFIKI.D, (lie Watch Maker.
American. Swlaa and .ngllih Maksa,
AH Work ouararit.4.
117 South lint.
rhune 9V!-- i.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Con
Phone 939.

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
Rlnsa. Alhnquerqne Lnmbcr Co..
.
423 North First
Phone 421.

FOIt SALK Oil RENT.
SI
houses,
brand new
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong or L.
C. Bennett.
PHONES 75 or 145.

sell

Rossiter - McConnell
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.

STAGE
Leaves Albuquerque., 7:45
Arrives In Hanta Fe... 10:46
4:80
Ieaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque f:S0

Phone

am
am
pm
pm

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office 8lngcr Cigar Store.
210

Weal

Central

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

158Taxi

JESSE L.LASKV

;

William deMflle's

158

& Baggage

I

PRJESENTSr

WANTED

PRODUCTION

Or,
meeting of the athletic
council of tho state university last
Ladies to Watch for the
LDWARD KNOBLOCK.'S
V
NO PROFIT SALE ADV.
night, it was announced that the
football Season was not a success
in Wednesday's Journal.
MCIORO GARMENT SHOP
financially, and that as a result,
MB
the university would not particibasketball.
pate in
However, the council urged tho
adoption of haricot ball within the
FONTAINE LaRUE
JACK HOLT,
CONRAD NAGEL,
LOIS WILSON,
university, and nt the end of the
in
Good
house
season, a cup will bo presented to
University
The woman, iiw
the world's affairs.
the champion team of the student
Four rooms and A story of a million married lives, throbHeights.
child
and
body. The financial situation w;i3
her
of
her
sleeping porch. Areola heater.
wife
one
vows, turned
and
of
one
in
hearts
the
spite old-timbing
found to be much the same in the
Terms. Address
e
to
lover.
an
husband.
will
which
of
Arizona,
University
O. L.. Care Journal
Until the
and terrible thing crashed,
probably not engage In
Both yearning for the vanished thrill of into their great
basketball cither.
hornet And taught them how.
Both
The sixteen men who earned the
sweetheart love.
wondering why true romance may live!
letters this year were presented
MEDICATED AND SILI'UUH
the passing years of marriage should steal A
and
with sweaters.
picture with all the allurement
BATHS
The council granted permission
"Mid-Summaway romance.
Mille'a
de
William
of
nurse and masseuse
charm
Graduate
uso
for tho
of football equipment
n attendance Shampooing and
So, drifting apart, the man plunged into Madness," yet finer and deeper far.
for the game Saturday on the uniscalp treatments a specialty
versity field between two teams
Tall for appointment.
ALSO
from the student body called tho
MRS. TEKRY DEAMER. Prop.
Yannlgans and the Hooligans. The
BOH 14 W. Central
685-hono
game is supposed to be highly ridiculous. There will be hi eye o
races between the halves, and s
safety-zon- e
for winded players has
been established. No student will
be permitted to enter the game,
Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
however, without a doctor's certifAll
Also Engraving.
icate stating that he Is physically Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
fit.

n

tl

r

S

For Sale By Owner

er

OLKES

FOGG,

Special salo tc.'Tay, fresh homemade candles, 110 South Second.

Phone

CITT FI.KCTRIO SHOK 8IIOP
Phone M7-!1S Rrnilh Second.
Free Cull and Dellvfry.

Fresh Country Pork
Pure

903--

NOTE: ADVANCE

e.

4th St.

MATINEE Adults
NIGHT (6 to 11) Adults

About 214 lbs. Each
lb.
for

'ic

Poultry Co.
914--

Southwestern

Phone

COAL
900 N. First

and WOOD
Phone

(TAX INCLUDED)

aaaaaaaaaaaMaaiMMMM.--iMaMnaaaa-

Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive

GVYS TRANSFER

Albuquerque

Estancia
Estancia

...8 :30am
1:00pm
8:30

Albuquerque

am

...1:00pm

Holiday Gifts

Call

Shelled

1

PINON-NUT-

S

The Finest
Shelled;
Machine - Shelled;
Machine -The dainty nut in
Separated.
dainty packages.
nut-me- at

We Are on the Job

Fannie S. Spitz

Tour Trnnk Hauled for

25 Cents
Call Albnqiierqne Transfer Co.
Phone 542.

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

Watch Our Window
For Bargains

Rings, Watches,
Silver, Jewelry.

Ivory,

Telephone 802
323 North Tenth St.
Send for mail order price list

JOSEPH

P. M.)

SALISBURY

IN

FIELD'S

"lESElS.BaiS"

30014

Finest

A Play of "I WILLS," "I WONTS," "I CANTS"
Because he's going to get married again tomorrow,
it doesn't mean that he shouldn't kiss his first

wife

good-by-

e.

that it
Just try anti do it !
really k
When she walked in on that fond farewell the
Wedding March became the Iron Foundry Blues.
But try and convince
"good-bye.-

Bride-Number-T-

"

ATTRACTION

'"STASBIBS. ".PAT"

and guarantee every order.
,

V;

A Gayety Comedy

(IKWATCHMAKERS & JEWELER'
205 W. CENTRAL AVE.

T

REGULAR

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
PHONES

11

Yells all Week
SCHENCK Presents

M.

ADDED

4

TO

COfSSTAfiSE

COAL and WOOD

PRICES

5

Trucke Bring Comfort to Tour Homo.

Let Oor

1

Wedding Eells and Weddin

ELMSNorth
HOTEL
First.

rooms In the state-st- eam
hot and cold
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to$10wceK
Transient rate $1.60 single;
$2.00 double.
,
With bath $2.50 ' single anu
double $3.00.

FROM

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

wiseman's watcti snop.
215
Second SU.

Established 1883

We give you service and quality

a.

Phone 17

Call

South

3 7

i

TAXI SERVICE

Daily Except Sunday

888--

....15c

"

For Day or Night

J

Estancia Stage Line
Johnson Coal Co.

.10c

.,. . .

Children.......

..35c

a..

aaaaasaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaMaaMaaaa-aa-

1915-- W

Gallup Lump Coal, $11.50

IN PRICES

Children.

25c

A Few More Small Hens

Sausage. Backbone, Fresh
Hams and Bacon and Pure
Lard, any quantity delivered.

Phone

122 S.

J.

PICTURES

TRAVEL

mmun evehts

The Jeweler
Post-offic-

Phone 91

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

If

juSi

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

Tho feature of the American
Legion dinner given last night at
tho Y. W. C. A. at 6:30 o'clock
were selections played on the harp
by Mrs. W" C. Anderson. The artist played extremely well, and received much applause.
The members of the Women's
Auxiliary of the American Legion
were present nt tho dinner.
Following the program of music
and tnn.sts, a business session of
some importance was held. John
Fee was in charge of arrangements.

J.

802.

J-

..A

HARP MUSIC AT THE
LEGION Y. W. DINNER

CURIOS

XP tpHT'l
VVmuril

.

Vachel Lindsay, prominent American poet, who appeared here
two years ago in a recital of his
own poems under the auspices of
the Little theater, is to return to
Ho will be here in
Albuquerque.
the middle of December and will
probably give another recital.
Mr. Lindsay has spent much time
abroad since his visit here, particBoth England
ularly in England.
and France proclaimed him as
America's national poet, and In his
work saw the youthful audacity
His
and virility of this country.
visit abroad caused quite a stir In
of
both
continents.
circles
literary
In spite of his lionizing in Europe Mr. Lindsay prefers the west.
Ho expresses pleasure in getting
back to the region which he prophesies will produce the real American literature of tho near future.
Ho has many friends both In Santa
Fe and Albuquerque, who will welcome tho opportunity to hear blm
again.
Mr. Lindsay Is the author of "The
Congo," "The Chinese Nightingale," "General William Booth Enters Into Heaven," and other poems
which have been published in several volumes. His poems are best
enjoyed when read aloud and arc
particularly effective when read by
the author who accents, Intones
and dramatizes them.
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FDR ft RECITAL

un-Id-

"MUTT and JEFF" Cartoons

1.1.

SCHOOL' TO CITY

ui.

LET'S GO
is

Minimi

f?raU

Noodle, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Product
Egg

I
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For Your

Fuel

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood

and economy by usins
Combine satisfaction
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

IIAHH COAL COMPANY

FOR SALE BY OWNER .
These homes are all Las Vegar
Press Brick and built by owner.
Gold.

modern,

Ninth

QUALITY
Highest

and

modern,
from Central.

two

'

Can Make Good Terms.
If you are Intending ' to buy
investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phono 1049--

Real

PHONE 35

1

blockr

First Class

NEW STATE COAL CO.

on ' North
modern
Maple, half block from Central.
one block from

SEEK EC1Y

GALLUP, SUGARITE, SWASTIKA COALS

.1

Alt
nub

'V

CI7FC

,'

CEDAR AND PINON WOOD
Trw aovtror? o nrl or.l?f f.1 miff 'wmiit nadrla
Phone and tell us your coal and wood requirements

.

J

